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ABSTRACT 
In southern Ontario, treed headwater swamps are a common watershed feature. These 
headwater swamps commoniy exist at groundwater discharge sites and represent a 
significant Link between the underlying groundwater systun and the surface dminage 
system. ln contrast to the volumes of fiterature pertaining to the hydrologic modelling of 
agricultural and forest land classes, relatively iittie attention has been focused on the 
development and testing of numerical simulation models suitable for predicting the 
stormtlow response from these headwater wetland sites. If required to predict the rate of 
outfiow fiom a wetland-dorninated catchment, the hydrologist or engineer has few 
numencal tools and Little data available to assist in the prediction. 
From a modeiiing perspective, wetlands ecosystems represent a unique and complex 
hydrologic setting. The rainfail-runoff response fiom wetlands is shaped by numerous 
factors including the size and shape of the wetland, the topography of the wetiand the 
available air-filled pore space within the sedirnents and the characteristics of the drainage 
network. The movement of water through the wetland occurs as a combination of 
subsurface fiow through the organic sediments and surface flow within the hummock 
terrain common to most wetlands. 
The objective of this research is to investigate the fdbility of applying a numerical model 
to simulate the raid'-runoff response from a treed headwater wetland site. A fmt- 
generation wetland model is developed in order to provide an operational tool capable of 
reproducing the hydrologic behaviour of the headwater wetlands common to southern 
Ontario. The process representations incorporated in the mode1 structure are consistent 
with the data-poor environment typical of wetland systems and the computational 
requirements appropriate to modeLing at the catchent or watershed scale. The wetland 
model utilizes a field hydrology mode1 cûupled to the Stream routing model. The field 
hydrology modei incorporates process representations for the horizontal movement of 
water through the wetland sediments and Surficial hwnmock terrain. The channel routing 
model provides an accounting of the lateral exchange of water with the wetland sedirnents 
and simulates the transport of water through the wetland drainage network. 
The development and testing of the wetland model is made in conjunction with a data 
collection program where hydromeeic and meteorologic data were obtained at a 400 
hectare fmt-order headwater swamp located withh the Teeswater River watershed in 
southem Ontario. Field surveys of the wetland drainage network and a streamgauging 
program provide data peitaining to the open channel flows within the wetland. The 
observed rainfd-moff response of the wetland clearly reveals a remarkabie vxiability in 
the stormfiow response. 
A split sample approach is used to calibrate the model parameters and vaiidate the model 
performance. The abiiity of the model to simulate the nuioff response from the headwater 
swarnp is investigated for discrete storm events and for monthly simulations. Properly 
calibrated and initialized, the wetland mode1 provides a usefil tool for simuiating the 
stormflow response for short to medium length simulations. As a resuit of the long 
response time associated with the drainage of wetlands and the difficuity of quantifying the 
role of the underlying groundwater system, long-term simulation of the wetland stomiflow 
dynamics is a more challenging task. 
The sensitivity of the model output to changes in the calibrated model parameters is 
reported for two storm events: one event dominated by flows within the organic sedirnents 
and another stom in which the response is dominated by surface flows within the 
hummock layer. The results of the analysis indicate that the stormflow response Corn the 
wetland is signir~cantly inlluenced by the antecedent wetland saturation and the 
precipitation input. 
Overall, the use of an ideaiized wetland representation involving a stream routing fiuiction 
coupled to a wetland field model appears to hold promise for the simulation of the 
s t o d o w  response of low-gradient headwater wetlands. However, the testing of the 
proposed model has been iîmited to a single wetland site. A true measure of the 
usehilness of the developed wetland model can only be assessed through continued 
application of the model to other wetland sites as additional hydrologie data are made 
available. 
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In accordance with the Wetiand Policy Stutement (Ministries of Natural Resources and 
Municipal Affairs, 1992) wetlands are defined as: 
"lands that are seasonally or permanently covered with shallow water, as 
ivell as lands where the water table is close to or at the suflace. In either 
case, the presence of abundant water has caused the formation of hydric 
soils (soils in which there is an abundance ofrnolrture) and has favoured 
the dominance uf either hydrophytic or water toleranir plants." 
Wetlands are among the most important ecosystems on the Earth (Mitsch and 
Gosselink, 1986), providing valuable hydrologic functions and unique habitats for a wide 
variety of flora and fauna. Wetiands improve water quality, protect shoreünes from 
erosion, provide a measure of flood control, and offer social and econornic benefits. The 
value of these wetiand systems is becoming increasingly recognized by scientists. 
engineen and regdators. 
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It is estimated that wetlands comprise approximately 1370,000 km2 or 14% of Canada's 
land surface (National Wetlands Working Group, 1988). In Ontario, wetiands occupy 
approximately 33% of the land area or 290,000 km2. In recognition of the importance of 
wetiands. the Province of Ontario has kvefoped a comprehensive wetland management 
program. The goals of the Wetlands Poficy Statement (Ministries of Natural Resources 
and Municipal A f f ' ,  1992) are to ensure that wetlands are identifleci and adequately 
protected through the land use planning process and to prevent m e r  loss of pmvincially 
significant wetlands. It has been estimated that over 75% of southem Ontario's original 
wetlands have been lost since Etuopean senlement (Ministries of NaturaI Resources and 
Municipal Affairs, 1992). The dominant cause of wetland loss in southern Ontario 
involves the reclamation of agricultural land use (Bardecici, 198 1). In addition to wetlands 
lost to agriculture, wetlands are also lost due to encroachment resdting from urban 
development. At the time of this writing, current policy in the Province of Ontario 
requires that. for ai l  planning jurisdictions - including municipalities and planning boards, 
protection of provincidy si-cant wetlands must be reflected in officia1 plans. zoning 
bylaws and any other development decisions. 
The mle of wetiands in regulating stomiflow has been the subject of debate in wetland 
riteranire. The hydrologie response of wetlands is the result of a complex interaction of 
many factors, including: the size and location of the wetiand relative to the watershed; the 
degree of interaction between the wetland and the channel network; the microtopography 
of the wetland and the available air-fiiied pore space within the wetland sediments. 
Research has shown that wetlands can often have a large impact on the stormflow 
response of a catchment and that the magnitude of the impact can vary signifïcantly with 
region and season. Many wetland research efforts have involved water balance and 
process-related studies conducted at individual wetland sites (for example: Woo and 
Valverde, 1981; Roulet, 1990; Gerla, 1992). Although some of these studies have 
presented contradictory results, these studies have proven valuabk in idenwing and 
quantiQing the primary mechanisrns influencing the stormfiow response from wetland 
basins. 
Advances in data acquisition and cornputer technology have helped influence the current 
trend towards the use of physicaiiy-based distributed hydrologk models (Systeme 
Hydrologique Europeen (SHE), Abbott et al., 1986; WATFLOOD, Kouwen, 1988). The 
routine avaüability of precipitation and saamflow data, and the ever increasing 
availability of remotely sensed land cover data provided by airborne and satellite sensors 
now allows the collection of deiailed hydrologic information on a watershed scaie. In 
recent years. there has been inmashg interest in the development and application of 
physicaIIy-based distributed hydrologic models towards a variety of watershed types. One 
noticeable exception involves the application of pmcess-based modelling efforts towards 
wetland basins. Although wetlands c m  significantly impact the stomitlow response of a 
catchment, hydrologic modelling efforts applied to wetland systems are not weii 
represented in wetland literahlre. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
In southem Ontario, headwater streams cornrnonly originate from groundwater discharge 
zones. These discharge areas often exist in the focm of treed swamps where the sustained 
influx of groundwater plays an important role in maintaining swamp saturation and strearn 
baseflow (Roulet, 1991). Although these spring-fed swarnps are a common watershed 
feature, there h a  k e n  Little research conducted into the numerical simulation of the 
stormfiow response associated with these wetiand systerns. 
The primary objective of this research is to develop a first-generation numerical model 
capable of simulating the storrnflow response from the swamp wetland systems 
characteristic of the temperate region of southen Ontario. This research is motivated by 
the need to develop a predictive tool suitable for simulating the primary stormfiow 
mechanisms governing the runoff response h m  wetiand systems at the watershed scaie. 
The ultimate end use of the wetland model will be its implementation into an existing 
distributed hydrologic model (WATFLOOD, Kouwen, 1996). 
The underlying philosophy behind the model development is to construct a pmcess-based 
model that is compatible with the scarcity of field data typical of wetland basins while 
utilizing a minimal number of fining parameters. Many hydrologic models are specific to 
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either surface or subsurface flow processes. Since the surface and subsurface hydrologic 
processes within weiland ecosystems are inseparable (bulet, 1990), an important feature 
of the proposed wetland model involves the coupling of the surface hyârologic processes 
within each wetland with the subsurface flow transport and storage mechanisms associated 
with the wetland sediments. 
A major task involved with the development of any hydrologic model is the assessrnent of 
the predictive capabilities of the model against measured and observed field data As such, 
an essential objective of this research is to develop and present applications of the wetland 
model using observed precipitation events. A data collection program was estabüshed to 
collect the hydrometric data necessary to calibrate and validate the model. An effort was 
made to apply the wetland mode1 over the wide range of seasonal vegetative States and 
wetland antecedent moisture conditions. An analysis was conducted to evaluate the 
sensitivity of the wetland model output to the rnodelling parameters and the representation 
of the runoff processes. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 presents general background information relevant to this research effort. The 
reader is introduced to the Canadian Wetland Classification System and its hierarchical 
approach to differentiating the numerous types of wetlands found across Canada An 
introduction into the hydrologic aspects of wetlanà hydrology and the hydrologic 
f'unctions attributable to wetland ecosystems is provided. The stormfîow mechanisms 
identified through past wetland research efforts are outlined. Fmally, a brief discussion of 
previous rnodelling efforts associated with wetland systems is provided. 
Chapter 3 outlines the goals of the model development effort and the idealized wetland 
representation adopted by the model. The reader is introduced to the various components 
of the wetland model including interception, evapotranspiration and horizontal surface and 
subsurface flows. A fidi description of the numerical formulations utilized for the channel 
routing model and the wetland field hydrology model is provided. 
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A first-order headwater wetiand site within the Teeswater River watershed was chosen to 
be the focus of the model testing. Chapter 4 provides details regarding the coilection of 
meteorologic and hydrometric data utilized to evaluate the model performance. 
Streamtlow hydrographs are presented to illustrate the seasonai variability in the rauifall- 
mnoff response of the study wetiand site. A brief analysis of  the stormfLow hydrograph 
charactenstics associated with the wetland site is included. 
Chapter 5 provides details regarding the calibration and validation of the wetiand model. 
The sensitivity of the model output with respect to the model parameters is evaluated in 
Chapter 6. Fnaliy, conclusions drawn from the research and recommendations for future 
study are provided in Chapter 7. 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Wetland Classification 
The intent of wetiand classification is to group together the various kinds of wetlands that 
are similar in as many respects as possible (Zoltai and Poliett, 1983). Classification of 
wetlands is required for the evaluation, inventory and management of wetland systems. 
Within the wetland Literature, a varïety of classitication schemes have k e n  introduced for 
wetlands. Most of the early wetland classification schemes were developed for the 
northem peatlands of Europe and North Amenca (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986). 
In the United States, the U.S. Fish and Wilûiife Service (USFWS) developed a wetland 
and deepwater habitat classification scheme utilizing hierarchicai classes of wetlands with 
systems, subsystems, classes and subclasses. A Mi description of the USFWS 
classification scheme is pmvided by Mitsch and Gosselink (1986). 
In Canada, a wetland classification scheme was developed by the National Wetlanàs 
Working Group (NWWG) based on ecological parameters that infiuence the growth and 
development of wetlands. Information pertaining to wetlands is organized in a hierarchicai 
fashion, beginning with broad generalized categories and progressing to more specfic 
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Ievels of detail. A brief ~mmary of the Canadian Wetland Classification System is 
provided below. For a complete description of the classification system, the reader is 
referred to Wetlands of Canada (NWWG, 1988). 
2.1.1 Wetland Class 
The most general category involves the definition of wetiand c2'' based on hydrology, 
water quality and vegetation physiognomy. Under the Canadian Wetland Classification 
System, five wetiand classes are recognized: 
iii) swamp 
iv) marsh, and 
V) shallow open water. 
Bogs are peat-covered wetlands, typically with the water table at or near the surface. The 
bog surface, which may be raised or level with the surroundkg terrain, is isolated from the 
minera1 soi1 water. The associated soils are Fibrisols, Mesisols and ûrganic Cryosols. 
Bogs may be treed with black spmce or treeless, usually covered with sphagnum mosses. 
Fens also exhibit high water tables but, in contrast to bogs, their groundwaters are 
nutrient-rich minerotrophic waters hydraulidy connected to the underlying mineral soils. 
The soils are Mesisols, Humisols and Organic Cryosols. The vegetation typically consists 
of sedges, grasses, mosses and possibly a poor tree cover. 
A swamp is a peatland or mineral wetland with standing water or water gently flowing 
through pools or channels (NWWG, 1988). The water table is usudy at or near the 
surface. In many swamps, peat formation is minimal. If peat is present, it is mainiy weil- 
decomposed woody peat, underlain at times by sedge peat. The soils are typicaüy 
Mesisols, Humisols and Gleysols. The vegetation typicaily consists of a dense cover of 
deciduous or coniferous ûees, with a surface cover of s h b s ,  herbs and some mosses. 
A m r s h  is a mineral wetland or peatland that is penodicdly inundated by standing or 
slowly moving water. The substratum typically consists of mineral material, although it 
may consist of well-decomposed peat. The soils are primarily Gleysols, with some 
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Mesisols and Humisols. Marshes may be bordered by nees and shrubs but the dominant 
vegetation consists of emergent sedges. grasses, mshes and reeds. 
Shallow open water wetlands consist of open expanses of intermittently or pemianently 
flooded areas. Under sumrner conditions. shdow water wetiands have open water zones 
occupying 75% or more of the wetiand surface area. In the open water zone, vegetation 
is limited to submerged vegetation and floating aquatic plant forms. 
2.1.2 Wetland Form 
In addition to the wetland class, the classification of wetlands can be M e r  differentiated 
based on wetland fonn. Wetland form is established from: 
i) the surface fonn of the wetiand 
ii) the proximity to water bodies, and 
üii the drainage characteristics of the basin. 
As of 1988, 18 bog forms, 17 fen foxms. 15 marsh forxns, 7 swamp forms and 13 shallow 
open water forms have been identified (NWWG, 1988). Of particular interest in this 
research are the various swamp forms. These forms include: 
i) Basin S warnp A swamp developed in a topographicaily defined 
basin where the water is locaily derived. 
ii) Hat Swamp A swamp existing in areas of poorly drained 
Io w lands, 
ii) Flwdplain Swamp A vailey swamp inundated by a seasonal flooding 
river, 
iv) Peat Margin Swamp A swamp existing in a narrow zone between a 
peatland and the mineral uplands. Drainage from the 
upland regions provide water to the swamp. 
V) Shore Swarnp A swamp located dong the shores of a permanent 
water body. 
Spnng Swamp A swamp maintained by a discharge of groundwater. 
vii) Stream S wamp A swarnp existing dong a permanent Stream and 
subject to periodic inundation. 
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2.1.3 Wetland Type 
Finally, wetland forms are divided into wetfunà opes on the basis of vegetation 
morphology. Wetland types include: 
treed (coniferous and hardwood) 
shmb (tall, low and mixed) 
forb (non-grassy herbs) 
graminoid (grass, reed, taii rush, low rush and sedge) 
moss 
lichen 
aquatic (floating and submerged) 
non-vegetated 
2.2 Wetiand Regionalization 
The distribution of wetlands is strongly influenced by climate related pmcesses and local 
physiography. North of the tree b e ,  the relatively cold clunate and low precipitation are 
not favourable to the developrnent of wetlands. In cornparison, a significant concentration 
of wetlands exists as a broad band extending from centrai Labrador, passing through 
northem Ontario and extending north-west across the northern prairie provinces. 
Throughout this region, moderate precipitation levels, cool climate and Bat terrain 
combine to form a favourable environment for the development of these extensive 
wetlands complexes. 
In Canada, regional differences in the development of wetlands are weii recognized (Zoltai 
and PoIiett, 1983). To date, twenty wetland regions have been delineated in Canada 
(NBWG, 1986). These wetland regions are zones where characteristic wetlands exist 
within given ciimatic boundaries. The major wetland regions hclude: Arctic, Prairie, 
Temperate, Subarctic, Boreal, Oceanic and Mountain. For eac h major wetland region, 
several subzones have been identified For example, the Temperate Wetland Region is 
further subdivided into the Eastern temperate and the Pacific Temperate Regions. 
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2.2.1 Eastern Temperate Wetlaiid Region 
The study site selected for this research is located within the Eastern Temperate Region. 
Wetlands of the Eastem Temperate Region span southen Ontario, Quebec and portions 
of New Bmswick The Eastern Temperate Wetland Region is associated with two 
physiographic regions: the St. Lawrence Lowlands in southwestem Ontario and the 
Appalachian Highlands occupying portions of Quebec and New Brunswick. In southem 
Ontario, the S t. Lawrence Lowlands are charactenzed by reiatively flat relief associated 
with the underiying sedimentary bedrock. The Wisconsin glaciation produced extensive 
areas of lacustrine clay and fluvial sand deposits. Erosion and glaciation formed numerous 
shallow and poorly drained basins, providing sites where wetlands have developed. On 
the morainal plains, the underlying bedrock often prevents the development of deep and 
extensive drainage systems, resuiting in poorly drained upland regions. Figure 2.L 
illustrates the distribution of wetlands in southern Ontario. 
The Eastem Temperate Region contains al1 five of the wetland classes identified within the 
frarnework of the Canadian Wetland Classification System. Swamps are the most 
frequently encountered wetland class of the Eastem Temperate Wetland Region in 
southern Ontario (NWWG, 1988). The swamp forms most comrnonly occumng m 
southem Ontario include peat margin, basin, Stream, shore and spring swamps. The 
swamps exhibit both treed and shmb (thicket) vegetation. Soft maple, e h  and black ash 
are indicative of hardwood swarnps while white cedar, tamarack and black spruce are 
associated with coniferous aeed swarnps. 
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Figure 2.1 Distribution of wetlands in southern Ontario (Bardecki, 1981) 
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2.3 Wetland HydroIogy 
It is well recognized that a knowledge of wetiand hydrology is essential to understanding 
and quantifying wetland fiuictions and processes (Carter et al., 1979). Hydrology is 
probably the single most important &terminant for the establishment, extent and 
maintenance of specific types of wetlands and wetland processes (Mitsch and Gosselink, 
1986). The type of wetland that will fom on any particular site is strongly influenceci by 
climate, geology and local topography. 
2.3.1 Hydrologie Budget 
A cornmon approach to detining and quantifying the primary hydrologic components 
associated with wetiand ecosystems is through the use of a simple hydrologic water 
budget (Ingram, 1983). Water can enter a wetland via precipitation, groundwater 
discharge, strearnflow and surface water runoff (Figure 2.2). Wetlands lose water through 
streamflow, groundwater recharge, surface water runoff and evapotranspiration. Within 
the wetland system boundaries, inequdities of infiow and outflow can be interpreted as the 
variation in water storage over time. The storage capability of a wetiand site will be 
detemined by the topographie features of the weiland landscape, includhg the size or 
extent of the wetland and the depth and porosity of the wetland organics. 
Defining AS as the change in storage, a general water balance statement can be expressed 
as: 
Identifying the various boundary fluxes and intemal flow processes, the water balance 
statement becomes: 
where P is precipitation; GW is groundwater flow; Q is streamfiow, SW is surface water 
flow and ET is evapotransphtion. The Uitlow and outfiow components m 
equation (2.02) are identified by the i and O suffixes respectively. 
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Figure 2.2 General wetland water budget 
Although the water balance equation is conceptuaily simple, there are numerous 
difnculties involved in measuring the individual components (Carter, 1986). Computing 
the water balance for wetiand sites is hirther complicated by the temporal variability of the 
wetland water table, the presence or absence of surface waters and the changes in the 
character of the wetland due to seasonaüty. From a modelling perspective, the relative 
importance of each component wili vary depending on the individuai characteristics of the 
wetland and the duration of the modelling. LaBaugh (1986) presents a good review of 
studies that have anempted to measure the individual components of the hydrologie 
budget. He concluded that very few studies have attempted to measure all components of 
the wetland water balance. Commonly, at l e s t  one major component is calculated as a 
difference between measured inputs and outputs. 
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Surface water input and output measurements are commonly made by estabIishing a 
relationship between discharge and measared flow levels across a weir or other control 
structure. From a practical perspective, the measurement of overiand flow in wetlands is a 
signifiant problem. The flow paths across a wetland are strongly influenced by the local 
microtopography and vegetative state. Much of the available information pertaining to 
overland flows through wetland environments has been obtaincd fiom research associated 
with treatment wetlands, both natural and man-made. 
For any land use, moisture losses to the atmosphere are a consequence of evaporation and 
transpiration by the existing vegetation. Transpiration implies water losses to the 
atmosphere through vegetation, while evaporation refers to the loss of water fiom the soi1 
and water surfaces. In combination, these two processes are commonly referred to as 
evapotranspiration. It has k e n  widey recognized that evapotranspiration losses represent 
a signif~cant long tenn water loss in wetland systems (Verry and Boelter, 1979). The 
evapotranspiration losses fiom a wetland system varies according to plant and tree 
species, climate, vegetation density and available soi1 moisture. 
A review of the wetiand Iiterature reveals that numerous approaches to evapotranspiration 
estimation have been applied to wetland sites. Past studies investigating the 
evapotranspiration loss in wetland systems have been summarized by Ingram (1983) and 
Carter (1986). In consideration of the variety of wetland sites and rnethods available for 
the measurement of evapotranspiration, it is not surprising that the reported results are 
somewhat conhising with many contradictory findings. A common index of 
evapotranspiration is the evaporation measured from standardized evaporation pans. An 
empirical formula is t yp idy  utilized to relate open water evaporation to an estimate of 
evapotranspiration. Traditionally, lake evaporation is understood to be approximately 0.6- 
0.8 of pan evaporation. However, for wetland systems, the relationship between 
evapotranspiration and free water evaporation is not clearly defmed, During the growing 
season, estimates of evapotranspiration fiom different types of wetland vegetation have 
ranged from 0.5 to 5.3 times that of pan evaporation (Carter et ai., 1979). 
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The Priestley-Taylor approach has been found to work well in estimating 
evapotranspiration demand in water balance studies in wetland systems (Woo and 
Valverde, 198 1; Prïce and Woo, 1988; Nuttle and Harvey, 1995, Neff, 1996). The 
Priestley-Taylor model (1972) is very attractive since its use requires only air temperature 
and radiation data. The model represents a special form of the Penman-Monteith 
combination model for evaporation: 
where a is the Priestley-Taylor coefficient, A is the slope of the saturation vapour 
pressure cuve (kPd°C), y is the psychrometric constant at the rnean daily air temperature 
(kPa/OC), Ri is the net ail-wave radiation (mdday evaporative equivalent) and G is the 
soil heat flux (rnmlday). The Priestley-Taylor coefficient, a, in part characterizes the 
controi which the surface exerts on the yield of water to the atmosphere. For a surface 
that is wet and fkely evapotranspiring, Priestley and Taylor (1972) found that an average 
value of a = 1.26 was appropriate. Use of the Priestley-Taylor equation essentially 
requires the local calibration of the a coefficient. When a soil moisture deficit exists, 
evapotranspiration is suppressed and the Priestley-Taylor coefficient typically falls to or 
below unity. In southem Ontario, Davies and Men (1972) reported a similar value. 
McNaughton and Black (1973) found that a coefficient value of 1-05 was suitable for 
modelhg the evapotmnspiration of Douglas fir forest in British Columbia For a shallow 
lake and wet sedge environment, Stewart and Rouse (1976) documented the successful 
application of a = 1.26 for characterizing the evaporation rate under a nodimithg water 
supply. A hydrologic study of a maii wet catchment in Connecticut (Stagnitti et al., 
1989) found a Priestley-Taylor coefficient of 1-22 to be suitable. Munro (1979, 1986) 
conducted an extensive evapotranspiration study involving the Beverly Swamp, located 
near Hamilton, Ontario. The results indicated that the forested wetland exhibited 
substantially smaiier values (a near unity) in cornparison to the standard Priestley-Taylor 
value of 1.26. 
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Kadlec et al. (1987) evaluated the predictive capabilities and site suitabiiity of several 
alternative methods for the estimation of wetland evapotranspiration. The Thomthwaite, 
Christiansen and Penman methods (Penman 1948) were tested on two wetland sites, one 
in central Michigan and the other in Carson City, Nevada The study results indicate that 
the evapotranspiration estimates proved to be highly site-specific. 
Gerla (1992) used Turc's mediod to estimate the potentiai evapotranspiration from several 
wetland systems in North Dakota. Hammer and Kadlec (1986) applied the Thomthwaite 
method for evapotranspiration estimation during the application of a mathematicai mode1 
for overland flow through a wetland at Houghton Lake, Michigan. O'Brien (1977) found 
that evapotranspiration estimated by the Thornthwaite approach compared favourably 
with measured values. 
Although groundwater is a major component of the wetland water balance, the estimation 
or measurement of the flwes entenng or leaving wetiand systems is very difficult and 
subject to large errors. Detailed hydrogeologic data are required in order to accurately 
assess the groundwater dischargelrecharge relationship of any particular wetland. The 
collection of such data can be very expensive and, idedy, should be carried out over a 
relatively long period. In many cases, groundwater inflow is ornitted because of the 
difficulty of its measurement, estimated from gradient and conductivity measurements 
(Huff and Young, 1980) or estimated as a residual term in the water balance. 
There have been severai detailed studies that have anempted to quant.@ the groundwater 
component associated with wetland systems. OBrien (1980, 1977) investigated the 
hydrology associated with two smaii geographically different wetland basins in eastem 
Massachusetts. Both wetland study sites were part of the regional groundwater system 
and the study concluded that the wetlands represented highiy efficient groundwater 
discharge sites. The study indicated that the p n d w a t e r  accounted for up to 93% of the 
total annual discharge from the wetland sites. 
Brown et al. (1987) investigated the interaction between groundwater and surface water 
at two wetland sites. The magnitude and relative contribution of the groundwater 
component to the water budget of each wetland site was signifcantly influenced by the 
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hydrologie setting. At a groundwater slope wetland, groundwater accounted for 45% of 
the total water input In cornp2rison. at a surface water depression wetiand site 
groundwater did not discharge into the wetland. 
Roulet (1990) investigated the Iuùc between groundwater and surface hydrology in a srnail 
headwater drainage basin in southem Ontario. The resuits of the study indicated that the 
existence of the treed swarnp is Wcely due to the large sustained groundwater input The 
lack of a signficant seasonai variation în the groundwater input produced a ~asonabiy 
stable water table within the swamp. The large and sustained groundwater input led to the 
development of surface streamiets originating at perrnanently saturated seepage zones. 
The study estimated that, on average, over half of the groundwater entering the swarnp 
was conveyed to the drainage channel via the surface strearnlets. 
Several researchers have investigated the groundwater flow at wetiand sites fkom a 
hydrogeological perspective. Siegel (1988) presents the results of a study on the 
recharge-scharge function of a major freshwater wetland cornplex near Juneau, Aiaska. 
The approach used in the study involved a hydrogeologic approach using a cross-sectional 
steady-state numerical simulation model to evaluate the rechargedischarge relationships. 
The study reports that, for the study site, the rechargedischarge function is highly 
dependent on the hydrogeologic setting. Gilvear et al. (1993) investigated the 
hydrogeological mechanisms associated with a srnd fen in England using a regional 
groundwater model (MODFLOW). The goal of the research was to quanti@ all water 
inputs and outputs from the Bradley Moor Fen and to investigate the sensitivity of the fen 
to changes in groundwater flow, climatologicai variables and aquifer characteristics. The 
study site was considered representative of wetiands overlying a leaky regional aquifer and 
they concluded that the existence of the fen is'dependent on the unique geology that 
allows groundwater to maintain saturation of the surface layers. Hunt et al. (1996) 
estimated the groundwater inflows associated with a wetland site in southwestern 
Wisconsin using several alternative approaches: 1) traditional Darcy flux calculations 
based on observed gradient measurements, 2) stable isotope mass balance calculations, 3) 
temperature profile modelling and 4) numencal water balance modelling techniques. With 
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the exception of the Darcy approach, the remaining three approaches produced results 
within the same order of magnitude. The report concludes that each method has strengths 
and weaknesses and no "best method" is likely to exist for any specific wetland site. 
23.2 Organic SOUS 
A key characteristic of a wetland system is the existence of hydric soils. Hydric soils are 
those soils that experience saturation or m u e n t  fl00diIIg for signincant periods of tirne. 
Continuous or seasonai inundation combineci with the production of relatively large 
amounts of dead organic material resuit in nearly perpetuai soil anaerobiosis in many 
wetlands (Kadlec and Knight, 1996). The subsequent reduction in rnicrobial activity and 
organic decomposition results in an accumulation of organic matter. 
When dealing with the properties associated with most wetland soils, a distinction is 
commonly made with regard to two identifiable layers within the wetland soi1 profde. 
Properties such as density, degree of hdicat ion,  hydraulic conductivity and water 
storage commoniy Vary with vertical position. The upper layer, or acrotelm, represents 
the periodically aerated Iayer within which there are exchanges of moisture with the 
atmosphere. The water table always lies within the acroteim with the level of the water 
table fluctuating due to the varying meteorological influences. Underlying the acrotelm is 
the catotelnz, an anaerobic, permanently saturated organic layer. Aithough not considered 
to be part of the wetland soils system, a Ieaf or root mat layer wiii often develop on the 
surface floor in many wetlands. This litter, or detrital layer typically consists of newly 
deposited plant material in various States of decomposition. 
The physicd properties of organic sedirnents are very much related to the degree of 
hurnification. Humification refers to the decay or decomposition that occurs by 
biochemical oxiâation of plant matter. As decomposition proceeds, the wetland soil 
undergoes a loss of organic matter and physid structure. In general, as the wetland soils 
decompose, the bulk density (ie: the dry weight of the materiai per unit volume) inmases 
while the hydraulic conductivity decreases. 
Humification takes place most rapidly within the acrotelm where oxygen is abundant The 
average state of humifkation cm be difficult to quanti@. The most commonly referenced 
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assessrnent approach is that of von Post sale (1926) for which a s m d  amount of peat û 
inspected and manuaiiy squeezed. The degree of humification is gradedon a sa le  fiom 
HI (no h d c a t i o n  with clear water emerging) to Hto (completely decomposed with peat 
and water inseparable). Boelter (1969) proposed a scheme where mils were evaiuated to 
determine the fraction of mass composed of fibres exceeding 0.10 rnm is size. Soils with 
more than 675 fibres were classined as fibric whiie soiis with less than 33% fibres were 
labeled as suphic. Fibre contents between 33% and 67% were classified as hemic. 
The hydraulic characteristics of wetland sediments can Vary signincantly over very short 
vertical and horizontal distances. In most cases, there is a signifxcant difference between 
the hydraulic conductivity associated with the acrotelm and that of the catotelm. 
Romanov (1975) noted that the hydraulic conductivity associated with the upper layers of 
the acrotelm were in the order of 1 to 100 cmls. At the lower boundary of the acrotelm, 
the hydraulic conductivity decreased to 0.001 cds .  Hobbs (1986, quoted in Burt et al., 
1990) reported that the variation in saturated hydraulic conductivity within a single peat 
profde may range over eight orders of magnitude. Several studies have reported hydraulic 
conductivity values associated with swamp wetlands in southem Ontario. Woo and 
Valverde (198 1) reported values ranging from 4 to 22 mkiay for the Beverly Swamp. In a 
study of the surface and groundwater hydrology at a small headwater drainage basin of the 
Dufin Creek watershed, Roulet (1990) reported hydraulic conductivity values ranging 
from over 10 dday within the organic layer, to values less than 0.05 m/&y in the 
underlying substrate. In a study of the stormflow production in a forested swarnp located 
northeast of Toronto, Ontario, Waddington et al. (1993) reported that the hydraulic 
conductivity of the peat near the drainage stream ranged from 0.03-0.17 mlday. 
Numerous studies have identified a relationship between the stonnfiow response from 
wetiands and the antecedent storage capacity of the wetland. The storage capacity of a 
wetland is influenced by the location of the water table. When the wetland sediments are 
inundated, storage of water occurs within the hollows of the hummocky terrain cornmon 
to rnany wetland ecosystems. When the water table is located w i t h  the wetland 
sediments, air-NIed pore space rnay be available within the unsaturated zone above the 
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phreatic surface. The influence of the unsaturated zone within the acrotelm appears to 
Vary with the type of wetland and the c W c  conditions. For many undrained wetlands, 
the water table remains very close to the surface for most of the yearly cycle and available 
subsurface storage is limite& Burt et al. (1990) state that for many wetland sites, the 
unsaturated moisture conditions are of liale importance in the study of peat hydrology. In 
wetland systems, the actuai air-filied pore space available for infiltrathg water may be only 
a few percent of the total porosity. With the organic soüs existing at a state of near 
saturation, ody smali inputs of precipitation are required to raise the water table to the 
surface, producing source areas for suface runoff on peat terrain. 
Most attempts at quantifying the relationship regarding the water storage associated with 
wetiands involve the concept of specific yield (Sa. The specific yield is defined as the 
volume of water released per unit area due to a unit decline of the phreatic sudace. The 
above definition impiies that the water released during a decline of the water table is only 
the water draining k l y  under the influence of gravity. The water yield represents the 
difference between the water content at saturation and the water content at field capacity. 
Within the wetiand üterahire, the reported values for specific yield encompass a wide 
range of values. Ingram (1983) reviewed several studies that have shown that specific 
yield decreases rapidly with increasing humincation and depth. Boelter (1969) quotes the 
following general ranges for the specific yield of peat soh: 
i) fibnc soüs S, > 0.42 
u) hernic soils S, = 0.15 - 0.42 
üi) sapric soils S, < O. IS 
In their study of the Beverly Swarnp, Woo and Valverde (198 1) found a large variability m 
the specific yield within the site. In drier portions of the swamp, the specific yield was 
found to range fiom 0.06-0.09 throughout the depth of the peat. In the northern portion 
of the swamp where conditions were wetter, the specific yield decreased with depth, with 
the overail values ranging from 0.05-0.33. 
In a subsequent study, Munro (1984) investigated the relationship between the soil 
moisture content and the water table in the Beverly Swamp. The study found that for a 
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specified nimmer p e n d  the soi1 moisaire deficit withîn the peat column was reasonably 
correlated with the location of the water table. However, for each year of the smdy 
period, the relationship between soi1 moisture deficit and water table position was 
different It was specuiated that the differences in the relationships may be the result of 
yearly differences in the evapotranspiration efficiencies h m  one summer to the next. 
2.3.3 Regdatory Role of Wetiand Systems 
It is widely recognized that wetlands provide a number of hydrologic functions and these 
functions have k e n  weil documented (Carter et al., 1979; O'Brien 1986; Carter 1986). 
The hydrologic fùnctions attributable to wetland systems include peak flow reduction and 
the de-synchronization of flood peaks, recharge and discharge of groundwater, 
maintenance of baseflow, water quality regdation and reduction of shoreline erosion. 
From a hydrologic modelling perspective, the most si-cant hinction associated with 
wetland systems is their ability to temporarily store or reraui flood flows and as a result, 
reduce flood peaks (Bay, 1969; Carter et al.. 1979; Noviaki, 1979; Veny and Boelter, 
1979; Woo and Valverde, 1981). The magnitude of these effects can vary significantly, 
depending on a number of factors including: 
i) the class, fom and type of wetland 
ü) the size and location of the wetland relative to the drainage basin 
iii) the available soi1 moisture storage 
iv) the degree of interaction between the wetland and the adjacent drainage 
network, and 
V) the magnitude and duration of the precipitation event. 
Within the Eastern Temperate Region, many watersheds exhibit denciritic or me-iike 
drainage networks. The temporary storage of storm waters within the tributary wetlands 
and the resulting de-synchronization of the tributary and main channel flood peaks could 
play a major role shaping the runoff response from a watershed. As a result, any basin 
scale modelling of these watersheds must properly account for the timing of the runoff 
response from these eibutary wetland complexes. 
Relatively few studies have attempted to quantify the flood peak modification effects 
associated with wetland systems (Carter, 1986). Mitsch and Gosselink (1 986) cite two 
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studies involving riverine floodplain wetlands. The floodplain wetlands on the Charles 
River in Massachusetts were found to be extremly effective for flood control. It was 
estimated by the US. Amy Corps of Engineers (1972) that the loss of 3400 hectares 
wouid increase flood damages by $17,000,000 per year. In a study of the bottomland 
hardwood forests dong the Mississippi River, Gosseünk et al- (198 1) reported that, prior 
to settlement, these wetiaods stored the equivaient of 60 days of river discharge. After the 
construction of levees and drainage of the floodplain, the storage capacity bas now been 
reduced to approximately 12 days. 
It is recognized that the s t o d o w  response of wetlands is strongly infiuenced by season 
and storage capacity (O'Brien, 1986). Past studies indicate that during spring runoff 
events, most wetlands produce a flashy ninoff response as a result of the saturated 
conditions wiihin the wetlands. During the summer precipitation events, if air-filied pore 
space is available within the sediments for the retention of storm water, wetland outflows 
c m  be significandy reduced. Novitzki (1979) reported results on a study involving a 
statistical andysis of streamflows in Wisconsin that indicated that basins containing 
wetlands generaüy produced higher spring discharges and lower flood flows in cornparison 
to basins with no wetlands. 
2.3.4 Wetlands and Groundwater 
WetIand sites exhibit a variety of relationships with the underlying groundwater regime 
(Carter and Novitzki, 1987). Depending on the local topography, the wetland may exist 
either above or below the local potentiometric surface. Wetlands perched above the 
regional or intermediate potentiometric surface may act to provide recharge to the 
underlying groundwater body. Altematively, those wetland sites in contact with the 
underlying groundwater system serve as groundwater discharge sites. Hollands 
et al. (1986) state that the majority of freshwater wetiands in the northeastem United 
States are located on sites of groundwater discharge. Several recent saidies have 
idenmed the importance of groundwater Mows with regard to the maintenance and 
storm€iow characteristics of headwater swarnp wetiands comrnon to southem Ontario 
(Roulet, 1991; Waddington et al., 1993). In some documented cases, wetland sites can 
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hct ion as both a discharge site and a recharge site over the annual cycle (O'Brien, 1977; 
Munro, 1984; Siegel, 1987). In either case, the wetland repcesents an important interface 
between the underlying groundwater fiow system and the surface drainage feanues. 
When reporting on the relationships between wetlands and groundwater, several 
researchers have categorized wetland sites as either lowland and upland wetlands (Holzer, 
1986; Baker, 1986). Lowland wetlands occupy a position with major valleys underlain by 
glacial outwash or ailuvium wMe upland wetlands are situated on glacial tili. Most 
lowland wetlands exist in topographic depressions intercepting the regional water table 
and typicaliy represent a groundwater discharge site. Upland wetlands exist in local 
topographic depressions intersec ting the water table or potentiometrïc surface of an 
underlying aquifer. These upland wetland sites also represent groundwater discharge 
sites, with streamflows comrnonly being obsemed throughout the year. 
In studying the hydrologic characteristics of wetlands in Wisconsin, Novitzki (1979) 
classified wetlands according to hydrologic setting. DEerences in hydrology and the 
degree of the groundwater-wetland interaction were established for four hydrologic 
wetland settings: 
i) surface water depression wetland 
ii) surface water dope wetland 
Z) groundwater depression wetland 
iv) groundwater slope wetland 
A surface water depression wetland exists where precipitation and overland stormflows 
collect in a surface depression. The bottom of the wetland is situated above the local 
water table and, as a result, the site does not receive groundwater inputs. With no 
drainage outlet, water entering these depressional wetlands leaves the wetland by 
downward leakage to the under1ying soils or through evaporation. Surface water 
depression wetlands are associated with pond and marsh environments. 
A surface water slope wetland occurs dong the slopes located margins of lakes and 
streams. These wetiands exchange water with the adjacent lake or Stream during a flood 
event. Surface water slope wetlands include marshes, swarnps and floodplain forests. 
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A groundwater depression wetland occurs at sites where a topographie depression 
intercept the local water table. The wetland can receive water fiom precipitation, 
overland flow and infiow h m  the underlying groundwater system. Groundwater 
depression wetlands are characteristic of marshes, fens and sedge meadows. 
A groundwtzter dope wetlmid exists where groundwater discharges to the surface as 
springs or seeps. These wetland sites have a constant groundwater discharge with surplus 
water draining via overland flow. Much of the character associated with these wetlands is 
determined by the magnitude of the groundwater input. Groundwater dope wetlands 
include fens, meadows and cedar swamps. 
2.4 Wetland Stormtlow Processes 
2.4.1 Background 
Stormflows may arrive at a drainage channel by any number of pathways; 1) direct 
precipitation falling ont0 the channel surface, 2) overland surface flow, 3) shallow 
subsurface flow and 4) deep subsurface flow. In watershed hydrology literature, the 
rnechanisms of stormflow production have been a subject of considerable research and 
debate. In general, disagreement has centred around the factors infiuencing the 
development of overland flow and the relative contribution of subsurface flows with 
regard to the hydrologic response of a drainage basin. 
The classic concept of streamfiow generation through overland flow is attributable to 
Horton (1933). Overland flow consists of stonnwater failing to infiitrate to the subsurface 
regime and travelling along the ground surface towards the drainage channel system as 
sheet flow or as flow cokcting within surface rivulets. The Hortonian approach to runoff 
implies that the surficial soils partition precipitation events into two components: one 
portion of the precipitation is idtrated into the soi1 whiie the rernainder of the 
precipitation develops overland fiow along any avdable surface paths. The paztitioning 
rule involves the infiltration capacity at the soi1 surface. When min faik at a rate greater 
than the rate at which it can infiltrate, there will be an excess of precipitation which will 
travel along the surface in the form of overland flow. Alternatively, no overland flow will 
develop if, for the duration of the event, the rainfall intensity is Iower than the infiltration 
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capacity associated with the sudiciai soils. The Hortonian hypothesis is most likely to be 
applicable under conditions of spme vegetation cover and where soils exhibit cmsting. 
Subsequent researchers have observed that the heterogeneities in soii types and vegetation 
cover result in an imgular tunoff response. These fhdings Ied to the concept of partial 
contriburing arear. It was recognized that ody certain portions of a watershed 
contributed overland flow. It was found that storm hydrographs originated from smali 
upstream source areas, often less than 10 percent of the drainage basin (Dunne and Black, 
1970). The size of these partial areas is infiuenced by the rainfaü intensity, rainfall depth, 
and the antecedent moisture conditions associated with the catchment. 
Refinements to the partial-contributing area concept have led to the variable-source area 
model (Hewlett and Nutue, 1970; Ward, 1984). The variable-source areas are located in 
Iow-lying lands immediately adjacent to streams and rivers and are concentrated near basin 
outlets. The extent of these variable-source areas is a function of the antecedent soil 
moisture conditions, soii moisture storage capacity and rainf' intensity. The variable- 
source area model represents a dynamic version of the partial-contributing area model. 
The dynamics of the variable-source areas are reflected in the seasonal changes in soil 
moisture and the character of the precipitation events (itensity, duration and depth of 
rainf'l). These source areas generate overland stormfiows whenever the upper soi1 
horizon becomes saturated. 
Numerous researchers, padcularly in forest hydrologie studies. have promoted the 
concept of subsurfiace stonnflow as a major source of storrnflow. The essential 
requirement for subsurface storm flow is a shaiiow soi1 horizon of high penntability 
(Freeze, 1974). Ushg a mathematical simuiation model, Freeze (1972) concluded that the 
mechanism of subsurface stonnflow is only applicable to convex hillslopes that feed deeply 
incised channels in conjuncton with very high permeab'i soils. 
More recent studies into stormfiow generation have employed the use of environmental 
isotopes such as oxygen-18 and deuteriua These studies have indicaîed that storrnfiow 
generated during snowmelt and precipitation events is supplied by preevent or old water 
that is in the catchment pnor to the event (Sklash and Farvolden; 1979; Sklash et al., 
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1986; Buttle and Sami, 1992). Several processes have been suggested to explain the large 
and sudden response of surface waters to an impulse of snowmelt or rainwater including 
groundwater ridging and macropore or pipe flow through the upper layer of the soi1 
sediments. 
According to the groundwater ridging hypothesis, rapid variations in pre-event discharge 
indicate the development and subsequent dissipation of groundwater ridges adjacent to the 
stream channels. These ridges increase the groundwater fluxes to the sufiace stream due 
to increased gradients and expanded seepage faces. Previous research efforts into rapid 
groundwater input to surface water have observed the formation of groundwater ridges at 
the base of hillslopes adjacent to Stream channels (Sklash and Farvolden, 1979; Abdul and 
Giilham, 1989). 
Buttie and Sami (1992) conducted combined hydrornetric and isotopic techniques to test 
the groundwater ndging hypothesis of streamflow generation during snowmelt in a 
forested catchment on the Canadian Shield Hydrograph separation methods indicated 
that pre-event water contributions dorninated strearnflow, providing up to 69 percent of 
the total flow from the wetland. The results are typical of those reported by other 
researchers involved with shield watersheds (Bottomley et al., 1986; Moore, 1989). The 
report concluded that groundwater ndging in the near-stream zone was not responsible for 
the displacement of pre-event water into the channel. The formation of a groundwater 
mound beneath the channel was observed following the initiation of surface saturation in 
the wetland. suggesting that water left the wetland as saturation overland flow and 
infiltrated the channel bed. The water table subsequentiy rose until it intersected the 
ground surface, at which tirne, saam flow was recorded at a downstrearn gauge. The 
authon suggest that the variations in total stream flow and pre-event runoff may be 
indicative of the role played by surface storage in the wetland. The isotopic signature of 
water held in surface storage was intemediate between that of event and pre-event water. 
Variations in snowmelt and precipitation inputs to the wetland appear to have resulted in a 
displacement of the h d  water to the stream. 
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Several recent studies have focused on the concept of macropore fIow within the upper 
soii horizons. Short circuithg of the subsurface fiows through naturally occurring seeps 
and soi1 pipes has been hypothesized by numerous researchers (Nieber and Warner, 199 1). 
Flow through soi1 pipes or seeps has ken observed in peaty forested systems (weyman, 
1970; O'Brien, 1980; Thomas and Beasley, 1986; Waddington et al., 1993). O'Brien 
(1980) noted the presence of pipes between a peat and muck interface at two New 
England forested wetiands. Measured discharges h m  individual seeps ranged h m  50 
Vday to 2,700 Vday, large enough to account for the observed streamfiows. 
2.4.2 Stonntlow Production From Swamp Environments 
Over the past decade, severai studies pertaining to the stormfiow production of wetland 
systems specific to the Eastern Temperate Region have shed iight on mechanisms which 
appear to regulate stormflow behavior of riverine and palustrine wetlands (Whiteley and 
Irwin, 1986). The stonnfiow charactenstics from a wetland system are dictated by 
numerous factors including: the wetland topography, the magnitude of the groundwater 
input relative to precipitation, the Ievel of the water table, the Iocd drainage network and 
the size of the wetland complex relative to the contributing drainage basin. A review of 
the fmdings reported by researchers is useful in illustrating the complexity of the 
stormflow processes in wetland basins. 
O'Brien (1980) investigated the relative importance of direct surface runoff versus 
subsurface drainage in two small wetland controiled basins in Eastern Massachusetts. The 
author concluded that subsurface flows played a sisnificant role in the generation of the 
flood peaks. At one of the wetland sites, the study estimated that nearly the entire 
baseflow of the Stream could be provided by pipe or seep discharge. At both wetlands, 
total runoff amounted to approximately 48% of the recorded precipitation with the 
wetland discharge exhibiting considerable seasonal variation. On average, the spring 
months (March, April and May) accounted for roughly 70% of the total annual discharge. 
Woo and Valverde (1981) conducted a hydrologie study of Beverly Swamp, a treed 
swamp covered predorninantly by white cedar, tamarack and red maple. The swamp can 
be classified as a riverine wetland with two creeks traversing its Limits. The study 
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concluded that the regulatory role of the swamp is govemed by the subsurface storage 
capacity and the degree of interaction betwecn the gmundwater and the strearnflow. 
Taylor (1982) reported on a study of the runoff processes in two smd  wateaheàs near 
Peterborough in south-central Ontario. In both watersheds, he reported that stormflow 
was producd p~cipaüy  as saturation overland flow fkom contributing areas which Vary 
in size during and between precipitation events. The extent and duration of the 
contributing zones also appeared to Vary on a seasonal basis. One of the study watenheds 
drained an ephemeral swamp that was considend typical of headwater basins in the region 
(Taylor, 1982). Taylor stated that these wetlands contribute most of the Storm ninoff 
from the headwater Stream and that the storm-to-stom variations in stormflow response 
can be explained using the variable-source area saturation mode1 as a frarnework. 
Taylor summarized the stormflow response of the headwater swamp watershed as follows. 
During the winter +riod, the stormfiow response is alrnost non-existent because 
contributing zones are srnall and moisnire input is in the form of snowfall. In the spring, 
the release of stond water within the snowpack combines with the spring rainfall to 
expand the contributing zones as the water table within the wetiand Nes to the surface. 
After the spring melt period and throughout the summer period, interception and 
evapotranspiration losses result in signif icant available storage within the wetland soil 
horizon. As a result, stormflow response fiom the basin is at a rninimum during the 
summer months. Into the fali period, evapotranspiration rates decline, dowing a recharge 
of the soil moisture and raising the groundwater levels. As a result, contributing zones 
dunng the f d  period expand again and stormflow from the wetland system is observed 
following precipitation events. This seasonal pattern in stormflow response has been 
reported by other researchers (Bay, 1969; O'Brien, 1977). 
Bua and Gardiner (1984) prfonned a multiple regression analysis of hydrograph 
characteristics for two subcatchments at Shiny Brook. The authors concluded that, for the 
study site, the antecedent soil moistue conditions were essentiaiiy constant due to 
permanently sahlrated pools. These pools provide fixed source areas for d a c e  ninoff 
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and thus the rise of the stonn hydrograph was controiled primarily by the precipitation 
input. 
In southem Ontario. one of the most comprehensive research efforts to investigate the 
stonnfiow and mnoff mechanisms of a headwacer swamp involves a snidy of a forested 
groundwater discharge wetland located north of Toronto (Roulet. 1990; Rouiet, 199 1 ; 
Waddington et al., 1993). The swamp is considered representative of the groundwater- 
connected wetlands commody found in areas of glacial deposition in southeastem Canada 
and the northeasten United States (Roulet, 1990). The swamp is located on a first and 
second order strearn valiey and occupies approximately 2 percent of a headwater basin 
which measured 1.6 km2. The results demonstrated that the wetland had little impact on 
strearn baseflow. This is contrary to many previous wetland studies (see Carter, 1986 for 
review) which state that wetlands generaliy utilize stored water for evapotranspiration at 
the maximum potential rates at the expense of base flow (Verry and Boelter. 1979). In 
contrast to the s t o d o w  response in the variable saturated swamp reported by Taylor 
(1982), runoff from the headwater swamp was proportional to the depth of rainfall. 
Roulet concluded that the consistency of the saturated contributing areas in this study was 
a result of the persistent and large groundwater input. Rainfall input represented 
approximately 7 percent of the total water input and, as such had no simcant impact on 
the areal extent of the saturated areas. 
2.5 Past Wetland MdeIling Efforts 
Carter et al. (1979) identified five urgent research needs for the identiming and quantifying 
the hydrologic fûnctions characteristic of wetlands. One of the research ncornrnendations 
involved the need to continue the development of hydrologic models based on hydrologic 
data in order to generate better analysis and predictive capabilities. In a Iater publication 
(Carter. 1986), it was reported that little progress had been made in meeting the research 
recommendations. 
A review of the recent wetland literanire reveais that modelling efforts pertaining to 
wetland ecosystems in North Amenca are becorning more common. These modelling 
efforts provide vaiuable infonnation regarding the hydro1ogic processes unique to wetland 
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systems while allowing new hypotheses to be formulated and tested In general, the 
individuai wetland modelling efforts can be generaiized into two categones: 1) modehg 
efforts utiliPng existing models and 2) efforts involving the construction of new models, 
developed specifically for wetland system. 
With respect to the first category, several groundwater studies have used the MODFLOW 
program to evaluate the groundwater regime associated with wetiands (Siegel, 1988; 
Gilvear et al., 1993; Bromley and Robinson, 1995; Lloyd and Teilam, 1995; Bradley, 
1996; Hunt et aL, 1996). The DRAINMOD model (Skaggs, 1982) was onginally 
developed as a water management model capable of the design and evaluation of field 
scale facilities for subsurfixe drainage, surface drainage and imgation. The DRAINMOD 
simulation model has been applied to wetland systems to evaluate peat-mining (Konyha et 
al., 1988) and to investigate pocosin hydrology (Skaggs et al., 199 1). 
Huff and Young (1980) reported on the development of a marsh hydrology water budget 
model to simulate the surface and subsurface discharge fiom a marsh wetland in response 
to urban inflows. The model was applied to a marsh adjacent to Lake Wingra in Madison 
Wisconsin. The model was used to compute daily water budget totals for the marsh over 
a seven year period. The model was capable of reproducing the daüy water table 
fluctuations in the marsh and estimating the correct levels to within f 10 cm. 
Harnrner and W e c  (1986) presented a mathematical model for flow through wetland 
ecosystems. The model was based on a pair of mass balance equations, one characterizhg 
surface flows when the fiee surface is above the sediment surface and a second equation 
appropriate to horizontal subsurface movement when the hre surface is below the 
sediment surface. The model was applied to the Porter Ranch treatment façility 
(Houghton Lake, Michigan) to estimate daily water levels within the wetland. 
One ncent predictive model (Guertin et ai., 1987) is the PeatIand Hydrologie Impact 
Mode1 ( P m .  The PHiM is a lumped parameter, deterxnînistic, continuous simulation 
model developed to predict the hydrologie response of naturai or rnined wetlands, mineral 
soil uplands or a combination of the land classes. The nahiral wetland model utilues a 
two layer soil system, analogous to the acrotelm and the catotelm. Actual 
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evapotranspiration (MT) is considered to be a function of the potential 
evapotraospiration (PET) and the water table depth. The streamtlow response fiom the 
wetland is considered comparable to that of an unregdateci reservoir. The wetland 
outîiows are detemillied ushg a water table versus avaüable storage relationship and a 
water table vernis discharge relationship incorporated into a mervoir routing aigorithm. 
The relationships are estabiished ftom the peat proNe and simuitaneous field observations 
of water table elevation and discharge. Barten and Brooks (1988) presented the resuits 
from a modifieci version of the PHIM model in which a physicdy based upland land-type 
model for mineral uplands was tested on a 9.7 ha and 23.3 ha watershed. 
Kittelson (1988) applied conventional hydrologie methods towards the analysis of several 
depressional wetlands in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Runoff fiom the upstream watersheds 
was estimated using the Soi1 Conservation Service (SCS) approach. The wetland sites 
were assumed to function as a conventional reservoir with a specified stage-discharge 
relationship. Outfiow hydrographs from the depressional wetlands were obtained using a 
modified PUIS routing procedure. Retum period stoms were appiied to the model in 
order to evaluate the impact of the depression with respect to peak flows. The results 
indicated that the influence of the wetland sites on peak flow modification varied with 
available storage at the site and the nature of the wetland outlet. 
Recently, Walton et al. (1996) developed and appiied a dynamic water budget mode1 to a 
large field investigation of the processes in the Black Swamp wetlands of the Cache River 
in Arkansas. The model incorporates three modules, providing representations of surface 
water flow, horizontal groundwater flow and the primary vertical processes. The model is 
based on an explkit link-node technique and includes concepts and approaches used m 
commonly applied programs. The model was applied to the Cache River wetland system 
using the surface flow module. The horizontal groundwater flow module was not utilized. 
The study concluded that inundation of the riverine wetlaads was produced by several 
downstream constrictions, rather than the downstream advance of the flood waves. 
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2.6 Chapter Summary 
In Canada, large regional differences in climate and Iandfonn have resulted in the 
development of numennis and diverse wetland ecosystems. In southem Ontario. treed 
headwater swamps are a common watershed feanue. Recent process-related studies, 
conducted at several swamp sites in southem Ontario, have identïfied the dominant 
stormflow processes associated with these wetiaads. Many of these wetlands represent 
groundwater discharge sites with the groundwater input playing an important role m 
establishg the degree of saturation in these systems. 
Wetlands provide some measure of flood control. The low gradients and avdable storage 
within the sediments provide wetiands with the ability to temporarily retain stormfiows. 
The magnitude of the peak flow reduction is innuenced strongly by the drainage 
characteristics of the wetland site and the seasonal variability in available storage space 
within the sediments. 
As Our knowledge and understanding of wetland processes grows, increased interest is 
k i n g  focused on the application of numerical simulation models to wetland environments. 
However, studies involving the application of simulation models to swamp environments 
are not well represented in the wetland literature. 
3. Description of Wetland Mode1 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Background 
From a mathematical perspective, the terni model describes a system of assumptions, 
equations and procedures intended to characterize the behaviour of a prototype system 
(Linsley et ai., 1982). With respect to the science of hydrology, a hydrologic model 
represents an assemblage of models, with each model corresponding to an individual 
component of the hydrologic cycle. The relative importance of each component of the 
hydrologic cycle incorporated in the model is dependent on the model application. For 
any given application, the complexity of each model component will Vary with the model 
requirements and data availability. 
Event-based streamfiow simulation (EBSS) models incorporate the hydroIogic processes 
that dominate the raidalIl-runoff response over short time periods. These event-based 
simulation models focus on the partitionhg of rahf'all into the infiltration and runoff 
components. Long-terni processes such as evapotranspiration. soiï moisture storage and 
groundwater flow are comrnoniy neglected. Altematively, continuous streamflow 
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simulation (CSS) models maintain a continuous accounting of the water held in storage 
within the watershed. As a resuit of the long simulation periods, hydrologic processes 
such as evaporation and subsurface flow take on more signincance. 
3.1.2 Goals Of The Madel Development 
The construction of any simulation model must begin with a full recognition of the 
ultimate end-use of the model and its data requirements. For this research the 
development of the weuand model is dnven by the need to provide a s t d o w  mode1 
capable of sirnulating the rainfall-runoff nsponse nom headwater swamps at the 
watershed scale. When modelling hydrologic processes at the mes0 to macro scale, 
extensive field work to obtain model inputs is not feasible and as nich. the 
conceptuakation and parameterization of the wetiand mode1 must be consistent with the 
anticipated amount of available data. 
The goal of this research is to develop a nurnencal model capable of simulating the 
rainfall-runoff response at headwater wetland sites. The model must be capable of 
operating as both an event-based streamfîow simulation (EBSS) model and as a 
continuous streamflow simulation (CSS) model. The intent of the EBSS modehg 
exercise is to evaluate the ability of the model to simulate the short-term rainfd-nuioff 
behaviour exhibited by wooded headwater swarnps common to southem Ontario. The 
goal of the CSS wetland modeiiing effort is to evaluate the ability of the wetland mode1 to 
simulate the wetland strramtlows over long periods where groundwater interaction and 
evapotranspiration play a dominant role in the wetland hydrologic budget. 
3.2.1 Generai 
The development of the wetland model was completed using the Visual Busic for 
Wàndows Professionai Edition (Version 3.0). Microsoft Widws" has become the 
graphical user interface (GüT) of choice for many engineering users. The Wà.ows 
software provides a consistent user interface for many applications and supports excellent 
screen graphical displays. In 199 1, Microsoft introduced the Visual Basicm program 
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development software. Visual Basic dows the user to develop large prograrns using a 
modular approach and ailows the use of the grapbical feanires commonly associated with 
Windows appiications (scroil bars, pulldom menus, check boxes. etc.). The program 
display can contain multiple windows and has the capability of communicating with other 
Windows applications. The speed of the Viswl Basic software is comparable with C++ 
or Turbo Pascal for Windows (Walton, 1995). 
3.2.2 User Interface 
The cunent wetiand program provides menu-driven access to each component of the 
model. The program provides numerous interactive display screens that allow the user to: 
specm the modelbng events 
m e  the &and process parameters 
mod@ the wetland channel parameters 
specw the mode1 mesh 
initiaiize the model to steady-state 
optimize the model parameters 
execute a model simulation 
display mass balance caicuiations 
compare simulated streamfiows against historical streamflows 
display phreatic d a c e  within the finite-difference grid 
display a summary of strearnflow statistics 
generate daily evapotranspiration estimates (Thomthwaite or Turc method) 
A sample listing of several of the program display screens is provided in Appendix A. 
3.3 Wetland Representation 
3.3.1 General 
The wetland model consists of a channel routing model coupled to a wetland field 
hydrology model. The dynamics of the channel routing model determine the flow depths 
dong the drainage system and the comsponding outflow rate Born the wetland system. 
The wetiand field hydrology model incorporates the process repnsentations through 
which water is added, temporady stored and subsequentiy removed from the wetland 
sediments. The primary infiow to the routing model is in the form of laterai discharge 
fiom the adjacent wetland organics. The horizontal water movement within the wetland 
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field model is driven by the ciifference between the head in the wetland sediments and the 
head imposed at the stream baaks by the fluctuating water levels within the wetland stream 
system, 
3.3.2 Idealization of Wetiand Drainage System 
The model idealizes a wetland drainage system as a series of routing reaches, each coupled 
to an adjacent wetland field œil (Figure 3.1). The complexity of the routing network is 
dependent on the size of the modelling catchment, the data availabiity and the desired 
level of detail. The routing model cornputes the channel flows dong a main wetland 
channel and any specified number of tributaries. 
3.3.3 Ideaüzation of Wetland Soi1 System 
The current model idealizes the wetland using two storage zones. Zone 1 characterizes 
the hurnmocky terrain typically found in many wetland systems. The overland flow of 
stormwater is strongly influenced by the nonunifonn bed shape @ummocks and hollows) 
and the emergent vegetation typicai of wetiands. 
Zone 2 represents the organic sediments of the wetiand. As indicated in Figue 3.2, the 
organic sedirnents of Zone 2 extend fiom the Iower iimit of the hummock layer down to 
the invert of the wetland stream system. 
The model assumes that the saturated zone within the organic layer is hydrauiicaliy 
connected to the wetland channe1. The wetland channel is ideaiized as M y  penetrating 
the active layer of the wetland sediments. 
3.4 Precipitation 
The wetland mode1 requires precipitation data in the form of hourly values. The model 
currently is limited to precipitation inputs as no snow-melt routine has ken  implemented 
at the time of this writing. The current model assumes a d o m  rainfall distribution 
within the wetland boundaries. 
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/ Wedand Channel Reach 
Wetland Outlet 
Figure 3.1 Typicaï wetIand mach segmentation 
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Figure 3.2 Ideaiization of wetland charnel and soü layea 
3.5 Estimation of Evapotrampiration 
3.5.1 Background 
As descnbed in Chapter 2, evapotranspiration can represent a signif~cant long-tenn water 
Ioss in the water budget associated with wetland ecosystems. Evapotranspiration can be 
distinguished into two components: transpiration fiom vegetation and evaporation of the 
moisture existing within the surficial soils and precipitation intercepted by the vegetation. 
The relationship between evapotranspiration and climatic factors, geographic location and 
vegetative cover has been investigated by numerous researchers. 
Much of the work conducted on mesuring and predicting evapotranspiration has been 
developed with respect to agriculturai land uses and irrigation practices (Jensen et 
al., 1990). Many of these techniques for estimating evapotraaspiration are not directly 
applicable to forests and wooded wetlands. Wooded areas are aerodynarnically rougher 
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resulting in lower wind speeds and smaller temperature and humiciity gradients above the 
canopy (Spittiehouse and Black, 198 1). In addition, wooded areas generally have 
different leaf stomatal resistance characteristics and reflect l es  solar radiation. The 
estimation of evapotranspiration is often perfonned using the concepts of potential 
evapotranspiration (PET) and actual evapotranspiration (AET). The concept of potential 
evapotranspiration was fmt presented by Thomthwaite and later reinforced by Blaney and 
Penmm (Mustonen and McGuinness, 1968). Potentiai evapotranspiration is defmed as the 
rate at which water can k removed h m  soil and plant surfaces when the system is not 
water-limite& The hydrologie literature contains numerous techniques for the estimation 
of PET and AET. 
Several rigorous physicaüy-based evapotranspiration models have been presented in 
literature (Bouten et al., 1992; Verseghy et al., 1993). However, these models typicaliy 
require a signifcant amount of data regarding atmospheric conditions, vegetation and soil 
moisture state. While these models satisfy a research need, they are not convenient for 
operational use on a watershed scale at this tirne. As a result, numerous empiricaliy-based 
evapotranspiration models have been developed that rely on a minimal amount of data. 
However, many of these models are applicable only to the climate and region in which 
they were developed (Spinlehouse and Black, 198 1). Many of these methods are based 
on empirical formulas containing one or more climatologicai data such as temperature, 
solar radiation, relative hufnidity or wuid speed. Some of the more commonly applied 
empirical approaches include the Thomthwaite method, the U.S. Weather Bureau 
approach, the Blaney-Criddle method (Blaney and Criddle, 1945). the Turc formula (Turc, 
1 96 1) and the Hargreaves approac h (Hargreaves, 1966). 
The selection of a suitable evapotranspiration estimation technique must take into account 
the data availability, the intended use and the required accuracy of the estimate. With 
regard to estimating catchment scale evapotranspiration estimates, application of the 
Thornthwaite approach and the Turc fomula have been presented within the wetland 
literature. 
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3.5.2 Estimation Methods 
The wetîand model nequires values of daily potentiai evapotranspiration. The cumnt 
version of the model has an intemal capabiity of providing potentiai evapotranspiration 
estimates using the Thomthwaite and Turc methods. The methods require a minimum of 
data and are weli suited for application at the catchment scale. 
3.5.2.1 Thomthwaite Model 
Thomthwaite (1948) developed a method for estimating potential evapotfanspiration h m  
climatological data. Monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET) is estimated using: 
LOT " 
PET = 1.6(--) 
where T is the rnean monthiy air temperature ( O C ) .  I represents an annual heat index 
computed by summing a senes of monthly heat indexes i as follows 
and a is a cubic function of I given by 
Using the Thomthwaite approach, temperature records and latitude are sufficient to 
estimate the potential evapotranspiration at any location. Although the Thomthwaite 
model is highly empiricai, it nevertheless provides an estirnate of potential 
evapotranspiration by an indirect reference to the radiation component of 
evapotranspiration through the use of the mean monthly air temperature. 
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3.5.2.2 Turc Formula 
The Turc formula (Turc, 1961) utilizes temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation 
to provide estimates of potential evapotranspiration over 10 day intervals. The Turc 
formula involves two expressions for the potential evapotranspiration estimate, depending 
on the value of the average relative humidity: 
when Wa < 50% 
T 1.20 - Wa PET = 0.13(-](~~ +50[ ] when IV, 2 50% 
T+15 0.70 
where Wa is the average relative humidity, T is the mean temperature (OC) and Ra is the 
total incoming radiation (callcmrlday). The incorning radiation can be approximated by: 
where 1. is the direct solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere (caI/cm2/day), h is the 
measured amount of sunshine in hours per day and H is the maximum amount of possible 
sunshine hours per day. Based on a cornparison of evapotranspiration models, Saeed 
(1986) reported that the Turc formula is a good estimator of potentiai evapotranspiration. 
3.5.3 Temporal Distribution 
The current mode1 provides two alternative distribution pattern; 
i) daily potentiai evapotranspiration demand distnbuted uniformiy over the 24 
hour period, or 
iii a sinusoidal function over the daylight p e n d  
35.4 Estimation of Actual Evapotranspiration 
Many operational hydrologic models E t  the amount of evapotranspiration from the 
upper soil layer through an accounting of the soil moisture content. Typicaliy, 
evapomspiration is dowed to occur at the potential rate whenever the soil moisture is at 
field capacity. Below field capacity, the ability of the soil to provide water for the 
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evapotranspiration demand is typically assumed to be a function of the soi1 moisture 
content, 
The present version of the wetland model assumes that the wetland organic layer 
maintains a moishm content essenti*! at field capacity. The evapotranspiration dernand 
is assumed to occur at some user-specifïed fraction of the potential rate: 
AET = f PET (3.06) 
where f is a specified constant. A value of unity implies that the water lost due to 
evapotranspiration occurs at the potential rate. Based on a study of the Beverly Swamp, 
M u m  (1979, 1986) found support for the existence of an equilibrium evaporation regime 
in which vegetative control could be ignored in long-term evaporation work. Adopting an 
equilibrium model, the actual evapotranspiration demand wodd be approximately 791 of 
the potential demand (f= 0.79). 
3.6 Canopy Processes 
3.6.1 Background 
In forested areas, interception of precipitation by canopy storage can represent a 
significant component of the water balance (Rutter et aL, 1971; Gash, 1979). For a 
continuous or long-term hydrologie simulation, the processes of interception and 
evaporation must be represented in some manner. Over the past two decades, various 
canopy models have been developed Typically, the models can be classified as either 
research or operational models. In general, the models m e r  with respect to the 
estimation of the canopy storage depth, when canopy throughf' (drip) is initiated, how 
the evaporation potential is applied to the removal of moisture stored on the foiiage and 
the computational and data nquirements. 
The water balance for a forest canopy can be expnssed (Rutter et al., 1971) by: 
where Pi is the total precipitation over time period i, mi is the free throughfaii, ie: the 
rainfall that reaches the ground surface without corning into contact with the vegetation, 
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Di is the canopy dnp - the precipitation that is initidy intercepted by the vegetation and 
subsequently falis to the ground surface, CEi is the evaporation from the wetted 
vegetation over the time period and ASi is the change in interception storage over the time 
penod 
3.6.2 Canopy Storage 
The wetland mode1 allows the user to characterize the vegetation interception storage 
capacity using two cornmon methods: 
i) Severai models have utilized the concept of a leaf area index (LAI), the 
2 2 ratio of the vegetative Ieaf ana (ail sides) to the ground area (m /m ). The 
interception storage capacity ( S a  is computed using the appropriate LAI 
and an interception capacity coefficient (Sb& 
A typical value for the interception capacity coefficient is 0.2 rmn 
(McCarthy et al., 1992; Spittlehouse and Black, 198 1). The appropriate 
value of a LAI is dependent of the type of vegetation, the density of the 
stand, and the seasonal variation in foliage growth. Table 3.1 provides a 
representative summary of LAI values reported by Verseghy et al. (1993). 
Table 3.1 LAI v a h  for various vegetation Cypes (from Verseghy et aL, 1993) 
Evergreen needleleaf 4.0-5.0 
Evergreen broadleaf 10.0 
Deciduous needleleaf 0.5-4.0 
I Vegetation Class 
1 Deciduous broadleaf 1 0.5-6.0 1 
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u) The alternative approach is to simply assign a mean canopy storage 
capability (mm) based on the class of vegetation and coverage fraction. In 
general, a storage capacity of 1 mm is generaliy applicable to most 
deciduous stands in leaf and a value of 0.5 mm is suitable for leafless 
stands. Values of the maximum canopy storage for conifers typicaily 
ranges fmm 1-2 mm, depending on the density of the vegetation. 
The wetland mode1 regards the wetiand canopy as having a surfafe storage capacity, S. 
that is med through precipitation and reieased by evaporation. Water is assigned to the 
canopy storage at a rate, 1, given by: 
where P is the rainfall intensity and p is the coefficient of free throughfail. Drip fiom the 
canopy storage volume does not occur until precipitation has satisfied the canopy storage. 
3.6.3 Canopy Evaporation 
Moisture detained by interception is removed through the process of evaporation. When 
the arnount of water on the canopy, S. equals the surface storage capacity, Sm, moisture 
is removed at the potential evaporation rate: 
For a partially wet canopy, the actual evaporation rate, LPy, is given by: 
3.7 Groundwater Input 
In the temperate regions of North America, many wetland systems exist at groundwater 
discharge areas, talcing the fom of spnng-fed treed headwater wetlands. These wetland 
sites often represent a surface feahire of a large and complex intemediate or regional 
groundwater flow system. If the wetland sites are comected to a local groundwater 
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system, the hydrologie behaviour and stormfiow response can Vary in conjunction with the 
seasonal nature of the groundwater flows. 
In order to model those wetland systems, an estimate of the groundwater contniution to 
the streamflow is required for any Iong-term modelling effort. As reported in Chapter 2. 
quantifying the groundwater cornponent of the wetland water budget is a very dficult 
endeavour. For single wetland sites, a hydrogeological investigation is required to 
quant@ the groundwater fluxes entering or leaving a wetland site. However, when 
modelling at the watershed scaie, the estimation of the groundwater interactions 
associated with a suite of wetland sites will genedy require a simpler approach. An 
estimate of the groundwater contribution can be obtained from: 
0 an extemally-determined, user-specified value, or 
ii) a value obtained through calibration of the wetland model against historical 
streamflow data. 
The current version of the wetland model incorporates two simpwing assumptions 
regarding the interaction between the wetland surface processes and the underlying 
groundwater regime: 
0 The mode1 currently adopts a constant steady-state groundwater flux, 
applied over the duration of the simulation. If data were to exist, the 
model could easily be m-ed to allow the specified groundwater flux to 
change temporally (ie: on a daily, weekly or monthly basis). 
ii) The wetland model applies the vertical flux uniformly over the areal extent 
of the wetland sediments. Studies involvuig several small, well 
instmmented wetland sites have indicated that pundwater o k n  enten the 
wetland dong preferential pathways, producing locaiized saturated zones. 
if such data were avaiiable, the model could easily be modified to account 
for the areal distribution of the groundwater inflows. 
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3.8 Wetland Field Hydrology Model 
3.8.1 General 
In order to predict the s t o d o w  response fiom wetiand systems, it is essential to 
understand the intemal transport processes that control the movement of water within the 
wetland boundaries. Horizontal movements of water through a wetland are Muenced by 
numerous factors including the nature of the wetland vegetation, the surface topography. 
the degree of channekation, the properties of the wetland sediments, the presence of 
macropore flow and the gradient of the shallow groundwater systern. Water can rnove 
through a wetland system along several parailel paths. Under non-submerged conditions, 
horizontal water movement is Limited to micropore and macropore flow through the 
wetland sedimena. Numerous researchers have identified the importance of the highly 
permeable upper organic layer in discharging water to the wetland streams (Ivanov, 198 1 ; 
O'Brien, 1980). 
Overland flow movements can occur along any available drainage channels and through 
the wetland vegetation. It is recognized that the presence of a simcant 
rnicrotopography (hollows and hurnmocks) can be important to the wetland's capacity to 
contribute to stormflow. Hamrner and Kadlec (1 986) proposed that the wetland surface 
could be idealized as a doubly porous medium. with a fine sa le  porosity associated with 
plant stems, leaves and litter, and a coane scale porosity due to the presence of hammocks 
and channels. 
3.8.2 Friction Models 
There has been relatively Little research conducted on the numencal simulation of overland 
flow through wetland ecosystems (Kadlec and Knight, 1996). The rate of flow through 
most wetland environments is very low and as a result, the inertial and acceleration terms 
in the momentum balance are negligible in cornparison to the gravitational and fiction 
terms. With the frictional and gravity effects in balance, fiows through a wetland 
environment can be modelled using an appropriate mass balance and a relationship 
between velocity and gradient. 
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Kadlec et al. (1981) reported on a field study to evaluate the appropriate Fnction law 
goveming overland flows through wetland envùonments. As part of the study, four 
alternative friction laws were investigated; Darcy's larninar flow through porous medium, 
a v' power law appropriate to turbulent flow through porous media, a laminar flow mode1 
with a depth-variable porosity to reflect the presence of hummocks, and h d y ,  a square 
of the depth power law. The study concluded that the flow rates are strongly governed by 
the material balance and are relatively insensitive to the adopted friction law. 
3.8.2.1 Manning's Law 
KadIec and KNght (1996) report on a series of emergent marsh studies in Florida whose 
results make up a large volume of the available wetiand f i t ion data. In generai, 
Manning's n is highly dependent on flow depth and vegetation density. Based on the 
Florida data and research at the Houghton Lake site in Michigan (Kadlec et al. 1981; 
Hamrner and Kadlec, 1986; Kadlec, 1990), prelirninary recommendations were offered 
regarding the estimation of Manning's n for tlow through emergent marshes. For spane 
vegetation systems: 
where 0.05 < h <1 .O metres 
where h represents the depth of flow (m). For dense vegetation environments, the 
appropriate relationship is given by: 
1.0 n = -  
h1.7 where 0.10 < h 4 . 0  metres 
3.8.2.2 Power Law 
For rnany wetland sites the use of Manning's equation is not appropriate for several 
reasons. Manning's equation applies to turbulent flow conditions controlled by bottom 
friction whereas wetland overland flows are nearly always in the laminar or transitional 
fiow regime, controlled by vegetative resistance (Kadlec and Knight, 1996). Secondly. the 
typical flow depths within many wetlands are shaiIow and as a result, the microtopography 
of the surface is of importance. For overland flows across a wetland, the depth of flow 
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would be highly variable. Fmally, for many types of wetland vegetation, there is a 
pronounced vertical distribution in vegetation density. 
As a result of the diff?culties inherent in the application of the Manning's open channel 
friction equation to wetland systerns, several researchers have adopted a more relaxed 
power law formulation: 
where Q is the volumeaic flow rate (m3/s), W is the wetland width (m), d is the water 
depth (m), S is the energy gradient (dm), a is the friction law coefficient, $ is the 
hydraulic depth exponent and x is the energy dope exponent. When fl equal to 0.67 and x 
is equal to 0.5, equation (3.14) is applicable to a turbulent open channel flow regime. 
For application to wetland systems, Kadlec and Knight (1996) recornmend a laminar flow 
formulation (x= 1 .O) until further research data becomes available. Kadlec and Knight 
(1996) report a range of 1.0 < c 2.4 for the hydraulic depth exponent. Past studies 
(Kadlec 198 1; Hammer and Kadlec, 1986) have indicated that the computed water surface 
profiles are not sensitive to the selection of beta within normal operating ranges. Until 
more research is conducted, a depth exponent of 2 is recommended (Kadlec and Knight, 
1996). 
The friction law coefficient is influenced by vegetation and litter density. Until M e r  
data becomes available, Kadlec and Knight (1996) recomrnend a coefficient value of 
1 16 rn% for densely vegetated marshes and 580 m% for sparsely vegetated marshes. 
3.8.3 Overland Flow Mdel 
The wetland model utilizes the laminar friction law model as proposed by Kadlec (1986). 
Adopting the power law formulation, the overland flow velocity (vJ c m  be expressed by: 
where dWitr is the slope of the water surface within the hummock Iayer. 





Figure 3.3 Reptesentative element of wetland 
Using a representative element (Figure 3.3), Hammer and Kadlec (1986) presented a 
mathematical mode1 for overland flow through vegetated wetland areas. A one- 
dimensional mass balance formulation of the surface flow utilking equation (3.15) is 
described by: 
where h is the head elevation relative to some arbitrary datum. d(h) is the depth of flow 
within the hummock layer, d represents the specific yield or drainable porosity, P is the 
net precipitation rate (mis), E is the evapotranspiration rate ( d s )  and I represents the rate 
of vertical leakage associated with the underlying sedimena (nils). 
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3.8.4 Subsurface Flow Model 
An additional term can be added to equation (3.16) to account for the movement of water 
within the wetland sediments. The specific discharge (qJ within the wetland sediments is 
related to the gradient in head through Darcy's Iaw (Bear, 1979) 
where Km) is the depth-averaged hydraulic conductivity associated with the organic 
sedirnen ts. Incorporating equation (3.17) into the mass balance expression y ields: 
where b(h) is the thickness of the saturated flow within the organic Iayer. Equation (3.18) 
provides a general depth-averaged mass balance representation for combined surface and 
subsurface flow through a wetland environment. 
For the one-dimensional formulation, the rate of flow per unit width per unit hydraulic 
gradient (or transmissivity, TJ is given by: 
The transmissivity value integrates the effects of micropore flow, macropore flow, surface 
flow within the hummock terrain and preferential surface flow dong surface streardets or 
channels. 
Implicit with the use of equation (3.18) is the assumption that the pressure is 
hydrostatically distributed such that the gradient in head is the sarne above and below the 
wetland surface. The application of a one-dimensional depth-averaged groundwater flow 
representation has been successfuily applied to several studies involving the lateral water 
movement in tidal marshes. Nuttle (1988) utilized a model of depth-averaged model to 
study the horizontal water fluxes in a tidal marsh near Boston, Massachusetts. In the 
marsh studied, the semidiumal tidal infiuences were limited to a region within 15 metres of 
the creek bank. Harvey et al. (1987) applied a numerical model to simulate the subsurface 
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hydraulics in the vicinity of a creek bank subjected to regular tidal flooding. Observed 
changes in hydrauiic head over complete tidal cycles were accurately predicted by the 
model. 
The specific yield or drainable porosity. 9* cm be defineci as the change in water content 
per unit change in head, per unit surface area. nie  value of the drainable porosity is 
dependent on the position of the hydraulic head within the wetiand. M e n  the phreatic 
surface is located entirely above the hurnmock layer. the drainable porosity is set equal to 
unity. When the phreatic surface is located within the organic layer. the drainable porosity 
is equivalent to the drainable porosity associated with the organic sediments. 
3.8.5 Numerical Formulation of the WetIand Flow Model 
3.8.5.1 Governing Equation 
The wetland model utilizes the one-dimensional mass balance formulation for surface and 
subsurface flow through a wetland environment (equation 3.19). Expressing in terms of 
transmissivity : 
where: 
(PI -the drainable porosity 
h -hydrauiic head (m) 
x -flow length in the direction of flow (m) 
Tz -horizontal transmissivity (m2/s) 
R(x.t) -sourcelsink tenn accountingfor recharge or withdrawal 
The use of equation (3.20) assumes that the direction of water movement in both the 
sediment layer and hurnmock layer is perpendicular to the wetland Stream. At each grid, 
the dominant hydrologie processes (ie: precipitation, canopy interception, 
evapotranspiration and groundwater input) are specified or simulated and subsequently 
incorporated into the sourcdsink term in equation (3.20). 
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3.8.5.2 M d e l  Mesh 
The application of the wetland hydrology mode1 consists of idealizing each wetland field 
ceil into a series of finite-ciifference grids located adjacent to a stream routing reafh and 
solving the appropriate mass balance equation appropriate to each grid block. The 
wetland program provides a pn-processor to generate the finite-ciifference mesh and 
assign elevation data to each grid block. The wetland modei has the capabiiity of utilizing 
either a uniform or variable grid mesh (Figure 3.4). The variable mesh is generated using: 
Finite Difference Grid Blocks 





b) Variable grid (shown with an Muent stream) 
Figure 3.4 Finite-difference mode1 meshes 
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where Dm is the distance from the wetland Stream to the left edge of grid block n, L is the 
width of the wetland field ce11 and N is the number of grid blocks contained in the mode1 
mesh. 
The variable grïd mesh established using equation (3.21) provides a smaiier grid resolution 
near the wetiand streams while incorporating a coarser grid near the wetland margin. To 
illustrate, a 500 metre wetland field ceil characterized using a variable mesh involving 30 
grid blocks wiii incorporate a 0.60 mene grid block irnrnediately adjacent to the Stream 
while providing a 32.8 metre grid block at the wetland margin. 
3.8.5.3 Finite-Dïfference Representation 
Adopting a block-centred, finite-difference formulation, equation (3.20) may be 
approximated by: 
where 
At -is the time increment 
Ax 4s the space increment in the x direction 
1 -is the index in the x direction 
TkIn -the horizontal transmissivity between block i and block i+l 
Ti.in -the horizontal iransmissivity between block i and block i-1 
h l  -the distance between the centre of block i and block i+l 
&i,tn -the distance between the centre of block i and block i- 1 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the representation of saturated flow between two finite-difference 
grid blocks. 
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Block i 
Block i+l 
Linear Approximation of 
Water Table 
Datum 
Figure 3.5 Flow between two adjacent grid blocks 
Utilizing the hamionic mean of the transmissivity between grid blocks: 
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Equation (3.22) can be shnplified as: 
with 
and 
Use of the harmonic mean of the block transmissivities ensures continuity across block 
boundaries if a variable grid size is used. With respect to the boundary conditions 
associated with the finite-ciifference grid, the coeficients expressed in equations (3.26) 
and (3.27) become zero for a no-flow boundary condition. 
For instances where the wetland head in a grid block is below the hummock surface, 
subsurface flow prevails and the horizontal transmissivity associated with the organic layer 
is computed as: 
where bi is the thickness of the saturated fiow within grid block i. Inundation of the 
organic sediments atlows water to traverse the wetIand as a combination of surface and 
subsurface flow. For any grid block where the organic sediments are inundated with the 
free surface located within the hurnmock layer, the transmissivity is computed as: 
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where b is the thickness of the saturated organic layer and d is the depth of overland flow. 
Reamnging equation (3.25) such that the known t e m  are collected on the left-hand side 
of the equation: 
where 
The source term, Ri, accounts for the primary vertical fluxes associated with each grid 
block including: 
i) recharge from net precipitation, 
ii) evapotranspiration, 
üi) discharge to or from the underlying sediments and, 
iv) runoff across the wetland margin from adjacent land uses. 
In the wetland model, the source tenn is computed as: 
where 
qei -evapotranspiration fl UYC per unit area (m/s) 
qpi effective precipitation flux per unit area (mls) 
qgi -flux per unit area associated with underlying sediments (d s )  
qïi -recharge per unit area dong wetland margin blocks ( d s )  
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3.8.5.4 Boundary Conditions 
The exterior blocks associated with the finite-ciifference grid are used to introduce the 
boundary conditions. The interface between the wetland sediments and the wetland 
channel is modeiied as a specified head boundary @irichiet) condition. The wetland 
strearn is assumeci to be hydrauiically connected to the shailow groundwater system and. 
for each routing reach, the surface water elevation withui the channel is used to specify the 
head boundary condition at the wetland-stream interface for that time step. 
At the wetland boundary, a no-flow boundary is employed. The cumnt model does not 
allow water stored within the sediments to exit the wetland at the margin. Depending on 
the topography of the surrounding basin, some wetlands may receive inflow fiom surface 
mnoff and interfiow fiom the adjacent land use. Runoff from any adjacent land uses is 
simulated as an additional recharge dong the boundary nodes as indicated in 
equation (3.33). 
3.8.5.5 Depth-Variable Hydrauiic Conductivity 
It is generally recognized that the hydraulic conductivity associated with wetland organic 
sediments varies with the degree of hurnification and depth. As reported in Chapter 2, 
within a single peat column the conductivity can Vary by several orders of magnitude. The 
current wetland model requires two values of hydrauiic conductivity, corresponding to the 
values at the top (Km,) and bottom of the organic layer (KBm). 
The model incorporates a simple linear relationship between the two conductivity values 
(Figure 3.6). The depth-variable conductivity representation results in a rapid increase in 
transmissivity as the saturated depth of the wetiand sediments is increased. If distributed 
data are available, the wetland model cm easily be modified to use a non-linear variation 
in the conductivity values. 
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Conductivity I Hydraulic 
Figure 3.6 Variation of hydraulic conductivity within organic Iayer 
3.8.6 Solution of the Wetland Flow Model 
In matrix notation, equation (3.3 1) can be expressed as: 
For the one-dimensional representation of the wetland flows, the coefficient matrix 
[COEFJ in equation (3.34) is tridiagonal and solution is solved readily using the weU- 
known Thomas algorithm. However, in unconfuied aquifer systems, the transrnissivity 
associated with any grid block is a function of the head in that grid block. The solution of 
equation (3.34) is accomplished through an iterative process. At the beginning of a time 
step, the transmissivity associated with each grid block is based on the previous solution of 
the head within the block. Following the groundwater solution, the revised head elevation 
in each grid block is compared to the previous estimate used to cornpute the 
transrnissivity. If the difference in head is within a specified tolerance for all grid blocks, 
the mode1 proceeds to the next time step. If the head difference is greater than the 
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tolerance in any grid block, the groundwater model is re-solved with the trmsmissivities 
revised to reflect the most recent head estimates as shown below: 
where k represents an iteration counter. Wiîh the exception of the time penods involving 
significant amounts of precipitation, solution of the groundwater model was typicaily 
accomplished in one or two iterations. 
3.8.6.1 Storage Conversion 
The storage term requires special treatment at grid blocks when, during a time step, a 
conversion occurs from subsurface flow within the organic layer to fiee surface flow 
through the humrnock layer, or vice versa For the case where the saturation state of a 
grid bIock changes from a water table condition within the organic layer to free surface 
flow within the hummock Iayer (Figure 3.7), the appropriate storage term is @en by: 
where TOPORG represents the elevation corresponding to the top of the organic layer. 
For the case where a grid block is draining and the saturation state changes from free 
surface flow within the hummock layer to a water table condition within the wetland 
organic layer, the storage term becomes: 
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Figure 3.7 Inundation of o r g d c  layer 
3.8.7 Water Balance CalcuIations 
A water baiance calculation is a necessary component of any groundwater modelling 
exercise. A typical water balance calculation involves the computation of ail flows across 
the system boundaries, flows to and from sources or sinks and an accounting of the 
storage within the system. The difference between the total idow and outflow is divided 
by the total Wow to provide an estimate of the error in the water balance. An error of 
1% is typicdy considered acceptable. A small error in the water balance provides 
additionai assurance that the code is correctiy solving the governing mathematical model. 
The wetland model provides a display screen providmg a summary of the water balance 
calculations for the most recent simulation. The display provides a listing of the water 
balance error for each wetland field ce11 over each t h e  step of the simulation. In addition, 
the model cornputes an overail water balance error associated with the entire simulation. 
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3.9 Wetland Channel Routing Model 
3.9.1 GeneraI 
In the wetland literature, Little attention has been focused on the influence of the wetland 
drainage system on stonnflow response. During storm events, the wetland drainage 
system and its interaction with the wetland sediments wiii play an important role in 
governing the nature of the rainfali-runoff response from wetland systerns. In order to 
accurately predict the saturation of the wetland sediments and the travel time dong the 
drainage network. the variation in strearn levels within the wetland drainage channels must 
be adequately simulated. 
3.9.2 Background 
Channel routing involves the mathematical simulation of open channel flow conditions 
dong natural river or strearn systerns using established hydrautic principles. Our present 
day modelling techniques find their origin in the 1 9 ~  century work of St. Venant and 
Boussinesq, who iormulated the equations of unsteady flow. Significant theoretical 
concepts were established duhg  the fmt half of this century but the fint engineering 
applications of these principles did not occur until the development of the computer. 
The mathematical flood routing models currently available can be generalized into models 
adopting a conceptual or systems approach, comrnonly referred to as hydrologie models, 
or process-type models, often called hydraulic models. Over the past two decades, 
numerous models have k e n  developed within both groups. Developments in computer 
technology and numencal techniques have prompted an increase in the application of 
proces s-type models for flood rou ting simulations. The practical application and 
efficiency of such models is k t e d  however by the high input data requirements and the 
high demands on computer resources. In certain situations, computational difficulties can 
arise when the physical flow depths are smaii, typically during long inter-storm periods. 
At a .section that is subject to shallow depth, supercritical flow may develop and, if the 
rnodelling system is based on an implicit finite-difference scheme, unstable numerical 
oscillations may develop (Cunge et al., 1980). 
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Numerous approximate routing models have been developed and presented in past flood 
routing literature. Hydrologie routing employs an equation of continuity coupled with 
either an analyticai or an assumed relationship between discharge and storage. Although 
there are numerous hydrologie routing approaches, they generaily differ in their 
formulation of the discharge-storage rclationship. While providing results at considerably 
lower expense, the accuracy of such a model is dependent on the particular simplifications 
inherent in the model and the specific application for which the rnodel is useci. 
The advantage of low data requirements is an important consideration in selecting a 
storage routing technique over a complete hydrauiic approach based on the St. Venant 
equations. The storage routing methods also provide an advantage with respect to 
computational expense. Typically. flow simulations in nanual rivers utilizing the complete 
Saint Venant equations require cornputational increments of the order of 1 kilometre or 
less, white storage routing methods can successfully use routing reaches of 10-50 
kilometres. 
3.9.3 Selection of Routing Model 
With regard to the implementation of any continuous routing scheme, the selection of a 
suitable routing model is strongly infiuenced by the availability of data, the computational 
expense and the overall purpose of the model. For most applications, the availability of 
strearn data within wetland systems is anticipated to be very low. As a result, the use of a 
data-intensive channel routing model is not suitable for the modehg of strearn tlows 
through wetland systems at the watershed scale. 
The primary purpose of the wetiand routing model is to maintain an accounting of the 
Stream levels dong the reaches adjacent to the wetiand sediments and to characterize the 
open channel flow travel times within the drainage network. Based on the above 
considerations, the wetland routing model incorporates a simple storage routing model. 
Storage routing is based primarily on the conservation of mass equation: 
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where I is the average rate of inflow into the channel reach, O is the average rate of 
outflow from the reach, and AS is the change in storage within the channel reach over 
some time increment At. The solution of equation (3.38) requires the specincation of a 
relationship between stage md discharge. The wetiand model utilizes the Manning 
expression to relate the channel outfiows with the flow depth within the wettand routing 
reach: 
where A is the cross-sectional area of flow within the channel, R is the hydraulic radius 
and S. is the bed slope of the wetland channel. The coupling of the Manning equation for 
uniform flow with the continuity equation has proved successful in the routing schemes 
incorporated into the WATnOOD model (Kouwen, 1996). 
3.9.4 Representation of C h a ~ e l  Geometry 
The current wetland routing model incorporates a simple rectangular channel 
configuration with streamflows limited to channel flow between the bank stations. 
Overbank flow, parailel to the drainage channel, is not accounted for in the current version 
of the wetland model. 
The rectangular representation of the channel geometry provides a reasonable 
approximation, suitable for the Limited data associated with wetland systems. 
Characterization of the channel conveyance capabilities of each routing reach is provided 
by the following parameters: 
channel width 
ii) channel depth 
iiii channel roughness, and 
iv) channel slope. 
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3.9.5 Numerical Formulation of the Channel Routing Model 
Expressed in a centred fite-difference fonm, equation (3.38) becomes: 
Rearranging equation (340) to solve for O, the oudlow h m  the wetland channel reach 
at the end of the modelling time step, the continuity equation becomes: 
For any time step, the inflow into a given channel reach is obtained by summing the 
discharge entering the channel at the upstream boundary and the laterai inflow associated 
with the reach: 
where Q represents the channel discharge and q represents the Iaterd inflow to the channel 
reach. Adopting a double subscript notation where i is the cross section identifier and j is 
the time increment corresponding to the solution domain show in Figure 3.8, equation 
(3.4 1) can be expressed as: 
Equation (3.44) cannot be solved directly since and Siat are unknown. A second 
relationship or storage hinction is required to relate the mach storage and reach outflow at 
the end of the modeiling time step. The wetland channel storage routing mode1 assumes 
that the channel outfiow is a function of the channel storage. The channel outflow k 
related to the channel storage through Manning's equation for uniforni flow: 
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where ni is the Manning coefficient for the routing reach, &, is the mean cross-sectional 
area of flow corresponding to the reach at the end of the time step. R, is the mean 
hydraulic radius correspondhg the channel reach and Soi is the bed slope correspondhg to 
the channel r e ~ h .  
Time Step 
Stream Cross Section Number 
Figure 3.8 DiscreozPaon of the space and time domah for the solution of the 
haite-erence routing scheme 
The current r~uting mode1 utilizes the mean flow depth within the routing reach to 
establish a corresponding channel oudlow. Expressing equation (3.45) in terms of y, 
the normal flow depth dong routing reach i: 
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where wi is the representative width of the wetland channel dong reach i. 
Expressing the channel storage at the end of the time step, S-*,, as a fiinction of the 
normal depth associated with the channel mach: 
where hi is the longitudinal length of routing reach i. Substituting equations (3.46) and 
(3.47) into equation (3.44): 
3.9.6 Solution of the Channel Routing Model 
Over any time step, equation (3.48) c m  be simplified by defining severai constants: 
Substitution of the constants CI, C2 and C3 results in the following channel routing 
equation: 
Equation (3.52) represents the routing function irnplemented into the wetland routing 
model. The function is implicit in the variable y*,, the normal depth associated with the 
routing reach at the end of the modelling time step. 
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The solution of the routing function is accomplished using the Newton-Raphson 
technique. In order to use the NewtonBaphson approach, the derivative of the function 
must be developed. Differentiating equation (3.52) with respect to the normal flow depth: 
and 
Equations (3.53) and (3.54) represent the wetland routing function and the corresponding 
derivative. The Newton-Raphson technique involves evaluating both the function and the 
derivative at some initial estimate of y. A new approximation of the root is then obtained 
using: 
where the index k represents the iteration counter, f is the initial estimate of the normal 
depth, and f+' represents the improved estimate. The procedure is repeated und 
successive values of the revised root estimate are less than a prescribed tolerance. 
3.10 Coupliag of Routing Model and Wetland Flow Model 
3.10.1 General 
The development of many flood routing schemes have been presented under the 
assumption of negligible lateral inflows dong the study reaches with lateral intlows ümited 
to tributary flows at river or Stream confluences. An important component of the wetland 
mode1 involves the coupling of the water levels within the drainage channels and the 
phreatic surface levels within the wetland organic sediments. The mnoff response from 
the wetland organics is strongly influenced by the flow depths within the drainage channel. 
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3.10.2 Sotution Scheme 
The wetiand routing model and the wetland field ceil model are coupled through the use of 
Equation (3.50) developed previously: 
The routing model requires the average rate of infiow m l t i n g  fiom the lateral exchange 
between the channel and the wetland organic sedimenu. M n g  the advancement of the 
solution, the lateral 80w corresponding to the end of the time step Q*,, is initiaiiy 
unknown. 
The coupling of the open channel flows and the horizontal flows within the wetland is 
performed as descnbed by Pinder and Sauer (1971). At the beginning of any time step, 
the water levels within the wetland Stream and wetland field cells are known, and the 
lateral inflow to the Stream along any reach, q, is known from the solution of the previous 
time step. The solution at time t+At is initiated by solving the channel storage routing 
function (equation 3.52) with the lateral flow component set equal to the previous value: 
where k represents the iteration count. The new surface water levels are then used as a 
presciibed head boundary condition for the solution of the wetland flow model 
(equation 3.3 1 ) along each reach. Based on the revised groundwater heads, an improved 
estimate of the lateral exchange between the wetland and the Stream is computed. 
The wetland channel routing model (equation 3.52) is then re-solved using the revised 
lateral flow estimates. The iterative process is then continued until successive estimates of 
the lateral flow between the wetland field hydrology model and the channel routing model 
are within a predetermined error tolerance. 
3.11 Initialization of Wetland Mode1 
An important step in any unsteady flow problem is the initialization of the model. With 
respect to the wetland routing component. at time I=0 the water elevation and discharge 
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associated with all routing reaches must be specified. In addition, the distribution of the 
heads within d l  grid blocks defining the wetland field hydrology model must be specified. 
The current version of the wetIand model dows two alternative methods for the 
initiaiization of the model: 
0 the wetland site can be initiaily filied to saturation of the hummock layer 
and allowed to drain until some specified wetiand outflow is reached; or 
3 the wetland c m  be run until a steady-state, equili'brium condition is 
established at a specified wetland oudlow 
3.12 Mode1 Limitations 
Prior to the application of any model, it is essential that the user be aware of the 
assumptions and simplifications incorporated into the model. AU operational hydrologie 
models involve a number of simplifkations made necessary by incomplete understanding 
of processes involved and Iack of available data. Dependmg on the application, the 
simplifications of the various processes inherent to a model can significantly lirnit or 
restrict the ultimate end-use of the model. 
In order to be operational at a watershed scale, the cunent version of the wetland model 
incorporates a number of simplifying assumptions. These include: 
i) The horizontal movement of water within the wetland sedirnents is 
formulated as a one-dimensional representation with flows directed 
perpendicular to the wetland drainage channels. The model formulation 
incorporates the well known Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions: 1) 
neglecting the flow in the vertical direction, 2) assurning that the flow 
velocity is proportional to the dope of the water table and 3) the flow is 
horizontal and verticaily uniform. 
The current model assumes that the wetland channel is hydraulically 
connected to the saturated groundwater within the wetland sediments. It is 
weli recognized that the Dupuit-Forchheimer approximations are not 
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strictly valid where there is pronounced radiai flow as would occur if the 
drainage channel does not penetrate the organic sediments to depth. 
ii) Although the wetland mode1 incorporates a subsurface flow component, 
the model is not explicitly linked to the underlying groundwater system. 
The model requires an extemal estirnate of the exchange of water between 
the wetland and the underlying groundwater flow system. The current 
version of the mode1 adopa a constant groundwater tlw< over the 
simulation period. 
iii) The current model adopts a uniform r a i n f '  distribution over the areal 
extent of the rnodelled wetland. In reality, unifonn rauifail almost never 
occurs. The assumption of uniform rainfd is reasonably valid when 
modeliing smali wetland sites, 
iv) The wetland model provides a highly idealized representation of the 
wetland soi1 system. The model does not account for any variation of 
moisture content within unsaturated zone and does not incorporate a 
ngorous infiltration representation. Water removed nom the wetland 
through evapotranspiration is removed directly fiom the saturated zone. 
The model partitions the stormwater inputs into the surface flow 
component after bill saturation of the wetland sediments. The response of 
the water table to a precipitation input is controlled by the drainable 
porosity parameter characterizing the available pore space within the 
sediments. 
V) The wetland routing module incorporates simple storage routing. The 
routing procedure does not explicitly account for backwater influences 
produced by downstream controls or local culvert structures. 
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3.13 Chapter Summarg 
This chapter describes the components of the numerical wetiand model. The model 
recognizes the dominant hydrologie feawes affecting the stocmfiow response fiom swamp 
wetland environments. The parameterization of the mode1 is consistent with the poor data 
envuonrnents typical of wetland systems. 
The wetland model consists of a field hydrology modd fully coupled to a channel routing 
model. The field hydrology model is based on an idealization of the processes goveming 
the flow of water over and through the wetland soi1 system. The model utilizes a depth- 
averaged mass balance formulation to simuiate the horizontal movement of stonnwater 
through or over the wetland sediments. An effective or depth-averaged hydraulic 
conductivity integrates the dominant horizontal flow processes, including both micropore 
and macropore flow paths within the wetland sediments as well as surface flows across the 
hummoc k terrain. 
A storage routing model is used to simulate the hansport of the streamflows dong the 
wetland drainage system and to ailow the exchange of water between the Stream system 
and the wetland sediments. 
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4. Data Acquisition and Analysis 
4.1 General 
The goal of this research is the development and application a wetland hydrologic model 
capable of sirnulating the runoff response fiom wetland ecosysterns at a watershed scaie. 
As with ail physicdy-based hydrologic models, a criticai evaluation of the wetland model 
requires measured data for calibration and validation. For this research, a data collection 
program was completed over an 18 month period, extending from June 1994 to October 
1995- 
This chapter provides a generai description of the wetland study site and outlines the 
methods and sources utilized to obtain the meteorologic and hydrometric data requind for 
the evaluation of the model. The nature of the observed runoff response and the 
characterization of observed stormflow hydrographs are presented. 
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4.2 Study Site 
4.2.1 Description 
A treed headwater swamp located in the centrai portion of the Teeswater River watershed 
was selected as the study site during this research (Figure 4.1). Located in south-western 
Ontario, the Teeswater River basin has a contributhg drainage area of approximately 760 
square kilometres and forms a tributary of the Saugeen River. The study wetiand occupies 
an area of approximately 400 hectares and exists primarily as a groundwater discharge 
area with streamflow observed throughout the year. The wetland is drained by 
approximately 6 kilometres of drainage chmnel at an approximate gradient of 0.001 dm. 
The wetland sediments consist of a SUrf~cial detntai layer consisting of matter in various 
States of decomposition and occupying the topmost 5 to 10 cm. The sediments underlying 
the surficial matter consist primarily of muck with the thiclmess ranging fiom 0.3-0.6 
metre. The surface topography of the wetland takes the form of an irregular pattern of 
hummocks and hollows. Numerous natural depressions or streamlets provide a 
preferential flow path for surface waters. Within the wetland, the natural drainage 
patterns are disturbed by the presence of several Township roadways. At several sites, 
culverts have been instailed to aid the natural drainage. 
Figures 4.2-4.6 illustrate the vegetation and surface features typical of the wetland site. 
4.2.2 Ctimate and Physiographic Setting 
The wetland lies within the borders of the physiographic and climatic region known as the 
Huron Slopes (Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority, 1979). According to Brown et al. 
(1968), the local climate of the Huron slopes is intluenced by the close proximity to the 
Great Lakes. The region experiences a predominantly westerly wind direction with a 
mean annual precipitation of 800-1000 mm. The mean annual potential evapotranspiration 
associated with the region is 600 mm. The historical start of the growing season for the 
region is April 17. The mean date of last frost is May 20 and the mean date of fmt Frost is 
September 30. Table 4.1 provides a sumrnary of the average climatic characteristics of the 
study area based on 1961-1990 data collected at Paisley, located approximately 16 km. 
north of the study site. 
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Figure 4.2 Typicai tiear-stmam cdt ions  
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Figure 4.3 Typical w e t l d  vegetation 
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Figure 4.4 Surface water features 
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Figure 4.5 Hummock features 
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Table 4.1 C h a t i c  Summary (Paisley, Ontario, 1961-1990) 
4.3 Meteorological Data 
Temperature 
Daily Max- (00 
Daily Min. (0 
DailyAvg-(OC) 









4.3.1 Sources of Data 
In December 1994, a weather station containhg a muiti-channel Chart-PacTM data 
recording module was installed near the Greenock Swamp complex. The weather station 
consisted of an instrument tower capable of providing bi-hourly values of precipitation, air 
temperature, incoming short-wave radiation, relative humidity, wind speed and wind 
direction. During the study period, approximately 30 site visits were conducted to collect 
data, download the electronic dataloggen and document the seasonal variations in the 
wetland. 
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Additional meteoroIogica1 data were obtained fiom Environment Canada fiom the 
Waterloo-Wellington and London weather offices. The data included daily summaries of 
maximum and minimum temperatures, bright sunshine, relative humidity, wind speed and 
precipitation. 
4.3.2 Rain Gauge Data 
The Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority (SVCA) operates a rain gauge at the King's 










gauge station is located approximately 2 kilometres fiom the outlet of the wetiand study 
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site. Throughout the study period, precipiiation data were continuously recorded at the 
streamfiow gauge and made available for this research. 
In January of 1995, precipitation data were collected at the weather tower installed near 
the Greenock Swamp cornplex. Table 4.2 provides a sumrnary of the measured rainfa1.i 
amounts during the data collection period (1994-1995) at both the SVCA gauge and the 
installed meteorologicai tower. 









4.3.3 Radar Data 
Throughout the research penod, distributed rainfd data in the form of one hour rainfd 
accumulation (RFA) maps were available from the King City weather radar facility, 
currently operated by the Canadian Atmospheric Enviconment Service (AES). Figure 4.7 











displays the accumulation and distribution of the rainfall, discretized in 2 krn by 2 km 








the wetland site. 
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The King City distributed rainfdl estimates were used during the modelling to examine the 
areai distribution of the precipitation with regard to the headwater study site and to detect 
errors in the gauge data. 
Figure 4.7 Typical 1-hour RFA CAPPI - June 25 1995 (2000 GMT) 
Grids indicate elements contaîniug a portion of the headwater swamp. 
Shaded grid indicates element containhg SVCA rain gauge. 
Precipitation depths are in mm. 
4.4 Hydrometric Data 
4.4.1 Background 
Streamflow records are typicdy obtained through the continuous operation of gauging 
stations. A gauging station is a field-site installation housing instrumentation capable of 
generating a continuous record of stage. The stage of a river or stream cm be defined as 
the height of the fiee water surface above some specified datum. At any gauge site, the 
record of stream stage is converted into a record of Stream discharge through the 
development of a stage-discharge relationship or rating curve. The development of a 
stage-discharge relationship at any particular site is made through a series of discharge 
measurements taken over a range in stage. 
A flow meter is a device used to estimate the velocity of flowing water. The traditional 
approach to current metering involves discretizing the stream cross section into a series of 
vertical segments. The mean velocity corresponding to any particular vertical segment is 
obtained from a senes of velocity measurements and using one of several known 
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relationships associated with the velocity proNe under open channel flow. Commonly 





the one-point method. 
In the one-point method, a single observation of velocity made at 0.6 of the 
flow depth is used to approximate the mean velocity in the vertical 
segment, The 0.6 depth method has been s h o w  to provide reliaHe results 
and is suitable whenever the depth is between 0.09 and 0.46 metres. 
(Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper 2 175. 1982) 
the two-point method. 
The two-point method involves obtaining two velocity observations. one at 
0.2 of the depth and 0.8 of the depth. The average of the two observations 
is taken to represent the mean velocity in the segment. The two point 
method is the approach generally recommended by the U.S. Geologicai 
Survey for flow depths greater than 0.76 metre (Geological Survey Water- 
Supply Papr 2175, 1982). 
the three-point method 
In the three-point method, observations of velocity are taken at 0.2, 0.6 
and 0.8 of the flow depth. The mean velocity for the segment is computed 
by averaging the 0.2 and the 0.8 depth observations and then averaging 
that result with the 0.6 depth meanirement. The use of the three-point 
method is recommended whenever it appears that the vertical velocity 
profile is abnomally distorted through ovehanging vegetation or 
submerged rocks. 
the five-point method 
The five-point method involves observations made at 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8 of 
the depth and as close as possible to the surface and streambed as praaical. 
The mean veiocitv is then calculated usina the followine ex~ression: 
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v) Integration method 
Using the integration method, a series of velocity measurements at 
locations weudistributed throughout the cross section are obtained. The 
mean velocity associated with the section is obtained through integration of 
the velocity profde. 
4.4.2 Methods 
At the study site, a streamflow level recorder was instailed at the outiet of the wetland 
(Figure 4.8). Continuous records of strearn stage were obtained using a CP-XA Chart- 
Pacm data recording module developed by Lakewood Systerns Limited. The data logger 
was installed in a 300 mm diameter PVC tube housing dong with a pulley, FS- 1 PM Boat 
sensor, cable and counterweight assembly. The PVC housing incorporated a galvanized 
steel access lid, complete with locking assembly. 
A stage-discharge relationship was established at the gauge site through repeated velocity 
measurements. Velocity rneasurements were made using a Marsh-McBimey Flow-MateTM 
Mode1 2000 flow meter. Where access to the wetland intenor was possible, periodic 
streamflow measurements were obtained at the township culvert installations. 
The majority of the strearn flow rneaswements were obtained through wading of the 
stream. Under open channel flow conditions, the majority of the velocity measurements 
were obtained using the 2-point and 3-point methods. Where time permitted or if the 
stream stage was unusually high, the five point method was utilized. Flow through the 
culvert structures ranged from simple open channel flow conditions to fidl barre1 flow. 
Under these conditions, traditional open channel flow depth-velocity relationships do not 
apply and as a result, the velocity measurements were made using the integration method. 
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Figure 4.8 Streamfiow level recording gauge site 
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4.4.3 Data Processing 
The initial processing of the Lakewood Chart-Pac data was perfomed by the Lakewood 
LS-14m software package. The Lakewood software provides a convenient tool for 
processing the logger data into a continuous record of hourly stage data in an ASCII 
format. As part of the data collection program, several supplemental post-processing 
prograrns were developed to aid in the handhg, interpretation, plotting and storing of the 
. 4.4.4 S tage-Discharge Relationship 
A plot of the stage-discharge relationship developed for the outiet Stream of the headwater 
cedar wetland is provided in Figure 4.9. The rating curve was established using velocity 
measurements obtained over the 1994-1995 study period with the flow depth ranging from 
0.18 metre to 1 .O 1 metre. The application of the stage-discharge relationship is illustrated 
in Figure 4.10, showing a plot of the record of stage and corresponding record of 
discharge for Novernber 1994. 
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Figure 4.10 Record of stage and discharge - headwater mamp 
(November 1994) 
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4.5 Observed Hydrologie Response 
4.5.1 Characteristics Of Seasonai Runoff 
Drainage nom the headwater wetland occurs along a primary drainage channel with laterai 
flows entering the channel from several naRual tributaries. Wlthin the Township road 
right-of-ways, additional flows are conveyed to the primary drainage channel via roadside 
ditches. When inundation of the wetland sediments occurs, surface flows cm enter the 
drainage channel along numemus surface depressional channels or streamlets. 
During the summer months, the water table near the wetland channel was typically located 
within the organic sediments and closely related to the level of flow within the drainage 
channel. In several locations within the wetland, surface waters were observed throughout 
the sumrner period. These surface water sites were generally located near the wetland 
margins where locdized agicultural runoff drained into the wetland. These sites typically 
displayed vegetation charactenstic of a marsh environment and were often poorly drained 
by shallow channels with low conveyance capabilities. At some surface water sites. the 
natural drainage pattern was disrupted by the installation of Township roads. 
The character of the wetiand site changed dramatically during the fa11 season. As the 
evapotranspiration demand decreased, the overall saturation state of the wetland increased 
significantly. Inundation of the wetland organics was observed throughout much of the 
fall season with standing water observed throughout most of the humrnock terrain. Water 
levels within the drainage channels were observed to increase significantly. During the 
study period, several fdl precipitation events produced bank-fidl flows along the channel 
network. 
Throughout the winter months, streamfiow was observed at the wetland outlet. When 
cooler temperatures prevailed, the surface water inundating the wetland sediments 
developed a partial ice cover although complete freezing of the surface water was seldom 
observed. Much of the wetland ice cover was unable to support a man's weight. 
However. freezing of the surface layen within the drainage channel necessitated the 
removal of the continuous Ievel recorders dunng the cold weather months. 
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During any melt periods, drainage From the wetland site was similar to the conditions 
observed during the fdi rnonths. The majority of the wetland sediments were inundated 
with surface water within the hummock topography and the wetland Stream regularly 
flowed under bank-fidi conditions. Inundation of the wetland sediments was graduaily 
reduced through drainage of the wetiand during the Apd-June p e n d  
4.5.2 Stormtiow Response 
During the 1994-1995 study period, the observed streamflows associated wirh the wetland 
site displayed a significant seasonai variation. Plots proMding the observed monthly 
strearnflow hydrographs and precipitation records are provided in Appendix B. Figures 
4.1 1 and 4.12 illustrate the observed strearnflow and precipitation records observed during 
the study period. Dunng the study period, measured event precipitation amounts ranged 
from trace amounts to 4L mm. In general, the characteristic rainfall-mnoff response from 
the shidy swamp involves a relatively rapid rise in the wetland outflow hydrograph 
followed by a long period of recession, typicdy lasting 7-10 days if no additional rainfall 
occurs. 
A summary of the observed monthly streamflows from the headwater cedar swamp is 
provided in TabIe 4.3. Examination of Table 4.3 reveals the substantial seasonal variation 
in the character of the wetiand outflows fiom the headwater swamp. During September of 
1995, the total observed runoff volume was calculated to be approximately 18,000 m3. In 
comparison, a total runoff volume of 468,000 m3 was discharged from the wetland in Apd 
of 1995. Year-to-year variations in the wetiand discharge also appear to be si@icant. 
Dunng July of 1994, 129,000 m3 was discharged from the wetland During the following 
year, only 20,000 m3 of runoff was observed during the month of July. 
The Saugeen Vdey Conservation Authority operates a streamflow recording gauge 
located approximately one kilometre upstream of the confluence of the Teeswater River 
and the strearn draining the headwater study site. For comparison, the observed wetiand 
streamtlow record was plotted with the Teeswater River streamfiow record (Figures 4.13 
and 4.14). 
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Figure 4.11 Observed rainfall-niaoff response from headwater wetland (July- 
November 1994) 
Figure 4.12 Observed rainfall-runoff response from headwater weüand (AprC 
October 1995) 
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The Iargest measured precipitation event occurred on August 11, 1995 when 
0.005 
0.058 





Table 4.4 and Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 illustrate the poor correlation between the observed 
0.005 
0-005 
rainfail and the resulting stormtlow response fiom the wetland. The abzty of the wetland 
to depress the peak outflows during dry penods is evident from the obsewed data. On 
June 25, 1995 a 26 mm rainfall event produced only a marginal (0.08 m3/s) increase in 
the peak discharge rate. Similady, on August 03, 1995, 38 mm of precipitation produced 
a 0.005 m3/s increase in the peak flow rate. 
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Teeswater River 
Figure 4.13 Obsewed streamfîows for Teeswater River and headwater 
swamp (1994) . 
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Headwater Swamp 
Figure 4.14 Observed streamflows for Teeswater River and headwater 
swamp (1995) 
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Table 4.4 Precipitation and corresponding peak flow rates (1994-1995) 
Event 
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During the f d  and spring periods. the s t o d o w  response fiom the site was significantly 
different During the study period. two rauifd events measuring 26 mm were observed 
(940928 and 950625). The 940928 event resulted in a 0.135 m3/s increase in the 
streamflow rate. In comparison, the same measwed precipitation volume pmduced ody a 
0.009 m3/s increase in the peak flow rate associated with the 950625 event. 
Figure 4.15 provides a comparison of the rainfd-runoff response fkom the study site for 
two precipitation events involving roughly equal rainfall volumes. The August 04, 1994 
event involved approximately 28 mm of ra inf '  while roughly 31 mm of rainf' was 
measured during the April 21, 1995 event. The resulting outflow hydrographs clear'y 
illustrate the impact of the antecedent wetland saturation on the stormflow response. 
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a) August 04,1994 Event 
b) April21,1995 Event 
Figure 4.15 Variation in s t o d o w  response with antecedent wetland discharge 
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4.6 Characterization of the S t o d o w  Hydrographs 
4.6.1 General 
A storrnfiow hydrograph is a graphicd representation of the distribution of discharge fiom 
an upstresm drainage area. The stomiflow hydrograph for a given precipitation event 
reflects the physical characteristics of the drainage basin and the precipitation event itself. 
The shape of the hydrograph is determineci by the rate at which stormwater is transmitted 
from the various regions of the catchment to the outlet. 
The charactenstics of a stormflow hydrograph are commonly expressed in terms of time. 
In order to investigate the stormflow response From the wetland study site, the streamflow 
hydrographs observed for a selected sarnple of precipitation events were anaiyzed with 
respect to the following factors: 
i) recession 
ii) response time 
iii) Iag time to peak, and 
iv) time of rise. 
4.6.2 Recession Characteristics 
In general, a stormfIow hydrograph produced by an isolated penod of precipitation cm be 
segmented into three components: a rising limb, crest segment and a recession limb 
(Linsley et aL, 1982). The recession limb corresponds to the streamflow from a basin 
after surface infiows to the channel network have ceased. In other words, the recession 
period represents the withdrawal of water from storage within a drainage basin. 
Figure 4.16 illustrates the observed streamfîow hydrograph for the headwater wetland 
during August 1994. Following the precipitation event of August 4, the hydrograph 
displays a sharp rising limb extending to the point of peak discharge. The receding limb of 
the hydrograph can be subdivided into a quickflow response and the recession curve 
(Figure 4.17). The quickfiow segment can be observed for approximately 24 hours after 
the cessation of rainfall. Following the quicldlow, the streamfiow fiom the wetland takes 
the form of a long, well-behaved recession curve lasting several weeks before the next 
signifcant precipitation event occurs. For many of the observed stormflow hydrographs 
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(Appendix B) the discontinuity separating the quickfiow response and the groundwater 
recession is clearly evident. 
A number of expressions have been developed to describe the recession curve 
characteristic of aU s t o d o w  hydrographs. One of the most comrnonly used equations 
for baseflow recession is: 
where qi is the observed discharge at time t,, % is the observed discharge at a later time, 
t2, and Kr is the recession constant. Adopting a fust-order process or depIetion 
phenornenon, equation (4.02) can be written in the form (Dingman, 1966): 
where rn is a recession factor. Equation (4.03) was applied to the observed streamfiows 
from the headwater wetland for eight recession periods. The recession factor, m, was 
found to be approximately 8-9 days. 
The recession factor, m, is infiuenced by the size of the drainage area and the magnitude of 
any groundwater inputs. In a study of a 32 hectare upland cedar swamp located within the 
Speed River watershed (Rai, 1962) and receiving substantial groundwater input, a 
recession constant of 40 days was reported. After anaiyzing the results presented in a 
study of a srnail groundwater recharge wetland near Peterborough (Taylor, 1982), 
Whiteley and Irwin (1986) calculated a recession constant of only 1 day. 
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Figure 4.16 Streadow hydrograph for August 1994 
nni ! 
Figure 4.17 Reeession curves for quickflow and gmmdwater discharge For 
August 04,1994 precipitation event 
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In theory, equation (4.03) should plot as a straight h e  on a semilogarithmic scale. in 
practice, the resulting plots are seldom straight h e s  (Linsley et al., 1982) since discharge 
from the catchment reflects drainage fiom different storage sources: groundwater storage, 
storage within the sucficiai soils and storage within the drainage channel network. Since 
these storage sources often have different lag characteristics, the resulting recession plots 
typicaiiy do not plot as a single straight line. With respect to wetlands, the recession 
component of the stormfiow hydrograph will reflect the rate of water depletion fiom the 
wetland sediments or acrotelm. In addition to the gravity drainage to the stream, the 
depletion of the water stored in the acrotelm wiil be influenced by the evapotranspiration 
demand. The curves for the eight recession periods are provided in Figure 4.18. With the 
exception of the period corresponding to October 11, 1994, the recession curves 
approximate straight lines and have reasonably similx dopes. Minor variations in the 
curves could be explained by the diumal and daily variations in evapotranspiration. 
Recession Events 
July 09, 1994 
Augwt 06. 1994 -* Scpternber 16, 1994 
OctoberO2. 1994 
-+ Octoba 1 1.1994 
4 November 10.1994 *, May 0 1,1995 
lune 07. 1995 
Figure 4.18 Obsewed discharge records for eight recession events 
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4.6.3 Response Time 
The response time associated with a hydrograph is defined as the elapsed time between the 
beginniag of the precipitation input and the beginning of the observed streamflow 
response. The response time associated with a catchment provides an indication of the 
influence of the areas contributing to the stonnflow mponse. In generd, when 
contributing areas are located near the drainage network, response times are short. 
With respect to the study site, the characteristic response time was observed to be 
consistently less than one hour. It appears that the initial stages of the stonnflow response 
from the headwater wetland is domuiated by near-stream processes. 
4.6.4 Lag Time To PeaJc 
Lag time is defined as the time between the centre of mass of the effective rainfall and the 
centre of mass of the direct runoff hydrograph. In practice, determining the centre of mass 
of the direct runoff hydrograph is difficult, and as  a result, lag time is commonly defined as 
the elapsed time between the centre of mass of the direct rainfall and the peak of the direct 
runoff hydrograph. W e  the lag time to peak is a characteristic time associated with a 
watenhed, it is also dependent on the distribution of the precipitation input. 
Table 4.5 surnmarizes the observed lag time to peak for selected discrete precipitation 
events. The lag time to peak observed at the study site ranged from 3.5 to 7 hours. The 
variation in the lag time appears to be intluenced by the antecedent storage conditions and 
precipitation intensity. The October 6, 1995 event represented a long duration, tow 
intensity rainfall appiied to the wetland exhibiting low antecedent streamflows. The 
response was characterized by a 7 hour lag time to peak. The June 25, 1995 event, 
although it involved approximately the same volume of precipitation, occurred over a 4 
hour duration with the majority of the rainfall falhg in the first hour. The lag t h e  to 
peak for the June 25 stomiflow response was 3.5 hours, indicating a response that was 
twice as fast as the October 6 event. 
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4.6.5 Time of Rise 
Time of rise is Mned as the elapsed the between the observed initial streamflow 
response and the peak discharge. The time of rise provides an indication of the time 
associated with the rising limb of the stormfiow hydmgraph. The time of rise is influenced 
by the drainage characteristics of the watenhed and the precipitation input. 
Table 4.6 sumarizes the observed time of rise for the selected precipitation events. In 
general, the time of nse ranged between 4 and 8 hours. Figure 4.19 and 4.20 illustrate the 
rainfdl-runoff response for October 17, 1994 and April21, 1995 events respectively. 
Table 4.5 Observed lag t h e  to peak for selected rainf '  events (1994-1995) 
~ Event 
Date 
Precipitation 1 volume l Storm Duration Lag Time To Peak 
July 6, 1994 24 6 5.0 
September 15, 1994 12 3 4.0 
October 19, 1994 13 4 5 -8 
October 25, 1994 10 6 5.0 
1 June 25. 1995 1 26 1 4 1 3 -5 
1 August 11,1995 40 4 1 3 -5 
Table 4.6 Observed t h e  of rise for selected rainfall events (19944995) 
October 19. 1994 1 13 1 4 1 7 
Event 
Date 
July 6, 1994 
Se~tember 15. 1994 
June 25,1995 26 4 4 
August 1 1,1995 40 4 4 
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O-o5 Discharge (m3fs) Precipitation (mm) 
Figure 4.19 Hydrograph and hyetograph for October 17,1994 
Discharge (m3/s) Precipitation (mm) 
Time of Rise = 7 bours 
Lag Time = 3.5 hours 
Figure 4.20 Hydrograph and hyetogrnph for Apri121,1995 
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4.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter describes the collection and anaiysis of the meteorolo@c and hydrometric 
data utilized in this research. A headwater wetland site located within the Teeswater 
River watershed was used as a study site. Data were coUected over the period ranging 
from July 1994 to October 1995. 
The hydrologie behaviour of the wetiand site exhibited a strong seasonal variation. During 
the petiods of low flow, the wetland is able to signincantly depress the stomiflow 
hydrograph peak and reduce the runoff volume discharged from the site. 
Most of the wetland stomitlows exhibited a distinct quickflow response followed by a 
long recession period lasting over a week. The characteristic lag time to peak for the 
wetland site was found to range fkom 3.5 to 7 hours. The t h e  of nse of the stormflow 
hydrograph ranged fiom 4 to 8 hours. 
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5. Application of the Wetland Model 
5.1 General 
For this research, a split sample approach was utilized in which the observed 1994-1 995 
streamflow record was divided into a calibration and validation data set. This chapter 
describes the application of the wetland rnodel towards simulating the hydrologic 
behaviour of the headwater study site. 
5.1.1 Mdel  Efficiency Criterion 
The performance of a hydrologic model should be judged on the extent to which it 
maintains some level of accuracy through different data sets and on the extent to which the 
model can sustain the level of accuracy when applied to conditions other than those used 
for caiibrating the model (Kachroo, 1992). Model accuracy can be judged both 
graphically and fiom mathematical criteria. A visual examination of a plot cornparhg the 
observed and sirnulated mode1 output enables the viewer to quickly evaluate the 
performance of the model. In support of any visual judgrnent, numerical evaluations of 
simulated hydrographs provide additional criteria with which to quantify model accuracy. 
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This research utilues three commonly appiied goodness-of-fit criterion. The Nash- 
Sutcliffe coefficient is defined by Nash and SutclBe, (1970) as: 
where: n is the number of time penods in the simulation 
Qobsi is the observed streamflow during time period i 
Qsimi is the simulated strearnflow during t h e  period i - 
Q obs is the average observed fiow during the simulation (n time penods) 
The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient value will equd one if a perfect fit between the observed 
and simulated streamflow hydrographs occurs. A coefficient value of zero indicates that 
the mode1 is no better that the adopting the average observed flow for the snidy period. 
The second criteria involves the deviation of runoff volumes. Dv, given by: 
where: V, is the observed streamflow mnoff volume (m3) 
V, is the simulated streamtlow nuioff volume (m3) 
The deviation in runoff volumes provides a statisticd cornparison of the total measured 
and simulated runoff volumes as found by integrating the area under the streamflow 
hydrographs. The volume criterion provides an indication of how accurately the overail 
mass balance is king modelled. A large deviation between the observed and simulated 
runoff volumes may indicate that a significant source (ie: precipitation) or sink (ie: 
evapotranspiration) is not being accounted for correctly. Clearly, the volume critenon 
provides no information regarding the timing of the hydrographs or the comsponding 
distribution of the stormflow volumes. 
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The third criterion involves the S-criterion, the ratio of the root mean squared (RMS) 
error of the shuiated flows to the mean observed strearnflows over the simulation period 
and is given by: 
where: n is the number of time periods in the simulation 
Q&% is the obsewed streamfiow during time penod i 
Qsimi is the simuiated streamflow during time period i 
The S-cntenon provides an indication of the sire of the estimation error relative to the 
rnean observed flow during that simulation mn. 
5.2 Set-up Procedures 
Prier to conducting a simulation, the set-up of the wetland mode1 requires the preparation 






the idealization of the wetIand basin 
historical strearnflow data 
his torical meteorologic data 
an assumed interaction between the wetiand and the underlying 
groundwater flow system 
the specification of the structural model components such as the number of 
grids and the modelling time step. 
model provides a user interface to ailow preprocessing of the required 
information. The data are stored in a series of Nes and accessed by the wetland program 
dunng execution of the model. 
5.2.1 Ideaiization of Headwater Wetland Fiow System 
Based on examination of 150,000 scaie topographie mapping, 1:1000 scale aeriai 
photography md site reconnaissance, the headwater wetland was idealized into five 
routing reaches (Figure 5.1). A field survey was undertaken to establish the representative 
channel geometry dong the routing reaches adopted for the wetland modeiiing. Vertical 
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control was established fiom a traverse of the wetiand via the adjacent Township roads. 
The survey results were used to establish channel inverts and overall wetland gradients. In 
conjunction with the channel survey, estimates of the thickness of the wetiand sediments 
were obtained Table 5.1 provides a summary of the wetland parameters estabiished for 
each routing reach. 
Table 5.1 Wetland modehg parameters 
Parameter 
Channel Length (m) 
Channel Width (m) 
Slope of Wetland Field Ce11 1 0.0005 1 0.OOOS 1 0.OOoS 1 0.OOOS 1 0.OOOS 1 
Channel Slope 
Channel Roughness 
Organic Thickness (m) 
Width of Wetland Field Ce11 (m) 
5.2.2 Structural Components 
The specification of the modelling time step and grid size can significantly affect the 




step and grid size as large as possible in order to rninimize the computation costs. 
However, as the structural components get larger, inaccurate representations of the 





For this research, a one hour time step was used. A variable-size finite-difference grid 
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Reach No. 4 Reach No. 5 
Reach No. 1 
Reach No. 2 
Reach No. 3 
I Wetland Outflow 
Figure 5.1 Ideaiized wetiand maches 
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5.2.3 Potential Evapotranrpiration 
For this anaiysis, estirnates of monthiy potential evapotraospiration were obtained using 
the two empirical methods incorporated h to  the current wetiand model: 
iI) the Thornthwaite approach. 
ii) the Turc formula 
The estimation methods were selected because the empuical approaches are compatible 
with the limited arnount of data commonly available when operating at the watershed 
scale. With regard to the wetiand model, the signifîcance of the evapotranspiration 
estimate will increase with the length of the simulation period. Table 5.2 provides a 
comparison of the monthly potential evapohanspiration values as found using each 
approach. In summary, the two approaches produced very comparable results. 
Table 5.2 Monthiy potential evapotranspiratïon demand (mm) 
Month Thornthwaite Turc 
Method Formula 
July 1994 127 134 
August 1994 1 102 1 116 
October 1994 1 40 1 44 
November 1994 15 13 
A p d  1995 17 21 
May 1995 75 87 
- - 
June 1995 124 123 
July 1995 136 133 
August 1995 127 125 
September 1995 68 80 
October 1995 45 38 
For the calibration and validation of the model, the Turc evapotranspiration estimates 
were used. The Turc approach provides potentiai evapotranspiration values over 10 day 
periods. Following the observations reported by Munro (1979, 1986), aii simulations 
were conducted using an equiiibrium evaporation regime. The sensitivity of the model 
outputs to changes in the evapotranspiration demand is examined in Chapter 6. 
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5.2.4 Estimate of Groundwater Inflow 
As with evapotranspiration losses. the infiuence of the groundwater influx fiom the 
underlying sediments becomes more sipnincant as the modehg duration increases. The 
estimation of groundwater inflows into wetland systems has proven very difficult in 
previous wetland s u e s  and requks extensive field instnunentation and monitoring. In 
the absence of cietaileci hydrogeologic data, the approach used with this research relied on 
the development of a cmde water balance and îhe use of several simplifying assumptions. 
Two penods of study were established, August-November 1994 and May-October 1995. 
The groundwater contribution to the wetland site was approximated as the residual in the 
water budget calculations. Steady state simulations were conducted using the wetland 
mode1 and estimates of the initial and final storage volumes within the site were obtained. 
Based on the measured streamflows, the estimated mondily evapotranspiration estimates 
and measured rainf', a mean groundwater inflow of approximately 1.5 mdday was 
determined. The water balance components summarized in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Summary of water baiance computations 
In reality, the temporal distribution of the groundwater flux, as discharge (and possibly 
aiso as groundwater recharge), would be expected to Vary with the seasonal character of 
the local and intermediate groundwater systems. As a result of the lack of groundwater 
data, for this application, the estimated groundwater flux was assumed to be constant 
throughout the modehg duration. It should be recognized that the estimation of the 
mean groundwater infiow as the residual in the wetland water balance is subject to a large 
potential error. The influence of the groundwater component on the resulting strearnflow 
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5.3.1 Generai 
The model parameters incorporated into any process-based mode1 have, to some degree, a 
physical interpretation and ideaily, the pararneter values could be detenained through 
measurement in the field or laboratory. However, field scale measurements are typicaüy 
point-scale measurements and not generaily representative of the processes at a larger grid 
scde. Through calibration, effective parameter values are obtained that reflect the 
appropnate grid-scale processes. In a study on the application of the SHE model to 
catchment-scaie modelling in India, Refsgaard et al. (1992) recognized that as a result of 
the 2 km. grid scale used for the modelling, the caiibrated values of the overland flow 
parameters were compensating for the inadequate representation of the grid-scale channel 
routing. Our current knowledge of the relationship between effective parameter values 
and field measurements is presently incomplete and additional research is warranted 
(Beven, 1989; Bathurst et al., 1995). 
5.3.2 Methods 
There are two alternative approaches to the estimation of model parameters, manual and 
automatic. Manual estimation of the model parameters typicaüy involves adopting a trial 
and error approach during which parameter values are systematicdy altered in order to 
improve the outcome of the model. The manual calibration process offers the advantage 
of dowing the user to apply judgment and previous experience when interpreting the 
mode1 outputs and adjust the pararneter values accordingly. 
Altematively, automatic cslibration involves the use of an automated optimization 
algorithm that systematicaüy searches the parameter domain for the optimum of some 
estimation criterion that characterizes the agreement between the observed and the 
simulated observations. 
5.3.2.1 Opthbation Algorithm 
In general, optimization algorithms cm be broadly categorized into two groups: direct 
search and descent (gradient) methods. Direct methods start at some arbitrary location 
and proceed stepwise, sequentiaily evaluating the trial values of the coefficients in an 
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attempt to reach an optimum. Commonly used direct search methods include the simplex 
method (Nelder and Mead, 1965) and the pattern search algorithm (Hooke and Jeeves, 
196 1). With respect to descent methods, both the hinction and the hinction gradient are 
evaluated at each iteration and a new search direction is detemineci until the strategy is 
unable to fînd a direction in which an irnprovement in possible. 
In practice, the caiibration of a hydrologie model is not a trivial task. Many model 
parameters involve a high degree of interaction where a change in one parameter value 
may be compensated by a change in another parameter. For a simple two-parameter 
model. long flat-bottomed vdeys on the respoose surface occur where a large number of 
combinations of the parameter values produces a similar low of the objective function. In 
addition, it is widely recognized that local optima often exist on the response surface and 
may cause an opthkation algorithm to terminate without locating the tme optimum. In a 
study by Hendrickson et al. (1988), the results indicated that the outcome of any 
calibration mn is highly dependent on the characteristics of the response surface in the 
vicinity of the initial parameter values. Using error-free synthetic data, for which the 
location of the true global optimum is known, a series of mns were performed during 
which each parameter in turn was perturbed 35% and an optimization algorithm employed 
to recover the true parameter value. In over haif of the muiti-parameter data sets, neither 
a direct search or gradient method were successful in determinhg the correct parameter 
vaiues, even with ideal, error-free synthetic data. The complexities involved in finding the 
optimum values for parameters of an operational watershed model are clearly emphasized 
by an optimization study conducted by Johnston and Pilgrim (1976). Over a 2 year 
period, during which a full-time concentrated effort was applied to a single watershed, no 
true optimum set of parameter vaiues was ever established. 
Despite the apparent difficulties involved in the parameter optimization of watershed 
model, automatic caiibration methods are routinely incorporated into almost al l  watershed 
models. Several snidies related to parameter optimization of watershed models have 
shown favour towards the direct search methods. Hendrickson et al. (1988) conducted a 
calibration study comparing the pattern search algorithm with that of a Marquardt-Gauss- 
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Newton when applied to the National Weather Service River Forecasting System 
(NWSRFS). The results indicate that the pattern search algorithrn, while incurring a 
greater computational expense, appears to be more robust than the Newton algorithm due 
to the presence of discontinuities in the response surface. Similar results were reported by 
Johnston and Pilgrim (1976) when the Simplex method and the Davidon descent method 
were applied to the Boughton model. 
In this research, the model parameters were optimized using the pattern search 
optirnization procedure presented by Hooke and Jeeves (1961) and subsequently 
programrned by Monro (1971). The pattern search algorithm is currentiy used by the 
WATFLûOD model and has been surcessfully applied for parameter determination m 
other hydrologic models (SWMM, MODHYDROLOG, NWSRFS, SLURP). 
5.3.2.2 Selection of Objective Function 
There are various criteria that can be used to meanire model performance. The ordinary 
least squares estimator (OLS) is a commonly used objective function applied to the 
calibration of hydrologic models. 
The OLS estimator is an index of the residual error, providing an indication on the success 
of the model to reproduce the observed hydrograph. The surn of squares critenon is not 
dimensionless and while it is well suited for comparing model outputs for a particular 
catchment, it is not suitable for comparing the penomance of a model on different 
catchments or for comparing the model performance over differing periods of record. 
It is generally understood that the ordinary least squares estimator will place more 
importance on the higher flows. An alternative function that will favour the reproduction 
of the low flow events involves using a square rwt transformation of the flow values: 
For this research, an important goal of the wetland model was to properly simulate not 
only the peak discharge rates but also the long recession Limbs characteristic of these 
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wetland sites. As such, the calibration runs were performed using the square root 
objective function. 
5.3.3 Calibratecl Parameters 
The focus of this calibration exercise ïnvolved the estimation of five parameters: 
9 drainable porosity (hummock layer) 
ii) drainable porosity (organic layer) 
iii) surface flow coefficient (a) 
iv) organic layer conductivity (upper boundary of organic layer) 
V) organic layer conductivity (iower boundary of organic layer) 
For this research, a surface flow exponent (B) value of 2.0 was adopied based on the 
recommendations of Kadlec and Knight (1996). 
5.3.4 Calibration Procedure 
A process-oriented calibration procedure was employed (Harlin, 1991). The process- 
oriented approach to calibration involves splitting the calibration period into subgroups, 
within which certain identifiable processes dominate the production of runoff. In this 
manner, the parameten are only evaluated over periods where they are active and 
contribute to the rnodel output. 
The airn of the process-oriented approach is to attempt to minimize the effects of 
parameter interaction during calibration. S plitting the calibration penod dso allows for 
the use of different cnterion for different parameter sets and is especiaily useful in 
obtaining a greater understanding of a particular process parameter when it is most active. 
In a study of the application of error analysis applied to a marsh hydrology model, 
Gardner et al. (1980) reported that a process-oriented calibration was necessary due to the 
strong seasonal behaviour of the model. 
For this research effort, two subperiods were identified based on the flow processes 
occumng within the wetland. During the last half of Aupst  1994 (Figure 5.2), the 
wetland streamflows incorporate a period of low flows associated with the recession of a 
signif~cant precipitation event that occurred on August 04, 1994. The stormflow response 
during the 1994 calibration period was govemed by the subsurface storage and flow 
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processes. The caiibration of the model emphasïzed the determination of the foliowing 
mode1 parameters: 
9 drainable porosity - organic layer 
iii) conductivity - lower ümit of organic layer 
The calibration period spanning late April and early May (Figure 5.3) involves multipIe 
precipitation events applied to the study wetland under fÙUy saturated conditions. The 
stormflow response was infiuenced by overland surface Bows within the uppemost 
organic sedùnents and across the hurnmock layer. Calibration of the model emphasized 
the estimation of the following parameters: 
0 hurnmock flow coefficient 
ii) drainable porosity - hurnmock layer 
üi conductivity - upper ümit of organic layer 
For both calibration periods, initial values for the optimization nuis were detennined 
through a m u a l  triai and error approach until the displayed outfiow hydrographs were 
reasonably close. Subsequent to the manually determined parameters, a series of 
automatic optimization nuis were performed in order to arrive at the optimal parameter 
values. The initial calibration of the model using the 1994 calibration period was foilowed 
by a simüar calibration of the model using the 1995 period. The model calibration over 
the 1994 period was then repeated using the revised parameters optimized fiom the 1995 
penod. Based on the revised parameters found from the 1994 calibration, the model was 
re-calibrated over the 1995 period. This iterative procedure. altemating from the 1994 
calibration period to the 1995 caiibration period, was repeated until an optimal parameter 
set was established. 
5.3.5 Caiibrated Resuits 
Figure 5.2 and 5.3 provide a cornparison of the observed and calibrateci model output for 
the 1994 and 1995 calibration periods respectively. Table 5 4  provides a sumrnary of the 
effîciency criteria. 
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Observed 7 
Figure 5.2 Compatison between observed and calibrated outfiow hydrograph 
(1994 caiibration period) 
- Dix harge (m3/s) 
---- Simu lated 
Figure 5.3 Cornparison behreen obsewed and caiibrated outûow hydrograph 
(1995 calibration period) 
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Table 5.4 Calibration statistia 
1 Efficiency Criterion 1 i994 1995 1 
Tabie 5.5 provides a listing of the calibrated values resulting fiom this analysis of the 
headwater swamp. The calibrated organic layer drainable porosity value represents an 
average value over the range in heads encountered during the calibration period. In 
general, the drainable porosity value lies within the range typicaily reported for swamp 
systems in southem Ontario (for example, Woo and Valverde, 198 1). The hummock 
storage value represents an average value reflecting the effective porosity corresponding 
to the vegetation and hurnrnock/hollow topography. 
Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient 
S-Criterion 
Deviation in Runoff Volume (%) 











As a result of the coarse mode1 descretization, the calibrated hydraulic conductivity values 
are higher than those comsponding to typicai point-scale measurements of organic soils. 
With respect to the modelled processes. the values of the effective hydraulic conductivity 
parameters incorporate not only micropore flow through the soi1 matrix but integrate the 
capabilities of macropore flow and depressional streamlet flow to deliver stormflow to the 
channel system in excess of the arnount possible by micropore flow alone. Simiiar results 
were obtained when applying a groundwater model (MODFL,OW) to a raised mire in 
south Yorkshire in the British Isles (Bromley and Robinson. 1995). Calibration of the 
drainable porosity - organic layer 
drainable porosity - humrnock layer 
conductivity - upper limit of organic layer (ds) 
conductivity - lower limit of organic layer (ds) 
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mode1 was carried out using measured groundwater levels under steady-state conditions. 
Values of hydraulic conductivity were initiaDy based on measwed values obtained in the 
field by the auger hole technique. In order to match the predicted and observed levels, 
conductivity values had to be increased by an order of magnitude. Later examination 
indicated that the subsurface conductivity values represented in the mode1 characterized a 
combination of flow through the peat matrix and flow through the shailow channel 
drainage network. 
The surface flow coefficient characterizes how the surface flow is affected by the nature of 
the hummock terrain, the size and density of surface streamlets, the nature of the surface 
vegetation, and the availability of overland flow paths. The caiibrated value Lies within the 
range reported by Kadiec and Knight (1996), representing an intermediate value between 
dense and sparse emergent vegetation. 
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5.4 Model Vidation 
5.4.1 Methods 
The methodology employed dunng this study involved the evaluation of the model 
performance with respect to varying duration lengths. The wetland mode1 was evaluated 
with regard to: 
0 single event simulations 
ii) monthiy simulations 
i continuous simulations 
The single event simulations aiiowed an evaluation of the model capabiliues for sïmulating 
the dominant processes governing the rainfd-mnoff response fiom the wetland study site. 
The duration of the single event modelling typically ranged from 1 to 2 weeks in length. 
Where possible, a 1-2 day warm-up period prior to the precipitation event was utilized to 
help rninimize the impact of the initial conditions on the simulation results. 
The monthly and continuous simulations ailowed an examination of the infiuences of the 
long-term hydrologie process (i.e. evapotranspuation and groundwater inflows) on the 
wetland behaviour. Monthiy simulations were performed by initializing the wetland model 
to the conditions corresponding to the first day of the month and then performing a 
month-long simulation. The continuous simulation modelling involved initializing the 
wetland model at the start of the study perïod and conducting a simulation for the 
remainder of that year. 
The results of the modei validation exercises are presented in the following subsections. 
5.4.2 Validation Resuits - Event Simulation 
The performance of the calibrateci wetland model was evaluated using 14 precipitation 
events. The events incorporate a wide range of precipitation volumes and antecedent 
wetland conditions. Plots of the observed and computed event hydrographs are provided 
in Appendix C. Table 5.6 provides a summary of the evaluation results comsponding to 
the single event simulations. With regard to the event simulations, the Nash-Sutcliffe 
coefficients ranged from -0.10 to 0.95. The deviation between the computed and 
simulated runoff volumes ranged from 0.9% to 40.1%. For many of the event simulations, 
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it was clear that the SVCA rain gauge significantly underestimated the precipitation input 
to the wetland. To iiiustrate. the mode1 perfonned poorly for the 950603 event 
(Appendix C, Figure CIO). The NashSutcline coefficient was computed to be -0.10 and 
the deviation the ninoff volume was found to be -40.1%. The observed streamflow 
hydrograph (Figure CIO) displays an initial hydmgraph peak foilowed by a second peak 
approximately 9 hours later. The recorded rainfd corresponding to the second 
hydrograph peak measured only 0.5 mm. As shown in Figure CIO, the 0.5 mm 
precipitation input did not produce the second hydrograph peak and the simulated 
recession period was signifîcantly in error. 
Table 5.6 Summary of evduation r d t s  - single event simulations 
Start of Simulation 
June 25, 1995 1 0.24 0.967 1 39.6 
July 06, 1994 
August 04,1994 
September 13, 1994 
September 28,1994 
October 09, 1994 
October 19, 1994 
October 25, 1994 
November 04,1994 
May 17,1995 
August 10, 1995 1 0.55 0.445 1 - 14.2 
Nash-Sutcliffe 
Coefficient 










October 20. 1995 1 0.87 1 0.085 1 -0.9 
S-Criterion 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the variation in the computed and observed peak flow rates. 
Figure 5.5 shows the variation in the computed and observed stonnflow ninoff volumes 
associated with each simulation event. In summary, the modelling results could be 
considered satisfactory taking into account the general quality and quantity of data used in 
the simulations. 
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Figure 5.4 
0.00 O. IO 0.20 0.30 0.40 
S bulated Peak Discharge (rn3/s) 
Simulated and observed peak discharge rates for event simulations 
(199401995) 
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Simuiated Runoff Volume (mm) 
Figure 5.5 Simulated and observd moff  volumes for event simulations 
(1994-1995) 
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5.4.2.1 Application of Radar RaMd 
A prirnary source of uncertainty and error involves the use of a single raui gauge for the 
estimation of the precipitation input. It is weii recognized that the measurement of 
precipitation from rain gauge installations is subject to large errors. Throughout the study 
period, this research had access to distributed radar rainfiiii data collecteci and 
disseminated by Environment Canada The radar data was utilized to examine the areal 
distribution of the precipitation data. In several precipitation events, the radar data 
revealed instances where precipitation faning on the study site was not coiiected by the 
Saugeen Vailey Conservation Authority gauge. 
The application of the distributed radar data is demonstrated for two periods in 1994. 
Figure 5.6 provides a comparison between the observed sîreamfiow hydrograph and 
computed streamflow hydrograph generated using the SVCA rain gauge data. Figure 5.7 
illustrates the computed strearnflow hydrograph using the distributed radar data. For this 
particular application, use of the radar data provides a significant improvement in the 
mode1 performance. 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 provide a similar comparison for the month-long simulation for 
November 1994. The radar rainfall and min gauge rauifall provided comparable modeiiing 
results for the 941 104 event However, the radar rainfall input resulted in a significant 
improvement in the 94 1 128 precipitation event. 
The behaviour of the wetland mode1 with respect to the precipitation input is further 
examined in Chapter 6. 
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Observed 
---- Simu lated 
E'IGURE: 5.6 Cornparison of computed and simutated hydrograph utllizing 
min gauge data (August 04,1994) 
Discharge (m3/s) 
O-" 1 Obsetved ---- Simu lated 
FTGURE 5.7 Cornparison of computed and simulated hydrograph uüiizing 
weather radar data (August û4,1994) 
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FIGURE: 5.8 Cornparison of computed and simulatecl hydrograph utllizing 
rain gauge data (November, 1994) 
FIGURE 5.9 Cornparison of computed and simulated hydrograph utiiizing 
weather radar data (November ,1994) 
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5.4.3 Validation R d t s  - Montbly Simuiatiws 
Plots of the simuiated and observed streamfiow hydrographs for the monthly simulations 
are provided in Appendùr D. Table 5.7 provides a summary of the evaluation results with 
respect to the single event simulations. 
Table 5.7 Summary of evaluation results - monthIy simulations 










A p d  1995 
Mav 1995 
Missing Rainfd Data 
5.4.4 Validation Results - Continuous Simulations 
Table 5.8 provides a listing of the efficiency criteria corresponding to the continuous 
simulations for the 1994 and 1995 study periods. A plot comparing the computed and 
observed streamflow hydrographs for the 1994 simulation period is provided in 
Figure 5.10. Figure 5.1 1 provides a similar plot for the 1995 study period. 










Table 5.8 Summary of evaluation d t s  - continuous simulations 
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Discharge c ---- Simu lated 
FIGURE 5.10 Simulated and observed rainfall-moff response Born 
headwater wetiand (1994) 
Discharge (m3/s) 




FIGURE: 5.11 Simulated and observeci raiafall-niwn response fkom 
headwater wetland (1995) 
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5.5 Storage-Discharge Relations 
In order to gain additional understanding of the rainfaii-cunoff behaviour of the wetland 
model, the relationship between the computed discharge and the comsponding utilized 
storage within the wetiand was examineci. Two synthetic rainfall events, Wilfomily 
distributed over 10 hours were applied to the study site. The first event involved a total 
rainfaii amount of lOmm while the second event corresponded to a 5Omm rainfaii. 
Figure 5.12(a) illustrates the rainfall-ninoff response of the wetland site to the synthetic 
10 mm precipitation event. The wetland response to the precipitation event was govemed 
by the dynamics of the subsurface fiow processes. The initial drainage, precipitation 
recharge and subsequent drainage of the wetland sediments are reflected in the discharge- 
storage relationship shown in Figure 5.12(b). 
The stormflow response to a 50 mm precipitation event over IO hours is shown in 
Figure 5.13(a). The discharge-storage relationship computed for the simulation is shown 
in Figure 5.13(b). The rainfall-runoff response fiom the r a i n f '  event was infiuenced by a 
large overland flow contribution. Figure 5.13(b) displays a signif~cmt loop in the 
discharge-storage relationship. The relationship indicates that the simulated peak flow 
resuliing fiom the 50 mm rainfall does not correspond with the maximum utilized storage 
within the wetland. The lag between the maximum storage of the stormfiow and the 
maximum outfiow rate fiom the wetiand can be attributed to the development of a 
significant overland stormflow component fiom the wetland and the lag between the 
lateral discharge ffom the wetland sediments and the channel outfiow at the wetland 
outlet. 
The discharge-storage relationship for the study site was examined over two simulation 
periods, during late fall of 1994 and during the spring of 1995. Figure 5.14 provides the 
stomiflow response and discharge-storage relationship computed for a 1200 hour 
simulation over October and November of 1994. Figure 5.15 provides simüar plots for 
the 600 hour simulation in late April and early May of 1995. Both figures exhibit a 
significant hysteresis in the discharge-storage relationship. 
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Figure 5.12(a) Simulated streamflow hydrograph for headwater wetland 
synthetic 10 mm stom over 10 hours 
Figure 5.12(b) Simulated storage-discharge relationship for headwater 
wetland, synthetic 10 mm storm over 10 hours 
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Figure 5.13(b) Simulateci storagedscharge relationship for headwater 
wetland, synthetic 50 mm storm over 10 hours 
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Figure 5.14(a) Simulated streamQow hydrograph for headwater wetland 
October/November 1994 
Stomge (m') 
Figure 5.14(b) Simulated stornge-discharge relationship for headwater 
wetland, October/November 1994 
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Figure 5.15(a) Simulated streamtlow hydrograph for headwater wetland 
ApriVMay 1995 
Figure 5.15(b) Simuiated storagedscharge relationship for headwater 
wetland, ApriVMay 1995 
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5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented the application of the wetland model towards streamflow 
simulations at a fmt-order headwater swamp in the Teeswater River watershed. As with 
many wetland sites, access to much of the site was ciifficuit and intensive fieldwork to 
obtain data was not feasible. 
Precipitation inputs were obtained from data provided by the Saugeen VaiIey 
Conservation Authority. Estimates of the evapotrmspiration rates were obtained using 
the weli-known Turc formula An estimate of the mean groundwater input was 
established from a simple water balance. 
Even with the simplified process representations incorporated into the wetland model, the 
event simulations required a significant number of modelling parameters. Where possible, 
parameter values were found through field sweys or obtained from values reported in 
standard operationai practice. Using a process-oriented cafibration scheme, five model 
parameters were optimized. 
The performance of the model was evaluated using three goodness-of-fit criteria, the 
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient, the deviation of mnoff volumes and the S-criterion. The results 
indicate that the wetiand model is able to reproduce the rainfall-runoff response fiom the 
headwater smdy site with reasonable accuracy. A large source of error and uncertainty 
involves the use of a single min gauge for the measurement of precipitation data. For 
several modeiIing events, the use of distcibuted weather radar minfidi was able to provide 
an improvement in the model results. 
Finally, the mode1 output indicates that the stonnfiow response of the wetland is not a 
simple hinction of wetland storage. The hydtologic behaviour of the wetland is dependent 
on the flow transport processes governing the streamflow response. 
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6. Sensitivity Analysis 
6.1 General 
An important component of any m o d e h g  effort involves the detennination of the relative 
sensitivity of the mode1 outputs with respect to the mode1 parameters. A sensitivity 
analysis allows examination of the model behaviour with regard to the dominant 
hydrologie processes. Insight into the sensitivity of the model provides valuable 
information regarding the effort and accuracy required for the detemination of the model 
parameters. By revealing the inciifference of the objective function to changes in the 
various model parameters, the results cm be used to guide future model revisions or 
modifications. As part of this research, an analysis was performed in order to provide a 
better understanding of the dominant modelling parameten and to reveal how the model 
behaviour is influenced by the changes in the parameters. 
6.2 Methods 
Parameter sensitivities wen evaluated by systematicaily varying each model parameter 
while maintainhg ali other parameter values at their original calibrateci values. The 
sensitivity to each parameter was cdculated by perturbing each parameter by 5% from its 
base-case value. Table 6.1 provides a listing of the calibrated model parameters evaluated 
dunng the sensitivity analysis and their associated values. In addition to the caiibrated 
parametea. the analysis also evaluated the sensitivity of the model output to several other 
parameters established prior to the calibmtion exercis h m  field measurements or h m  
current recornmended practice. 
Table 6.1 Calibratecl modellhg parameters (base case) 
of organic layer (m/s) 1 
humrnoc k flow coefficient (m%) 350 
Mode1 Parameter 
drainable porosity - organic 
drainable porosity - hummock 
hydraulic conductivity - upper limit 
6.2.1 Simulation Periods 




6.2.1.1 Event Simulations 
The sensitivity analysis was conducted utilizing two different modelling periods, one 
penod where subsurface flows dorninated the runoff response and another period where 
overland flow within the hummock layer influenced the s t o d o w  response. A brief 
hydraulic conductivity - lower limit 0.00008 
description of the event simulations are provided below. Table 6.2 provides a surnmary of 
the statistics corresponding to the two event periods. 
Event I - 940929 
Event 1 involves a 240 hour simulation spannhg from September 26, 1994 to October 05, 
1994. During the precipitation event, a 30 hour period of low intensity rainfdl totalling 
25 mm was foliowed by an eight hour storm producing 22 mm of precipitation. 
Approximately 48 hours later, a four hour event totalling 5 mm occurred. Water levels 
within the wetland were limited primarily to within the organic sediments with linle 
overland flow within the hummock layer. 
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Event 2 - 94II04 
Event 2 involves a 300 hour simulation spanning November 02, 1994 to November 14, 
1994. ApproximateIy 40 mm of precipitation feii on the wetland over a 4 &y period. 
Prior to the precipitaiion p e n d  the wetiand surface was inundateci and as a result, the 
stomflow response was strongly influenced by overland flows within the h m o c k  layer. 
Table 6.2 Snmmary strastics for simulation events 
1 1 Simulation Event 1 
6.2.1.2 Continuous Simulation 
An additional analysis was perforrned in order to investigate the sensitivity of the mode1 
outputs with respect to a long-term simulation involving multiple precipitation events. 
The simulation consisted of a 1200 hour modehg period during which 98 mm of 
precipitation was measured Table 6.3 sumarizes the statistics characterizing the 
continuous simulation period. 
Duration of Simulation (hours) 
Total Precipitation (mm) 
TotaI Potential Evapotranspiration (mm) 
Initial S treamflo w (m3/s) 
Peak Discharge Rate (m3/s) 
Finai Streamfiow (m3/s) 
Total Streamfîow Volume (m3) 

















Duration of Simulation (hours) 
Total Precipitation (mm) 
Total Evapotranspiration (mm) 
Initial Strearnflow (m3/s) 






Peak Discharge Rate (m31s) 
Final Streamflow (m3/s) 
0.350 
0.069 
6.3 Evaluation of Mode1 Seasitivity 
6.3.1 Seasitivity Coefficient 
The sensitivity of each parameter was evaluated using a normalized sensitivity coefficient 
(McCuen, 1973) given as: 
where Rs is the relative sensitivity, AFo represents the change in the model output, F. is the 
model output corresponding to the base case, AFi is the change in the parameter value, and 
Fi is the base case parameter value. The sensitivity coefficient cm be interpreted as the 
percent change in the model output that occurs as a result of a 1% change in the 
parameter value. Appiication of equation (6.01) involveci the use of several criteria in 
order to establish the parameter sensitivity of the wetland model. 
6.3.1.1 S Criteria 
Employing the S criterion (equation 5.03), the relative sensitivity of the model to any 
changes in the parameter values is given by: 
where S. is the S efficiency criteria for the base case, Si is the efficiency critena 
corresponding to the pemubed parameter value, X. is the base case parameter value and 
Xi is the value of the perturbed parameter. 
6.3.1.2 Peak Flow 
The parameter sensitivity was also evaluated with regards to the change in predicted peak 
discharge as given by: 
where Qp, is the peak discharge computed using the base case parameter set and Qp, is 
the computed peak discharge rate corresponding to the perturbed parameter value. 
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6.3.1.3 Ruaoff Volume 
The parameter sensitivity was also evaluated with regard to the change in the predicted 
total runoff volume discharging fmm the wetland 
where V, is the total runoff volume computed ushg the base case parameter set and Vi is 
the total mnoff volume computed using the pemirbed parameter value. 
63.2 Hydrograph Plots 
In many ways, the sensitivity of the wetland model can be evaluated simply by conducting 
a visud comparison of the mode1 output, namely the computed wetland outfiow 
hydrographs. In order to examine the sensitivity of the calibrated model visuaily, an 
additional series of mode1 simulations were conducted whereby each mode1 parameter was 
perturbed by +25% and the outfiow hydrographs plotted for comparison. A complete 
listing of the hydrograph plots is provided in Appendix E. 
6.4 Sensitivity ReSults - Event Simulations 
6.4.1 Event 1 
Table 6.4 provides a summary of the calculated sensitivity t e m  for each parameter 
change associated with event 1. The relative sensitivity of the model to changes in the 
parameters varied for each of the sensitivity criteria For ail three sensitivity criteria, the 
model was most sensitive to changes in the precipitation input (e.g. as would typically be 
made when calibrating distributed radar data). A 1 % increase in the precipitation resulted 
in a 1.6% defrease in the S-cntenon while producing a 1.3% increase in the simulated 
hydrograph peak. 
Table 6.4 Relative sensitivities - Event 1 
- - - - - - - - - - . - - 
Modei Parameter Relative Sensitivities* 
S-Criterion 1 Runoff 1 PeakFIow 
I 1 Groundwater inflow 1 -0.3072 1 0.20 19 1 0.0000 
Organic layer Hydrauiic conduc tivity -0.4555 0.2597 0.2 174 
Drainable pomsity Z =  - ; O  -0.3013 i;L,.'0.8696 
Depth of layer -0.3558 -0.21 1 1 0.0000 
Hurnmock layer Flow coefficient - -0.0537 0.03 14 0.0000 
- - 
I 
- - - - -  - - - -  
1 Canopy storage capacity 1 0.05 19 r -0.0349 1 0.0000 
* shaded values indicate three most sensitive parameten for each evaluation 
criteria for a 1 % parameter change 
For event 1, the hydrograph peak was most influenced by the drainable porosity of the 
organic sediments and channel mughness. The s t o d o w  runoff volume discharged h m  
the wetland was most aKected by the length of the drainage channel and the antecedent 
streamfiow conditions. An increase in the channel length corresponds to a longer interface 
between the channel and the wetland sediments. As wouid be expected for an event 
simulation, the evapotranspiration demand and groundwater infiow had little influence on 
the hydrograph peak. 
6.4.2 Event 2 
A summary of the calculateci sensitivity term for each parameter change associated with 
event 2 is provided in Table 6.5. As with event 1, the simulation of event 2 was most 
influenced by changes in the precipitation input The stonnfiow response of the wetland 
under event 2 is influenced by the conveyance capabilîties of the drainage system with the 
hydrograph peak sensitive to changes in the roughness and width of the channel. With 
respect to the hummock layer, the hydrograph peak was found to be more sensitive to 
changes in the drainable porosity than to changes in the flow coefficient. As with event 1, 
the long-term fluxes such as evapotranspiration and groundwater inflow had iittle 
influence on the event peak. The volume of stomulow dischargeci during the simulation 
was most influenced by the length of the drainage channel and the antecedent streamflow 
conditions. 
Further discussions regarding the mode1 sensitivities are provided in the following 
subsections. Figures 6.1-6.8 are provided to allow qualitative cornparisons between the 
resulting streamfiow hydrographs and the base-case hydrograph. 
Table 6.5 Relative sensitivities - Event 2 
Channel network 1 Channel rouehness 1 -0.0789 1 -0.0182 1 : ' 6.6116 
 del Parameter Relative Sensitivities* 





Hummock laver 1 Flow coefficient 1 -0,4607 1 0.0620 1 0.1835 
0.0 185 
P-;  .PO?&= , -  
0.2868 
- 1 . 1439 
Evapotranspiration 0.2522 -0.0720 -0,1223 








* shaded values indicate three most sensitive parameters for each evaluation 
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Sensiüvity Anaiysis 
6.4.3 Sensitivity To Precipitation Input 
The sensitivity analyses indicate that the wetland model output is strongly influenced by 
the precipitation input. The resuits indicate that any change in the rainfall volume di 
strongly affect both the peak discharge rate and the total nuioff volume predicted by the 
wetland model. 
The iduence of a change in precipitation input is illustrateci in Figure 6.1. For both 
simulation events, increasing the magnitude of the precipitation input i n c r e d  the peak 
discharge rate whüe decreasing the time to peak characteristic of the simuiated 
hydrographs. As would be expected, the total runoff volume discharged fiom the wetiand 
increased as the precipitation volume was increased. A cornparison of Figure 6.l(a) and 
Figure 6.l(b) illustrates the variability of the model behaviour with respect to a change m 
the precipitation input. The response of the wetland mode1 output to a change in the 
precipitation is dependent on the flow processes associated with the event. With event 1, 
subsurface flow processes shape the wetland response and thus the simulated hydrographs 
reiain the same general shape. With respect to event 2, an increase in the overland flow 
contribution resulting from a corresponding increase in the precipitation input was 
reflected in the predicted streamfiow hydrograph. 
Figure 6.1 also reveals the precipitation input significantly influences the recession limbs of 
the outfiow hydrographs. This fact is especially significant with regard to long-term 
simulation modelling. Any changes in the precipitation volume infiuences the saturation 
state within the wetiand and the corresponding oudlow rate for many days after the 
rainfali event Exanilnation of the second hydrograph peak in Figure 6.l(a) indicates that 
the wetland stormfiow response resulting fiom the 941001 precipitation event is 
infiuenced by the level of saturation resuiting fiom the 940929 event. 
6.4.4 Sensitivity To Groundwaer Input 
A significant input to the wetland model involves the specification of the groundwater flux 
associated with the wetland site. The wetland model is essentialiy a surface process model 
and requires an external estimate regarding the role of the groundwater flow with regards 
to the wetland hydrology. Without an expensive hydrogeologic study, the estimation of 
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the groundwater component of a wetiand water budget is ciifficuit and subject to a large 
amount of uncertainty. 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the innwnce of the specified groundwater input on the simulation 
results. Increashg the groundwater inflow resulted in an inmase in the total runoff 
volume and an increase in the hydrograph peak. For both events, a 2 5 9  change in the 
base-case groundwater flux is noticeable after a modelling duration of approximately 2-3 
days. In the latter haif of the simulations, any change in the groundwater M o w  is 
reflected directly in the computed outfiow rates with the predicted hydrograph and base- 
case hydrograph king  essentiaiiy parallel. 
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---- Precipitation x 0.75 
Precipitation x 1.00 
Priecipitation x 1.25 
Figure 6.l(a) Sensitivity to precipitation input (Event 1) 
Figure 6.l(b) Seasitivity to precipitation input (Event 2) 
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---- Groundwater Iaflow x 0.75 
Groundwater M o w  x 1.00 
--------- Groundwater M o w  x 1.25 
Figure 6.2(a) Sensitivity to groundwater inflow (Event 1) 
Figure 6.2(b) Sensitivity to groundwater i d o w  (Event 2) 
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6.4.5 Sensitivity To Length of Wetland Channel 
The length of the wetiand channel network &fines the length of the interface between the 
wetiand field hydrology mode1 and the wetland drainage system. With respect to the 
wetland model, increasing the length of the routing ceaches results in an increase in the 
total drainage area associated with the wetland. As shown in F i p  6.3, increasing the 
wetland channel length resulted in an increase in the runoff volume. For both the 
simulation events, the increase in mnoff volume is reflected primarily in the recession 
Iimbs of the outfiow hydrographs. 
With both event 1 and event 2, increasing the channel Iength increased the time to peak 
characteristic of the outfiow hydrograph. For event 1, increasing the channel length 
produced a corresponding increase in the peak flow rate. However, with respect to 
event 2, very Little change in the peak flow rate resulted from a change in the channel 
length. 
6.4.6 Sensitivity To Antecedent Streamfîow 
In general, the streamfiow rate associated with the wetland is an indicator of the 
antecedent saturation conditions within the wetland system. Low streamflow rates are 
indicative of low water table levels within the wetland sediments. Figure 6.4 illustrates the 
behaviow of the wetiand simulation to the antecedent streamfiow rate. For both 
simulation events, an increase in the initial flow rate resuited in an increase in the peak 
Bow rate and the total runoff volume. With respect to event 1, a change in the initial 
streamflow rate is propagated throughout the simulation with the predicted hydrograph 
being essentialiy pardel to the best-fit case. 
For event 2, a change in the initial saturation level within the wetland influences the 
development and resulting magnitude of the overland flow contribution from the wetland. 
Increasing the initial streamfiow rate resulted in a larger overland flow contribution as 
reflected in the increase in the hydrograph peak and the decrease in the time to peak. 
Examination of Figure 6.4(b) indicates that the hydrographs corresponding to the 
perturbed initial streamflow rates slowly converge towards the best-fit hydrograph dong 
the recession lirnb. 
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---- Channel Length x 0.75 
Channel Length x 1.00 
--------- Channel Length x 1.25 
nnn ! 
Figure 6.3(a) Sensitivity to length of wetiand channel (Event 1) 
8.00 I Intensity (mm/hr) 
---- Channel Length x 0.75 
Channel Length x 1.00 
Figure 6.3(b) Sensitivity to length of wetland channel (Event 2) 
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---- Initiai Flow x 0.75 
Initial Flow x 1-00 
Initiai Flow x 1-25 
Figure 6A(a) Sensitivity to initial streamflow (Event 1) 
---- Initial Flow x 0.75 
Initial Flow x 1-00 
Initiai Flow x 1.25 
Figure 6.4(b) Sensitivity to initial streamflow (Event 2) 
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6.4.7 Sensitivity To Cbannei Roughness 
The magnitude of the channel roughness, as characterized by the Manning coefficient, 
infiuences the storage-discharge relatioaship assigned to each routing reach. In addition, 
changes in the channel roughness parameter influenœ the channel capacity under bankfüll 
conditions. As would be expected, the total mnoff volumes associated with both event 1 
and event 2 are not sensitive to the channel roughness parameter. However, for both 
simulation events, the predicted peak discharge rate and t h e  to peak are influenced by the 
specification of the channel r o u ~ e s s  (Figure 6.5). 
With respect to event 1, the impact of the channel roughness parameter is evident dong 
the rising iimb of the hydrographs and in the vicinity of the hydrograph peak. For event 2, 
changes in the bankfull channel capacity infiuence the shape of the hydrograph under high 
flow conditions. Increasing the channel roughness resuited in a Iower banldull discharge 
capacity and as a result, the stomiflow response fiom the inundated wetiand was 
characterized by a lower and flatter hydrograph crest segment. 
6.4.8 Sensitivity To Drainable Porosity of Organic Layer 
The magnitude of the drainable porosity parameter assigned to the organic layer influences 
the available storage space within the sediments. When the water table is located below 
the wetland surface, the drainable porosity parameter affects the amount of storage space 
within the unsaturated zone of the organic layer. The simulated events indicate that a 
decrease in the drainable porosity produces a corresponding increase in the hydrograph 
peak and total runoff volume (Figure 6.6). In addition, decreasing the available storage 
space within the wetland sediments reduced the time to peak characteristic. 
Event 2 corresponds to a precipitation event appiîed to high antecedent saturation 
conditions. As a result, with relatively Little pore space available within the wetland 
sediments, the corresponding stormflow response was not sensitive to changes in the 
drainable porosity parameter. 
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6.4.9 Sensitivity To Organic Loyer Conductivity 
The Muence of the conductivity parameter on the simulated hydrograph is significantly 
dBerent with respect to the two simulation scenarios. Under low flow conditions 
(Figure 6.7(a)), an increase in the conductivity parameter produces an increase in the peak 
flow rate. An increase in the conductivity reflects a greater capacity for water movement 
within the sediment Iayer. An increase in the organic conductivity produces an increase in 
the hydrograph peak. Increasing the conductivity parameter also results in a 
correspondhg incrpase in the storrnflow nuioff volume discharged frorn the wetland. 
Altematively, for event 2 (Figure 6.7(b)) an increase in the conductivity parameter 
resulted in a decrease in the peak flow rate. Increasing the conductivity parameter 
associated with the organic layer diows more water to traverse the wetland as subsurface 
flow at the expense of the overland flow. As a result, increasing the value of the 
conductivity parameter increases the time to peak characteristic and reduces the nuioff 
volume discharged during the event simulation. 
6.4.10 Sensitivity To Width of Wetland 
The response of the wetland to changes in the width of the wetland is illustrated in 
Figure 6.8. Under low flow conditions, the stormflow hydrograph is shaped by near- 
Stream effects. For water stored within the sediments near the margins of the wetland, the 
travel time required for the water to reach the drainage network is too long to influence 
the stomfiow hydrograph. 
Under conditions where the wetland sediments become inundated, overland flow 
mechanisms are capable of conveying water across the wetland much quicker than 
subsurface flow. The influence of the increased overland flow contribution as a result of 
the change in the wetland width is reflected in the recession Iunbs of the storxnfiow 
hydrographs (Figure 6.8(b)). Increasing the width of the wetland produces a greater peak 
flow rate and an increase in the time to peak characteristic and an increase in the total 
runoff volume. 
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6.4.11 Sensitivity To Modelling Tome Step 
In order to examine the influence of the m o d e h g  time step on the resuiting simulation 
results, event 1 and event 2 were modelled using both a 60 minute and 5 minute time step. 
Figure 6.9 illustrates the d t i n g  sirnulateci hycûographs. The validation of the wetland 
model, as presented in Chapter 5, was conducted using a constant time step of 60 minutes. 
The simulation of both events is not significantly Muenced by the selection of the time 
step. A slight difference between the simulated hydrographs as a result of the modelling 
time step is evident near the hydrograph peaks. Table 6.6 summarizes the simulated 
hydrograph peaks and mnoff volumes. 
Table 6.6 Muence of mdeüing t h e  step on simulated hydrographs 
1 Event 2 1 5 1 165.390 1 0-329 1 
6.4.12 Sensitivity To Modelling Mesh 
The model was also examined in order to assess the response of the wetland model with 
respect to the finite difference mesh used to characterize the movernent of stormwater 




through the wetland field cells. The validation of the wetland model was conducted using 
a finite difference grid consisting of 30 grid blocks. Additional modeilhg nuis were 
performed using 10 and LOO grid blocks. Figure 6.10 displays the resulting hydrographs 
for event 1 and event 2. Table 6.7 summarizes the correspmding runoff volumes and 
peak flow rates. For event 1, where subdace flow was the primary storxnfiow 
mechanism, the selection of the size of the modelling mesh had little influence on the 






mesh of 30 grid blocks produced a response similar to the results obtained using 100 grid 
blocks. However, a mesh size of 10 grid blocks produced a somewhat imgular s t o r d o w  
response with a higher hydropph peak. 
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Table 6.7 Influence of modelling me& on simulated hyàrograph 
1 MesbSize 1 RunoffVolume 1 PeakFlow Rate 1 




The results of the sensitivity analysis indicate that the response of the wetland model is 
sensitive to precipitation input. For fiirrher insight into the behaviour of the wetland 
model, event I and event 2 were modelled with the measured precipitation perturbed to 
refiect a systematic error. The perturbation approach is comxnonly used to study the 





The approach involves the cornparison of the model output fiom an assumed bberror-free" 
rainfd input to that obtained from a pemirbed rainfall input For this analysis, the 
measured rainfdi was assumed to be error free. The correspondhg model output (mnoff 
volume and hydrograph peak) was considered to be the reference output, The relative 





where P, represents the perturbed rainfd amount and P,. is the measured or observed 






6.5.2 Evaluation of Peak FIows 
Figure 6.1 1 ülustrates a sensitivity plot showhg the relative error in the hydrograph peak 
as a result of a dative error in the precipitation input. For event 1. the relative error m 
the peak fiow rate is almost a linear fiuiction of the error in the rainfd. The dope of the 
variation in the relative hydrograph peak error is approximately 1.3, indicating that the 
wetland mode1 amplifies the initial precipitation emr. 
For a systematic rainfdl error with event 2. the relationship between the relative error in 
the hydrograph peak and the relative rainfdl error is nonlinear, especially for a systematic 
overestimation of the precipitation. A large overestimation of the precipitation input 
results in complete inundation of the wetland site where the conveyance capabilities of the 
drainage network help to moderate the peak discharge rate modelled from the site. 
-75 -50 -25 O 25 50 75 
Relative Rainfd Input Error (96) 
Figure 6.11 Variation in relative e m r  in peak flow as a d t  of a systematic 
rainfail error 
6.5.3 Evaluation of Runoff Volume 
The relative error in the runoff volume resulting from an e m r  in the precipitation is shown 
in Figure 6.12. For event 2. the relationship between the relative error in the stonnflow 
runoff and the relative rainfdi error is appmximatdy hear with a dope siightly less than 
one. Any overestimation or underestimation of the precipitation arnount falling on the 
saturated wetland directiy influences the cornsponding storrnfiow moff volume 
discharged fiom the wetlands site. With event 1, the same linear relationship between the 
relative error in the mnoff volume and relative rainfdi error was observed, except for a 
high raiddi underestimation or overestimation as shown on Figure 6.12. 
I I I I I I I 
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Figure 6.12 Variation in relative emor in runoff volume as a result of a systematic 
rainfali emr 
6.6 Sensitivity Resuits - Continuous Simulation 
Table 6.8 provides a summary of the calculateci sensitivity terms for each parameter 
associated with the continuous simulation. As with the previous sensitivity results, the 
relative sensitivity of the wetiand mode1 to changes in the rnodeliing parameters varied for 
each sensitivity criteria The simulated runoff volume was most influenceci by changes m 
the precipitation input, groundwater input and evapotranspiration losses. The simulated 
hydrograph peak associated with the complex Storm occurrïng during the first week of 
November is most sensitive to the channel roughness, channe1 width and the depth of the 
organic layer. 
Table 6.8 ReIative sensitivities - coatinuous simulation 
-- - 
Mode1 Parameter ~ e l a t i v e  Sensitivities* 
S-Criterion 













* shaded values indicate three rnost sensitive parameters for each evaluation 
cnteria for a 1% parameter change 
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6.6.1 Sensitivity To Width of Wetiand Channel 
Figure 6.13 iilustrates the influence of the channel width on the simulateci s t readow 
hydrographs. Changes to the channel width influenceci the hydrograph during periods 
when the conveyance capabiiities of the wetland drainage channel were important. The 
channel width parameter played an important role in detennining the shape of the 
streamfiow hyhgraph for the 941104 storm event. For much of the continuous 
simulation period, altering the wetland channel width had very Little impact on the 
computed streamflows. 
6.6.2 Sensitivity To Precipitation Input 
The sensitivity of the computed streamflow hydrographs to changes in the precipitation 
input is shown in Figure 6.14. The influence of the precipitation input varied with the 
antecedent streamfiow and the magnitude of the precipitation depth. 
6.6.3 Sensitivity To Channel Roughness 
Figure 6.15 shows the influence of the channe1 roughness parameter on the computed 
stormflow hydrographs. As with the channel width parameter, the specification of the 
channel roughness influences the conveyance capabilities of the drainage system. The 
channel roughness parameter is most important under high flow conditions where the 
capacity of the channel controls the wetland stormfiow response. 
6.6.4 Sensitivity To Groundwater Input 
A significant source of uncertainty with any wetland modelling effort involves identifying 
and quantifying the groundwater component of the wetland hydrologie budget. 
Figure 6.16 illusaaies the simulated streamtlow hydrographs associated with a f 25% 
change in the groundwater input. 
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Figure 6.16 Sensiüvity to groundwater input 
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6.7 Chapter Suxnmary 
In this chapter, the sensitivity of the wetland model to changes in the various model 
parameters and inputs has been examine& The sensitivity of the model was evaluated with 
respect to the evaiuation of the rnodei efficiency (S-criterion), hydrograph peak and total 
stormflow runoff volume. Two event periods, representative of low and high antecedent 
saturation conditions, were studied during the analysis. In addition, the model sensitivity 
was evaluated for a continuou simulation involving multiple precipitation events. 
The sensitivity of the mode1 to changes in the modelling parameters was found to vary 
significantly with regard to the antecedent saturation conditions of the wetiand. The 
analysis revealed a complex interaction between the rnodel parameters and their resultuig 
infiuence on the simulated strearnflow hydrograph. For example, under low saturation 
conditions, the simulated streamfiows were found to be insensitive to the transverse width 
of the wetland field cells. However, under highly saturated conditions where surface fl ows 
mechanisms dominate the stomiflow response, the simulated hydrograph peak and 
storrnflow runoff volume are influenced by the wetiand width. In addition, increasing the 
conductivity parameter associated with the wetland sediments was found to either increase 
or decrease the hydrograph peak depending on the dominant flow mechanisms associated 
with the event. As the length of the simulation period increases, the evapotranspiration 
and groundwater components take on added importance. 
The rnodel behaviour was found to be sensitive to the precipitation input. Changes to the 
precipitation input were observed to alter the dominant stomiflow mechanisms associated 
with the rainfall event. For example, with events dominated by subsurface flow 
mechanisms, a large overestimation of the precipitation input could produce a response 
dominated by overland flow processes. 
For both event simulation scenarios, the simulated hydrographs were not sensitive to the 
selection of the modelling time step. However, simulations involving overland flows 
through the wetland were sensitive to the size of the f ~ t e  difference mesh. 
CHAPTER 7 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 General 
From a hydrologic modeiiing perspective, wetlands represent unique hydrologic systems. 
in the temperate regions of southem Ontario, wetlands are commoniy found in the 
headwater regions of drainage bains. For most of these headwater sites, wetlands 
represent a significant link between the underlying groundwater system and the surface 
drainage network. The degree of saturation at these wetland sites is strongly dependent 
on the relationship between the precipitation input, groundwater input and the 
evapotranspiration demand. During the spring and f d  periods, these sites commonly 
receive water inputs in excess of evapotranspiration demand, resulting in saturation of the 
wetland. Altematively, dunng the summer periods when evapotranspiration demand can 
be in excess of the water inputs, significant available storage is made available for the 
temporary storage of precipitation inputs. 
The stonnflow response from headwater wetiand systems is highly dependent on the 
available storage within the wetland organics, often resulting in a remarkable variability m 
stormfiow response. The rainfdl-nuioff response associated with wetland sites is shaped 
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by a complex interaction of numerous processes. Flow of water through these low 
gradient wetiands occun via a unique combination of subsurface micropore and 
macmpore flow within the organic sediments and surface flow through the hummock 
terrain. 
In cornparison to the volumes of litetature produced regarding the hydrologic rnodelling of 
agricultural land uses, little attention has been focused on the development and application 
of operational wetland hydrologic models. If required to develop an operational flood 
forecast from a wetland dominated catchment, the hydrologist or engineer has few tools to 
use and little data available to assist him or her in predicting the s t o d o w  response. 
The goal of this research has been to develop and apply a first-generation wetland model. 
The numerical model was developed to provide a tool to reproduce the hydrologic 
behaviour of temperate region headwater wetlands. The model was developed m 
recognition that wetlands are difficult environments in which to work and even routine 
data collection is diffi~cult. As a result, the model is based on simple representations of the 
dynamics of surface and subsurface flow through wetiand systems. 
A fmite-difference model for simulating one-dimensional saturated flow in a strearn- 
wetland system was developed in conjunction with a field data collection program to 
obtain precipitation and streamflow data from a headwater wetland site. The model 
utilizes a field hydrology mode1 coupled to a strearn routing model. The primary vertical 
and horizontal fluxes associated with the wetland organic layer are simulated by the field 
hydrology model. The horizontal movement of water within the wetland is dnven by the 
head differential between the free surface flows in the surface drainage channels and the 
level of saturation within the wetland sediments. The channel routing model provides an 
accounting of the lateral exchange with the wetland sehen t s  and determines the rate of 
outfiow at the wetland outlet. The process representations incorporated into the model 
are consistent with the data and computational requirements appropriate to the catchment 
or watershed scale. 
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7.2 ConcIusions 
The wetland model was used to sirnulate the stormflow response from a forested 
headwater wetland site located within the Teeswater River watershed in southem Ontario. 
Based on the findings of this research: 
1 the storxnfiow response from the study site is àighly varÏable and exhibits a 
strong seasonal variation. The response of the wetland to a precipitation 
input is strongly dependent on the antecedent storage conditions. 
2) the stormflow hydrographs characteristic of this site involve a rapid rising 
limb foiIowed by a long recession I i b ,  typicdy lasting 7-9 days. 
3) the rainfd-moff response from the headwater wetiand site can be 
simuiated using sirnpIified surface and subsurface representations. The use 
of an ideaiized wetland representation involving a stream routing reach 
coupled to a wetland field model appears to hold promise for the 
simulation of the stormfiow response associated with wetland-strearn 
systems. The coupled exchange of stormwater berneen wetland and 
stream system provides a useful hydrologic tool for sirnulating the rainfall- 
runoff response from first-order wetland systerns. Used in combination 
with a distributed hydrologic model, the coupled strearn-wedand model 
could be utilized to evaluate the influence of streaxdiow routing through 
wetland stream reaches where the lateral exchange of streamflows with the 
adjacent wetland organics appears significant. 
4) the quantity of precipitation data is very important for accurate simulation 
of the wetland response. Systematic errors in the rainfall input are 
magnified by the wetland model. 
5)  in recognition of the difficulty in obtaining accurate precipitation data, the 
mode1 performs reasonably weil considenng the complex stomiflow 
processes in wetlands. Properly calibrateci and initialized, the wetland 
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model works well for predicting peak Bow rates and nuioff volumes for 
short to intermediate length simulations. 
6) long tenn modelling of the headwater wetland site is a more chdenging 
task. The raùifall-nuioff response from these wetlands is strongly 
infiuenced by the antecedent saturation state. As a result of the long 
recessions associated with the wetland site. modelling erroa associated 
with a precipitation event wiil impact the model prediction for any 
subsequent rainfall-runoff events. Continuous simulation of wooded 
headwater swamps requires accurate estimation of the evapotranspiration 
losses and groundwater fluxes. 
7.3 Recommendations for Further Study 
Most hydrologic models undergo a si-cant revision period as additional modeiling 
experience and data are gained It is M y  hoped by the author that the current wetland 
model will be revised and improved through hiture research. 
The usehilness of any hydrologic model can only be assessed through its application on 
nurnerous study sites. evaluated over a wide range of hydrologic conditions. Under this 
criterion, testing of the wetland mode1 must be considered preliminary. As part of this 
research effort, the calibration and application of the wetland model has been limited to a 
relatively short period of record and a single wetiand site. Testing and subsequent revision 
of the conceptual model will require more hydrologic data describing the stormfiow 
response from headwater wetland sites. The resulting database would provide usehl 
information regarding the influences of size, slope, organic depth, channel size, etc., on the 
s t o d o w  response from these headwater wetland sites prevaient to southem Ontario. 
The goal of the current research was the simulation of event-based and continuous 
modelling durations using data appropriate to the watenhed scale. Long-term fluxes and 
storage mechanisrns have been accounted for using primitive representations. In addition 
to modelling these headwater sites from a watershed perspective, much information could 
be obtained through the development and application of research-oriented applications on 
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well-instrumented sites. Accurate long-term research-oriented modelling of wetland 
systems would involve more sophisticated representations of the evaporation and 
transpiration fluxes associated with the wetland mils and vegetation. A more rigorous 
representation of the unsaairated zone, infiltration mechanisms and root uptake could be 
included, aithough it would significantly increase the computationai demands and data 
requirements necessary for operation of the wetiand model. 
An untouched area of research involves the simdation of snow melt events fiom wetiand 
systems. Previous studies reported in the wetland literature and observations made as part 
of this research indicate that a significant fraction of the annual discharge from these 
headwater sites occurs during the spring melt period. Any study involving the application 
and evaluation of snow-melt simulations would provide a significant contribution to 
current wetland science. 
With respect to this research, the impetus for the development and testing of a wetland 
hydrologic model came from two sources: fmtly, to develop a general numerical tool for 
improving the predictive capability of runoff rnodelling €tom wetland ecosysterns, and 
secondly, to incorporate a field tested wetland runoff module into an existing M y -  
distributed hydro!ogic model capable of rnodelling watersheds at the mes0 or macro scale. 
This research has demonstrated the utüity of a coupled strearn-wetland model for 
simulating the hydrologic behaviour of single headwater wetland site. Subsequent to this 
research, the next step involves the implementation of the wetland model into an existing 
distributed hydrologic model. Utiliuig the concept of a Grouped Response Unit (GRU), 
the WATFU)OD program (Kouwen, 1996) is well suited for mes0 and macro scale 
hydrologic simulations. The next task involves the implementation of a coupled Stream- 
wetland model into a GRU context. Application of the wetland model in a GRU approach 
wiil require additional research in order to evaluate the most important meso-scde model 
features (i.e. length of wetiand channel system, % wetiand landcover, representative size 
of wetland cell, etc.). Since wetland-groundwater interactions play a dominant role in 
shaping the hydrologic behaviour of wetland systems, GRU representations of regional- 
scale groundwater flow systems must be developed and evaluated. 
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Figure El4(b)Sensitivity to evapotranspiration demand (Event 2) 
Sensitivity Analysis of Wetland Model 
---- Canopy Storage Capacity x 0.75 
Canopy Storage Capacity x 1 .O 
------ --- Canopy Storage Capacity x 125 
Figure E15(a) Sensitivity to canopy storage capacity (Event 1) 
Figure ElS(b)Sedtivity to canopy storage capacity (Event 2) 
Sensitivity Analysis of WetIand Modei 
---- ûrganic Depth x 0.75 
ûcganic Depth x 1.00 
--------- Organic Depth x 1 3  
nnn 
Figure El6(a) Sensitivity to depth of organic layer (Event 1) 
Figure E16(b)Sensitivity to depth of organic layer (Event 2) 
APPENDM F 
Visual Basic Source Code 
APPENDIX F Visual Basic Source Code 
E9xpose : To simulate the rainfall-runoff response from 
swëunp environments. 
Programmer: Robert McKillop 






















number of grid blocks defining finite-ciifference mesh 
number of grid blocks minus one 
number of grid blocks minus two 
number of grid blocks minus three 
number of modelling increments pet hour 
number of routing reaches 
number of hours in modelling simulation 
hourly counter 
modelling time inc2emer.t 
overbank identifier 
hourly simulation counter 
hourly GXT counter 
utilized storage volume within wetland at start of 
modelling simulation 
utilized storage volume within wetland at end of 
modelling simulation 
utilized storage volume at start of time step 
utilized storage volume at end of time step 
net inflow volume to wetland over the time step 
scarting hour of simulation 
terminating hour of simulation 
number of hours in precipitation data 
number of hous in month ........................................................................... 
wetland field hydrology mode1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
a) structural paramecers 
topsedelev (l5,2,152) 





sequiv (152 ) 
bl organic layer 






hydraulic head in finite-difference grid block 
hydraulic head in grid block corresponding to 
previous time step 
elevation corresponding to the top of the 
mineral sediments underlying the wetland 
organics 
elevation corresponding to the top of the 
wetland organic layer 
elevation defining the upper limit of the 
wetland hummock layer 
width of wetland field ce11 
length of wetland field ce11 
transverse slope of wetland field cell 
total areal extend of wetland sediments 
depth-average hydraulic conductivity 
associated with the grid block 
appropriate drainable porosity value for 
grid block 
total depth of saturated flow within both 
organic and hummock layer 
thickness of organic layer 
hydraulic conductivity corresponding to 
organic sediments at upper limit of layer 
hydraulic conductivity corresponding to 
organic sediments at Lower  limit of layer 
drainable porosity o f  organic layer 
thickness of saturated flow within organic layer 
organic conductivity associated with organic 
sediments 
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CI huwnock layer 
hwadep thickness of hummock layer 
surf  coef f pre-multiplier of overland flow equation 
beta  depth exponent of overland flow equation 
humçto drainable  porosity of hunnaock layer  
d(152) depth of flow within the hunnaock layer  
khumm depth-averaged conductivity associated wich 
humrnock layer  
dl hydrologie processes 
rain1ux~(2000 1 










cans t o r  
cans ton i t i l  
cancover 
lai 
hourly precipi ta t ion volume (niml 
hourly intercepted precipi ta t ion (mm) 
p rec ip i ta t ion  f a l l i n g  on channe1 
rate of prec ip i ta t ion  input t o  g r id  block 
rate of groundwater input t o  g r id  block 
rate of evapotranspirationaï l o s s  t o  grid block 
n e t  source/sink r a t e  t o  gr id  block 
Priestley-Taylor coeff icient  (1.26) 
Eqvilibrium coef f ic ien t  (1.00 1 
po ten t i a l  evapotranspiration demand (mm/day) 
potentf al evapouarrspiration demand (mxnfhour) 
maximum canopy storage depth (mm) 
u t i l i z e d  canopy storage (mm) 
canopy coverage f rac t ion  
leaf  a rea  index 
wetland channel rout ing mode1 ......................................................................... 
nrchmain number of routing reaches defining the main 
channel 
numlat rider of l a t e r a l  drainage channels 
lchannel t o t a l  length of the wetland drainage system (ml 
lflw n e t  l i n e a r  f lux along the wetland drainage 
channel (m3 /s/m) 
nrchlat(S1 number of routing reaches defining the l a t e r a l  
reachno ( 15 1 reach number i den t i f i e r  
l a t i d  ( 5 )  l a t e r a l  channel i den t i f i e r  
termreach ( 5 1 reach number associated with terminal channal 
sec t ion  
conf reach ( 5  1 reach number associated with confluence channel 
sec t ion  
toelev(l5)  top of bank elevation (m) 
bedinv(l5) bed i nve r t  elevation (ml 
bedslp (15 1 slope of channel d o p e  
cwid (15) width of channel 
crough ( 1 5  1 Manning's n associated with routing reach 
cdep (15) depth of channel aiong routing reach 
i reachl  inflow r a t e  t o  reach at start of t h e  s t ep  
ireach2 inflow r a t e  t o  reach a t  end of cime s t ep  
oreachl outflow r a t e  t o  reach a t  start of t h e  s t ep  
oreach2 outflow r a t e  t o  reach a t  end of time s tep  
i reach (15 1 inflow r a t e  associated with routing reach 
areach ( 1 5  1 area of flow associated with routing reach 
hreach ( 1 5  ) elevat ion of f ree  surface along routing reach 
oreach ( 1 5  1 outflow rate associated w i t h  routing reach 
sreach ( 1 5  1 s torage associated with routing reach 
yreach ( 15 1 flow depth along routing reach 
q l a t  (15) l a t e r a l  inflow t o  routing reach 
q la t l reach  l a t e r a l  inflow t o  reacb a t  s t a r t  of tirne s t ep  
qlat2reach l a t e r a l  inflow t o  reach at end of t h e  s tep  
qlake (2000) obsetved wetland outflow (m3/s) 
qwet(15,20001 computed wetland outf low (nü Is) 
ovolume t o t a l  outflow volume discharged from wetland 
tgchan t i m e  t o  wetland outflow hydrograph peak (hours) 
qpchan ma+mum hyürograph peak (m3 /s) 
qp l a t  maxlmurn l a t e r a l  hyàrograph peak (m3 /SI 
t p l a t  t h e  t o  maximum l a t e r a l  hydrograph peak (hours) 
r ou t e i t e r  i t e r a t i o n  counter 
' nashcoeff 
' rmscoeff 
' s c r i t e r  
eecoef 
1 
Nash-Sutcliffe coef f ic ien t  
roo t  mean square (RMS) 
S-cri ter ion 
e r r o r  i n  peak flow r a t e  
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f lags 
runf lag flag identifying type of simulation 
1 = optimization tun 
2 = initialization run 
3 = historical simulation 
statusflag(152) flag identifying saturation state of grid block 
1 = unsaturated 
2 = saturated 
3 = saturation of grid block occurs during 
time step 
4 = desaturation of grid block occurs 
during time step 
currsatflag(152) flag identifying saturation state ac beginning of 
t h e  step 
1 = unsaturated 
-1 = saturated 
satflag(15 2) flag identifying saturation state at start of a 
new iteration loop 
f = unsaturated 
-1 = saturated 
revsatflag(l52) flag identifying saturation state at end of a 
new iteration loop 
-1 = unsaturated 
1 = saturated 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
solution schemes ........................................................................... 
c (152) ---------------- 
gi152) matrix coefficients for solution 
e ( 1 5 2 )  of groundwacer mode1 
f(152) ---------------- 
aa(l52) ---------------- 
ab (152) coefficients for solution of 
ac (152) tridiagonal matrices using Thomas 
bb (152 1 solver 
a(152) ---------------- 
qs tar t starting wetland outflow, prior to 
initialization of wetland model 
qtarget tarqet wetland outflow used to terminate 
the initialization routine 






check1 (18 1 
checkh (18 1 
optimization using RMS objective function 
optimization using square root obj . funct. 
optimization parameters 
sire of step used by search algorithm 
lower bound of parameter value 
upper bound of parameter value 





eventS . gen 
eventS . c h  





name of working directory 
file containing parameter data defining 
channel and wetland structure 
event identifier 
historical streamflow &ta 




event paramet ers 
initial wetland streamflows and levels 
final wetland streamflows and levels 
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Aug 21, 1995 
Aug 23, 1995 
Dec 15, 1995 
Jan 04, 1996 
Jan 10 1996 
Jan 12 1996 
Jan 15,1996 
Jan 20, 1996 
J ~ L I  29, 1996 
Feb 05, 1996 
Feb 21, 1996 
Mar 04, 1996 
Mar 13, 1996 
Apr 04, 1996 
Apr 06, 1996 
A p t  06, 1996 
Oct 03, 1996 
Oct 16, 1996 
Nov 05, 1996 
Jan 16, 1997 
Jan 19, 1997 
converted bank storage program iato SIMPLE, a 
single reach wetland module using storage routing 
program capable of multiple time steps 
with &ta recorded on hourly intervals 
incorporated coupled iterative procedure 
for lateral exchanges between channe1 
and wetland field cells 
modified form to allow specification of 
program output structrtre 
finalized relaxation scheme to assist wïth 
convergence of cbannel surcharging solution 
modified-prograan to generate summafy output file 
program rs now compatible with revrsed 
C-lakl and t -rai] output 
program generates a default file if a full month 
bas been simulated 
program now adopts an interception storage value for 
the month and allows depletion of the interception 
storage volume at PET rates 
modified program to account for precipitation 
falling directly on stream 
corrected wetland slope parameter 
added monthly climate parameters 
allowed saturated thickness to extend below the stream invert 
program now allows multiple channels 
added direct search optimization package (Mwiro 19711 
program now reads in entire precip file at once and 
writes .gen file at end of execution 
DISPHEAD form now displays performance criterion 
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient 
root mean square error 
percentage error w r t .  peak flow 
program now reads PET from a .met data file 
optimization is perforrned on a separate data series 
that can be longer than one month (for now: 2000 hours) 
modified canopy interceprion to be a function of 
leaf area index (W) 
modified model to incorporate multiple routing reaches 
revised mass balance calculations for GW model 
program can now generate a storage-discharge relationship 
program can now generate a lateral dicharge file --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
variable declarations 
Global 






























hold(l5, 2. 1521 As Double, rn, ob, nend, n, dt. nn 
hstor(lS2, 20001, rntrack, obb, nwtgrid 
sflag(1521 
hwet(l5, 2, 1521 As Double 
I U C m l r  -, -, = 
dx(15, 2, 1521 
surfcoeff, surfaceflag, beta, deltas(l521, availstor(lS21 
b(152) As Double, bsat(1521 As Double, bsed(152) 
~(152) As Double, d(152) As Double, e(lS2) As Doubie 
gg(152) As Double, f(1521 As Double 
qs(152) As Double 
qr(152) As Double 
qe(152) As Double 
qnet (152) As Double 
qinf (152) As Double 
aa(1521 As Double, ab(152) As Double, ac(152) As Double 
bb(1521 As Double, ~ ~ ( 1 5 2 )  As Double 
kequiv (152 1 As Double, humsto, depmin 
yhour(20001, zhour(20001. precip(2000), zstrings (2000) 
rainmm(2000) , raininter t20001, raingross (2000) , htime i2000) 
numïat , latid ( 5 1 , nrchlat ( 5 1 , termreach (S 1 , conf reach i 5 1 
codreach ( 5 1 , nrchmain, rchcounter , reachno ( 15 1 
qlat ( 15 1 . ireachl , ireach2, oreachl, oreacti2, dif fer 
hreachlprev, sreachlprev, oreachlprev, ireachlprev, qbf 
deltastortstep(l5), massWerr(l5), discreptstep(l51 
U I a X n b m r  timemberr, rnmberr 
discreptoeal, inflowtotal, outflowtotal 
deficit, rzdep, rzeffpor, evapuzs, fraction 
sequiv(l52) As Double, sorg(152) As Double, shum(lS21 As Double 
evapgrid(l52) As Double, raingrid(l52) As Double, evapunsat(l52) AS Double 
orgstofc As Double, orgstowp As üouble 
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Global unsatdep As Double 
Global urrsatstorutil(l52) As Double 
Global unsatstorwp (152) As Double 
Global unsatstorfc(l521 As Double 
Global unsatstordef (152) As Double 
Global unsatstorpet(l52) As Double 
Global initstorcoeff As Double 
Global qeu(1521 
Global evapweight , tbresh 
Global tophumelev(l5, 2, 152) As Double, toporgelev(l5, 2, 152) As Double 
Global topsedelev(l5, 2, 1521 As Double. baseelev(lS1 As Double 
Global monthstart, monthend, iaïtvol. finaïvol 
Global tbelev(l51 A s  Double, flonmax. flowmin, maxflow. minflow 
Global wetwid(l5). wetlen(l5, 21, wetslp (15) As Double 
Global humdep, orgdep(l51, orgcontop, orgconbot, sedcon, sedsto 
Global initstor, finalstor, lattotal, begstor, endstor 
Global deltastor. fluxtotal 
Global tptotal, evtotaï. gwtotal. bslat, blat. bflux. latstor 
Global intertotal As Double, tpgross 
Global mass(l521 , qlsub (152) , qlçur(152). qrsub(1521, qrsur(152) 
Global qsource (lS2) , qmass (1521, initsatflag(l52) , çurrsatflag[l52) 
Global Ltprev(l5, 2. 152) As Double 
Global satflag(l52). revsatflag(l521. blocksatflag, ddsat 
Global a(20, 20) As Double, eqn(20, 20) As Double, statusflag(l52), r e m  
Global hsprev(l5, 2, 152) As Double, depthain, solverflag, coupleflag 
Global khum(l52) As Double, g(152) As Double 
Global opta(l9) . ddelta(l8) , checkï ( 1 8 ) .  checkhtl8), optba(l8). optb(l8) . delta(l8) 
Global nsign (18) , les (181 , optc (18) , iclosl(l8) , iclosh(l8 1 
Global nstart. optstop, optstart, optnper. maxn, kc. optnn. numa 
Global flagS, optcc, optcd, it. izy, NCOüN, ICOUN. ifirs 
Global LDELT. nsave, optys, optyx, optyy. 11, lc, senscoeff 
Global qlake(2000) , optim, optirnl, optim2. optflag 
Global lamdnl, lamda2, lamda3. bedslpmuit, cwidmult. c r o u g ~ t  
Global massbalflag, gridflag, rainstart, rainstop 
Global rain As Double, gw As Double. method 
Global bedinv(l5) , cwid(l5) , bedslp (15) . crough(l5) , cdep (15) 
Global nlfrate [2000), bstor(2000), estor(2000) 
  lob al gwstor(2000), nlstor(2000), nlflux(2000), plotflow(2000) 
Global directs, events, chandatas, numplot, hh, blockS 
Global plotevents, plotlakefiles. plotgenfiles 
Global genfiles, lakefiles, rainfileb, grf files, metfiles, begflleS 
Global plotvar(22), dummyl.5. dunimy2S. dummy3S 
Global nxnsz. lennsz, tstarthours, tstophours 
Global numzonel, numzone2, numzone3 
Global lenzonel, lenzone2, ienzone3 
Global runflag, nsteps, numiter. numstoriter 
Global EcodS, fcommîS, fcorrmi3S 
Global qwet (15. 20001, yreach(l51, numchan 
Global interstonaax, interstorutil, raincalib. baseflow As Double. surfarea As Double 
Global evap As Double, pethourly(20001 As Double 
Global pethour As Double, petday As Double, petsec As Double 
Global evaputil As Double, evapavail As Double, evapleft As Double 
Global ptcoeff As Double, eqcoeff As Double 
Global canstor As Double, cancover As Double, canstorutil As Double 
Global canstorfract As Double, evapinter As Double, evaptran As Double 
Global lai, cancoeff 
Global qtarget As Double, gradflux As Double 
Global latflux As Double, qlatlreach As Double 
Global qlat2reach As Double, trhstart As Double 
Global oreach(l51 As Double, ireach(l5) As Double, sreach(l5) As Double 
Global preach As Double, hreach(l5) As Double, areach(l51 As Double 
Global ytrial As Double. otrial As Double, striai As Double, hmda 
Global outopt (10) 
Global qpchan, qplat, qmlat 
Global tpchan, tplat, tmlat, endstortrial 
Global sreaehinit, sreachfinal 
Global oreachinit, oreachfinal 
Global olatinit, olatfinal, latstorflux 
Global nxmid, oreachprev, ovolume, lvoltme, dstor, deltachanstor, massbkLl 
Global newevents, numhoursmonth, ninarain, rainchan, chnsurfarea, iprecip 
Global qstart, Ichannel, lflw, bff. initflag 
Global dispflag 
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* Subroutine: applevap 
I Purpose: to apply evapotranspiration d-d towards canopy 
evaporation and uptake from wetïand organics . 
' weight interception evaporation based on percentage of canopy storage 
' utilized 
canstorfract = canstorutil / canstor 
If canstorutil > O Then 
canopy is currently wet . . .utilize potential rates (mm) 
evapavail = evap * 3600 * 1000 
evapequil = evap * 3600 1000 / ptcoeff 
assign evaporation weighting to canopy evaporation and transpiration 
as functions of the potential rate 
evapinter = canstorfract * evapavail 
evaptran = (1 - canstorfract) * evapavail 
If evaptcan > evapequil Then evaptran = evapequil 
reduce interception storage 
ff evapinter < canstorutil Then 
can't evaporate al1 canopy storage 
reduce interception volume through potential ET (mm) 
canstorutil = canstorutil - evapinter 
assign ET available to groundwater model (m/sl 
evap = evaptran / 3600 / 1000 
etcanopy = etcanopy + evapinter 
Else 
al1 canopy storage removed with available ET for 
transpiration 
evaputil = canstorutil 
canstorutil = O 
etcanopy = etcanopy + evaputil 
evapleft = evapinter - evaputil 
ET available to GW model for current time step 
evap = (evapleft + evaptran) / 3600 / 1000 
End If 
Else 
canogy is currently dry - . .utilize equilibrium rates for transpiration (m/s) 
evap = evap / ptcoeff 
End If 
End Sub 
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* Subroutine : appl flux 
Purpose: CO apply sources/sinks to wetland organics 
e 
compute fluxes to field hyürology mode1 for specified overbaak (obi 
flwctotal = O 
For i = 1 To ruanl 
identify Eluxes to groundwater mode1 
precipitation (m3 /SI 
qr(i1 = -irain * &(rn, ob, il * wetvidirn) 1 
evapotranspiration (m3 /SI 
qe(i1 = (evap * (&(rn, ob, il * wetwid(rn))l 
regionai groundwater i n f l o w  (m3 /s) 
qsii) = -(gw (dx(rn. ob, il * wetwid(rn1)) 
qnet(i) = qs(i) + qr(i) + qe(i) 
compute total flux (m3/s) for the time step 
flwctotal = fluxtotal - (qs(i) + qr(i) + qe(i)) 
N e x t  
End Sub 
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applyprecip ( 1 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subroutine: applyprecip 
Purpose: to apply precipitation to wetland field hydrology 
mode1 and partition Urto interception and 
throughfall componeats ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
apply precipitation if start of new h o u  
rainnuu(n1 = precfp(n1 
compute gross raanfall depth for time step [mm) 
raingzoss (n) = rainmm(n) * raincalib 
çum gross precipitation volume 
tpgross = tpgross + ( (raimm(n1 * raincalib) surfareal 
assign appropriate rainfall to interception storage (mm) 
caostorutil = canstorutil + (cancover rainxn(n) raincalib) 
interrotal = intertotal + (cancover ' rainnuntn) raincalibl 
compute net precipitatîoa 
If canstorutil > canstor Then 
available interception storage is exceeded 
allow excess to spill (mm) 
surplus = canstorutil - canstor 
adjust cumulative depth of interception storage (mm) 
intertotal = intertotal - surplus 
set utilized storage to maximum (mm) 
canstorutil = canstor 
allow excess to fa11 as precipitation (m) 
rainmm(n) = surplus + (1 - cancover) * rainmm(n1 raincalib 
define fraction of precip that held in interception storage (mm) 
raininter (n) = raingross (nl - rainmut(n) 
Else 
al1 rainfall coincident w i t h  canopy is 
is lost to interception storage 
rainoaa(n) = (1 - cancover) ' rainmm(n1 ' raincalib 
raininter (n) = raingross (nl - rainmm(n) 
End If 
convert rainfaïl to a flux (m/s) 
If rainmm(n) c O Then rainmm(n) = O 
rain = rainnaa(n) / 1000 / 3600 
compute total volume falling on channel (mm) 
rainchan = rainmm(n) raincalib 
compute total volume falling on channei (m3) 
precchan = precchan + (rainchan * chansurfareal 
compute throughfall 
tpthrough = tpthrough + (rain ' 1000 3600 1 
End Sub 
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End Sub 
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sub cmpflux (ends tor t r ia l ,  begstor, l a t f l u x )  
0 ------------------------*-------------------------------------------------- 
, Subroutine: cmpflux 
Purpose: t o  compute f lux  across  wetland-stream interface (&/SI 
8 ........................................................................... 
change i n  storage in  s ingle  f i e l d  ce11 ( d l  
delcas tor  = ends tor t r ia l  - begstor 
account for ve r t i c a l  moiscure inputs  (m3) 
latstor = del tas tor  - ( f lux to ta l  * d t )  
net l a t e r a l  flow to/from Stream (m3/s) based on change in wetland s torage 
l a t s t o r f l u x  = l a t s t o r  / d t  
compute l a t e r a l  f lux based on head gradient  a t  in te r face  
numer = 2 * kequiv(1) kequiv(2) b s a t t l l  ' 
denom = kequiv(1) ' bsat(1)  * dx(rn ob, 2) + 
g r a d f l w  = numer / denom (hwec(rn, ob, 1) - 
assign l a t e r a l  f lux value 
l a t f l u x  = gradflw 
Sub 
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Sub cmpgridsize 0 
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subroutine: cmpgridsize 
Purpose: to construct a variable-size finite-difference 
modelling mesh 
1 ........................................................................... 
nx = 32 
I U Q [ t l = n x - 1  
m a n 2 = L U C - 2  
m = n x - 3  
For i = 1 To nrchmbin 
Por j = L To 2 
If wetlen(i, j l  > O Then 
For k = 1 To naan2 
distle = wetlenti, j) ((k - 11 / man21 A 2 
distre = wetienti, j) * ( (k) / man21 A 2 
dx(i, j, k + 1) = distre - distle 
Next k 
dx( i ,  j. 1) = dx(i, j, 2) 
dx(i, j, NC) = &(i, j, rucmll 
Else 
no field ce11 
For k = 1 To nx 
&(i, j, k) = O 




do the same for any laterals 
X f  n d a t  > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For i = Val ( termreach (ii 1 ) To Val (conf reach ( ii 1 1 
For j = 1 To 2 
If wetfen(i. j) > O Then 
For k = 1 To Ncml 
distle = wetlen(i, j) * t (k - 1) / man21 2 
distre = wetlen(i, j) ' [(k) / nxm2) 2 
&(i, j, k + 1) = distre - distle 
N e x t  k 
&Ci, j, 1) = &Ci, j, 2) 
&(i, j, nx)  = dx(ir j r  mani) 
Else 
no field ce11 
For k = 1 To nx 
&ci, j, k) = O 
Nex t 
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nx = 32 
~ = ~ - l  
N Q n S = I U C - 2  
N a n 3 = r i X - 3  
For  i = 1 To nrchmain 
For  j = 1 To 2 
If wetlen(i, j) 
F o r  k = 1 
à x i i ,  
NexE 
Eïse 
no field ce11 
For k = 1 
dx i i .  




do--& same for any laterals 
If numlat > O Then 
For  ii = 1 To numlat 
F o r  i = Val (termreach(iil1 To Val ( c o n f r e a c h  ( i i l )  
For j = 1 To 2 
If wetlen(i. j) > O Then 
F o r  k = 1 To nx 
dx(i, j, kl = wetlen(i, j) I man2 
Next 
E l s e  
no field cell  
For  k = 1 To nx 
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Sub anpgwinflow ( 1  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
gw = baseflow / surfarea 
End Sub 
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Subrouthe: cmphydcon 
Purpose: to compute the depth-averaged hydraulic conductivity . associated w i t h  the saturation state in each grid block 
' --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For i = I To n x m l  
If hwetcrn, ob, i) > topsedelev(rn. ob. i l  And hwettrn. ob, il <= toporgelev(rn, 
ob. i l  Then . pbreatic surface in organic layer 
dd2 = hwet(rn. ab, il - topsedelev(rn, ob, il 
223 = hwettrn, ob, il 
zzl = topsedelevtrn, ob, il 
222 = toporgelev(rn, ob, i) 
aal = orgconbot 
aa2 = orgcontop 
Cal1 interp (223. zzl, 222, aal. aa2, aa3 1 
ksed = sedcon 
korg = (ka3 + aal) / 2 
kequiv(i1 = korg 
End If 
If hwet(rn, ob, i l  w toporgelev(rn. ob, il Then 
apply laminar fLow equation to determine surface conductivity 
ksed = sedcon 
korg = (orgcontop + orgconbot) / 2 
khumm = surfcoeff * (d(il ^ betal 
If khunrm < orgcontop Then khumm = orgcontop 
compute arithmetic mean of the hyd- conductivities 
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End Sub 
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. Sub cmpsatstatus (m. obl 
' ........................................................................... 
L 
Subroutine: anpsatstatus . Purpose: to identify the saturation state wi&n each grid block 
' ........................................................................... 
For k = 2 To nx 
If hwet(rn, ob, k) > toporgelev(rn, ob, k) Then . block is saturated at beginning of cime step 
satflag(i1 = -1 
E l s e  
block is unsaturated at  beginning of cime step 
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Sub cmpscor (storage, ob) 
Subroutine: cmpstor 
Purpose: to compute tocal stored water within wetland Eield cells 
* ------------------------i-i-----------------------------*--------------------- 
orgporosity = - 8  
humporosity = 1 
storage = O 
For i = 2 To Nodl 
If hwet(rn, ob, il > topsedelevkn, ob, i) ~ n d  hwetkn, ob, i l  c= toporgelev(rn, 
ob, il Then 
phreatic surface located within the organic layer 
storl = wetwid(rn) ' dx(rn, ob, il + b(i) * (orgporosity) 
storOO = wetwid(rn) * dx(rn, ob, i) * (toporgelev(rn, ob, il - tiwet(rn, oh, 
il) ' (orgporosity - orgstofcl 
stor2 = wetwidknl * dx(rn, ob, i) * humdep * (humporosity - humstol 
storage = storage + storOO + storl + stor2 
End If 
If hwet(rn, ob. il > toporgelev[rn, ab. i l  And hwet(rn. ab. i l  <= topbmelev(rn. 
ob. il Then 
phreatic surface located wichin the hummock layer 
storl = wetwid(rn1 * dx(rn, ob, !l orgdep(rn1 * orgporosity 
stor2 = wetwidlrn) * &(m. ob, 1) d(i) * humporosity 
stor3 = wetwid(rn1 + &(ni. ob, il + (humdep - d(il) + (humporosity - humstol 
storage = storage + storl + stor2 + stor3 
End If 
If hwet(rn, ob, il > tophumelevtrn, ob. il Then 
free surface flows within block 
storl = wetwid(rn) * &(m. ob, il + orgdep(rn1 * orgporosity 
stor2 = wetwid(rn1 + &(me ab, il * humdep * humporosicy 
stor3 = wetwidkn) &(m. ob, il + (d(il - (humdepl l 
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Sub cmpstorl (storage, obl 
,--,,,,,,-,,-------------------------,------------,--~--------&------------ 
Subroutine: cmpstor2 
Purpose: t o  compute t o t a l  u t i l i z ed  pore space within wetland 
* ,,,,,,-,,*,,--,,-,-c------------------------------------e--------------------- 
storage = O 
For i = 2 To Nanl 
I f  hwettrn, ob, i l  > topsedelev(ra. ob, i l  And hnet(rn, ob, i) c= toporgelev(rn, 
ob, i l  Then 
phreat ic  sur face  located within the organic layer  
s t o r l  = wetwid(rn) * dx(rn, ob, il * b ( i )  + orgstofc 
s torage = s torage  + s t o r l  
End If 
If  hnet (rn, ob, i l  > toporgelev(rn, ob, i l  Rad hnet(rn, ab. i l  <= tophumelev(rn. 
ob, il Then 
phrea t ic  sur face  located within the hummock layer  
s t o r l  = wetwid(rn) * dx(rn, ob. i l  * orgdep(rn1 orgstofc 
s t o r2  = wetwid(rn1 + dx(rrr, ob, i l  + d ( i )  + humsto 
s torage = s torage  + s t o r l  + s tor2  
End If  
If hwet(rn, ob, i l  > tophumelev(rn, ob, i l  Then 
f r e e  surface flows within block 
s t o r l  = wetwidknl * &(m. ob. i l  orgdep(rn1 + orgstofc 
s t o r2  = wetwidtrn) * dxtrn. ob, i l  * humdep ' humsto 
s tor3  = wetwidtrnl * &(m. ob. i l  ' (d ( i l  - (humdepl) 
s torage = storage + s t o r l  + stor2 + stor3 
End I f  
Next 
End Sub 
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Sub anpstorcoef f (obl --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subroutine: anpstorcoeff 
Purpose: to assign an appropriate storage coefficient 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For i = 1 To nicml 
If hwet(rn, ob, i l  > topsedelevkn, ob, i) And hwettrn. ob. il c= toporgelev(rn, 
ob, il Then 
phreatic surface in organic layer 
sorg(i1 = orgstofc 
shum(i) = humsto 
End If 
If hwetïrn, ob, il > toporgelevkn, ob, i) And hwet(rn. ob. il <= tophuaelev(rn, 
ob, il Then 
phreatic surface in hummock layer 
sorg(i) = orgstofc 
shum(i) = humsto 
End If 
If hwetcrn, ob, il > tophumelev(rn, ob, i l  Then 
e phreatic surface above the hummock layer 
sorg(i1 = orgstofc 
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Sub display ( 1  
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subroutine: display . Purpose: to display appropriate message to user 
' --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If runflag = 2 Or runflag = 3 Then 
progstrings = Format$ (htime(n) , '0000') + * / +  + Format$ (tstophours, '0000" ) 
runmess,zululbl.Caption = PormatS(zhour(n1. '0000') 
tunmess,zulustringlbl.Caption = Format$(zstring$(n) 1 
iper = htbe (n) / tstophours 100 
updateprogress runmess-Picture2. iper, progstringS 
runmess.zululbl.Refresh 
End If 
If runflag = 1 Then 




If zhour(n1 = 9 Then evap = 1 * perhourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 10 Then evap = 1 * pethourly (n} / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = Il Then evap = 1 * pethourlyb) / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 12 Then evap = 1 ' pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 13 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n) / 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 14 Then evap = 1 * pethourlytn) / 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 15 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n) / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 16 Then evap = 1 ' pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 17 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 18 Then evap = 1 ' pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 19 Then evap = 1 pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 20 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 21 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhourln) = 22 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 23 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = O Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n) 1 3600000 
If zhour(n1 = 1 Then evap = 1 pethourly(n) / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 2 Then evap = 1 ' pethourly(n1 / 3600000 
If zhour(n) = 3 Then evap = 1 * pethourly(n) / 3600000 
If zhourb) = 4 Then evap = 1 pethourly(n) / 3600000 
End Sub 
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Sub evaluate 0 
----------------*--*------------------------------------------------------- 
Subrouthe: evaluate 
Purpose: to compute evaluation s ta t i s t i c s  
' --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
' sum of  squares criteria 
optinit = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
only evaluate optimization within specified limits 
If i >= optstart And i <= optstop Then 
optiml = optiml + ( m e t  [nrEhmnin, i l  - qlaketi) 1 2 
End If 
Next 
square root cr i ter ia  
* 
optim2 = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
If i >= optstart And i <= optstop Then 
o p t M  = optim2 + (qwet(nrchain, il A -5 - qlake(il  A -5) A 2 
End If 
Nex  t 
If optflag = 1 Then 
optim = optirni 
ElseIf optflag = 2 Then 
o p t a  = optint2 
End If 
End Sub 
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sub fillwet ( 1  
Subroucine: fillwet 
Purpose: to initialize Stream levels and establish 
initial hea& in wetland finite-ciifference mesh 
Procedure: 
1) prorate channel flow along al1 channe1 sections 
2)  compute normal depth at outlet reach 
3 )  generate water surface profiles along main charme1 
and d l  laterals 
4) establish initial saturation levels in al1 wetland field cells 
.---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
define runflag =2 as initialization mode for implicit routine 
runflag = 2 
fil1.MousePointer = Il 
de f ine a marginal headwater discharge 
qupstrenm = -001 
hinc = -01 
lchannel = O 
establish total channel lengrh by sunmcing over a i l  reaches 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
If wetlen(i, 1) > O Or wetlen(i, 2) > O Then 
wetland field ce11 lies along reach 
lchannel = lchannel + wetwid(il 
End If 
Next i 
If nunilat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To n d a t  
for i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
If wetlen(i, 1) > O Or wetlen(i, 2 )  > O Then 
wetland field ce11 lies along reach 





establish linear flux along channel (m3/s/m) 
lflwc = qstart / lchannel 
assign discharge in main channel 
and assign initial lateral flow for reach 
ireach (1 ) = qupstream 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
If wetlen(i, 1) z- O Or wetlen(i, 2) . O Then 
oreach(i) = ireach(i1 + wetwid(i1 * lflux 
qlat(i) = wetwid(i1 lflux 
Else 
oreach (il = ireach (il 
qlat(i1 = O 
Erid If 
ireach(i + 1) = oreachIi) 
Next i 
assign discharge along laterals if any exist 
If n d a t  > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
ireach(termreach(ii)) = qupstream / 2 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii) 
If wetlen(i. 11 > O Or wetlen(i, 2) > O Then 
oreach(i) = ireach(i1 + wetwîd(i1 * lflw 
qlatti) = wetwidti) * Iflux 
Else 
oreach ( i ) = ireach (i 1 
qlat(i1 = O 
End If 




include lateral channel flows to al1 downstrearn sections 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For i = 1 To nrchmain+- 
If Val (combreach(u) 1 = Val (il Then 
For j = combreach(ii1 To nrchmain 
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ireach ( j ) = ireach ( j ) + oreach (conf reach (ii 1 ) 
oreach ( j 1 = oreach ( j + oreach (conf reach (ii ) ) 
N e x t  
End If 
N e x t  
Nex t 
End If 
establish a water levels aïong main channel 
For i = 1 To nrchm;iin 
Cal1 normal(i, oreach(i1. be&lp(i). yy) 
yreach (il = yy 
hreach(i1 = yreachti) + bedinv(i) 
areach(i1 = yreach(i1 cwid(i) 
sreach(i1 = areachti) * wetwid(i) 
Next i 
set water lever in laterals if any exist 
If numlat , O Then 
For ii = 1 To numtat 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreachtii) 
Call nonnal (i, oreach (il , bedslp (il . y y l  
yreach (i) = yy 
hreach(i1 = yreach(i1 + bedinv(i1 
areach(i1 = yreach(i1 + cwid(i) 
çreach(i1 = areach(i1 + wetwid(i) 
N e x t  i 
N e x  t 
End If 
compute grid mesh 
Compute elevations for each soi1 interface 
For i = I To nrchmain 
For j = 1 To 2 
dist  = O 
F o r  k = 2 To ruaril 
dist = dist + dx(i, j, k - 1) 
toporgelev(i, j, k) = dist * wetslp(i1 + tbelev(i1 
topsedelev(i, j, k) = toporgelev(i. j, kI - orgdep(i1 
tophumelev(i, j. k) = toporgelev(i, j , k) + h d e p  
Next 
toporgelev(i, j, 1) = toporgelev(i, j, 2) 
topsedelev(i, j, 1) = topsedelev(i, j, 2) 
tophumelev(i. j, 1) = tophumelev(i, j, 2) 
toporgelev (i, j . nx) = toporqelev (i, j , Nanl) 
topsedelev(i, j, nx) = topsedelev(i, j, rucml) 
tophumelev(i, j, nx) = tophumelev(i, j, -1 
compute thickness of saturated flow at stream 
ddçat = hreach(i1 - topsedelev(i. j, II 
For k = 2 To nx 
hwet(i, j, k) = topsedelev(i, j, kl + d&at + hinc 
Next 
N a t  j 
Next i 
Compute elevations for each soi1 interface 
If numlat 7 O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For i = Val(termreach(ii)) To Val(confreach(ii)) 
For 5 = 1 To 2 
;fi&= O 
For k = 2 To nmî 
dist  = dist + &(i, j, k - 1) 
toporgelev(i, j, k) = dist wetslp(i) + tbelev(i) 
topsedelev (i, j , k) = toporgelev (i, j , k) - orgdep (i 1 
tophumelev(i, j , k) = toporgelev(i, j , k) + humdep 
Next 
toporgelev(i. j. 1) = toporgelev(i, j, 2 )  
topsedelev(i, j, 1) = topsedelev(i, j, 2 )  
tophumelev(i, j, II = tophumelev(i, j, 2 )  
toporgelevti, j, nx) = toporgelev(i, j, nxmî) 
topsedelevti, j, nx) = topsedelev(i, j, Ncml) 
tophumelevti, j, nxl = tophumelev(i, j, d) 
compute tkickness of saturated flow at stream 
ddsat = hreach ( i l  - topsedelev(i, j , 1) 
For k = 2 To NC 
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. write initialized data to file 
I 
Cali writebeg 
fill,MousePointer = O 
End Sub 
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Subroutine: implicit . Purpose: ~ h i s  ntbroutine begins wetland mode1 and calls al1 
* appropriate subroutines to solve wetïaad field hydrology . mode1 and chaanel routing procedure for the specified 
duration of the simulation. 
' ........................................................................... 
a read in current chartne1 and field cell parameters 
Open direct$ + ' m u l t i - w f c '  For Input As 1188 
Line input 188. commentlS 
Line Input #88, comment2S 
Line Input t88, comment3S 
Line Input 188, comment4S 
Line Input t08, comment5S 
Line Input 18 8, dymyS 
Input #88, nrdimkui 
rchcounter = nrchmain 
Line Input #88, dunimyS 
Line Input 1188, dum?yS 
For i = 1 To nrchmaui 
Input 188, reachno(i1, wetwidli), wetlen(i. 1). wetlenti. 21, cwid(i1, cdep(i), 
orgdep(i), crough(i) , bedslp(i1, wetslp(i) 
Next i 
read in laterals 
Line Input #88, d-S 
Line Input #88, dunimyS 
numlat = KTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dunmiys, 20) ) ) 
If numlat > O Then 
For i = 1 To numlat 
read in lateral id number 
Line Input #88, dunmiyS 
latid(i1 = RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS(duxnnyS, 20) 1 1  
read in number of reaches deèining the lateral 
Line Input B88, duamryS 
nrchlat (il = RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dummy$, 20 1 ) 1 
read in most upstream reach number 
Line Input #88, dummyS 
termreach(i1 = RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (du~~~[nyS, 20 1 1 ) 
read in most downstream reach number 
Line Input t88,  dunmiyS 
confreach(i1 = RTrimS (LTrimS (Lef tS (dull l~~yS, 20) 1 1 
read in main channel reach to be combined with lateral 
Line Input 188. duamiyS 
combreach (i l = RTrimS ( LTrimS (Lef tS (dunmiys, 20 l ) 
For ii = termreach(i1 To confreach(i1 
Inriut #88, reachno(ii1. wetwid(ii1, wetlen(ii, 1 1 .  wetlen(ii. 21, 





If runflag = 2 Then 
display curent program revision during initialization 
revS = 'Oct 26, 1996' 
rumess-revlbl.Caption = revS 
runmess.titlelb1-Caption = 'Initializing Wetland Model' 
End If 
If runflag = 3 Then 
display current program revision during simulation 
revS = 'Oct 26, 1996' 
m e s s  . revlbl . Caption = revS 
rumess.titlelb1-Caption = 'Multiple-Reach Wetland Model' 
adjust channel parameters if required 
For i = 1 TO nrchmain 
modify channel property 
bedslp (il = bedslp (il bedslpmult 
cwid(i) = cwid(i) cwidmult 
crough(i1 = crough(i1 * croughmult 
Next i 
Lf numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii) 
bedslp ( i 1 = bedslp (i 1 * bedslpmult 
cwid(il = cwid(i1 * cwidmult 
crough(i1 = crough (il * croughmult 
Next i 
Next ii 
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End If 
End If 
' clear monitor screen and change muse pointer to an hourglass 
main-Cls 
main-MousePointer = 11 
blocksatflaq = 1 
lamda = 1 
routetol = -0001 
If runflag = 1 Then 
uxder optimization rws, do not print -gen file 
outopt(l1 = O 
read in chamel p a r a m e t e r  &ta 
For i = 1 To nrchmain . modi fy channel property 
bedslp (il = bedslp (i) bedslpmult 
cwidti) = cwid(i1 cwidmult 
crough (il = crough (il * croughmult 
Next i 
If n d a t  * O Then 
For ii = 1 To n d a t  
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
bedslp(i) = bedslp(i1 bedslpmult 
cwid(i) = cwid(i1 * cwidmult 
crough(i1 = crough(i1 croughmult 
Next i 
Next  ii 
End If 
End If 
open al1 specified output files 
ff outopt(1) = 1 Then 
opeh directs + events + ',genw For output AS #81 
End If 
If outopt(2) = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventS + ',latn For Output As #la 
m d  rf 
If outopt(3 1 = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventf + ' .dbg0 For Output As tl5 
End If 
If outopti4) = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventS + '.itto For Output As 116 
End If 
If outopt(5) = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventS + "-rit' For Output As #17 
End If 
If outopt(61 = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventS + '-plln For Output As 155 
End If 
If outopt(7) = 1 Then 
Open direct$ + eventS + " ,plZO For Output As f 56 
End If 
If outopt(81 = I Then 
Open directs + eventS + *.p13' For Output As f57 
End 1 f 
' initialize mass balance counters 
plotstor = O 
mwmberr = O 
discreptotal = O 
inflowtotal = O 
outflowtotal = O 
initstor = O 
finalstor = O 
lattotal = O 
gwtotal = O 
evap = O 
evtotal = O 
etunsat = O 
etsat = O 
etcanopy = O 
precusz = O 
precsz = O 
tptotal = O 
cpgross = O 
tpthrough = O 
precchan = O 
canstorutil = O 
intertotal = O 
blat = O 
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&lac  = O 
b s l a t  = O 
i r e ach to t a l  = O 
t s ta r thours  = L 
ivolume = O 
maxMum chanriel flow 
qpc* = O 
maxxmm l a t e r a l  outflow (from channell 
qp l a t  = O 
maximum l a t e r a l  inflow ( to  channell 
qmlat = O 
tpchan = O 
t p l a t  = O 
M a t  = O 
outflow volume from wetland 
ovolume = O 
l a t e r a l  flow volume from wetland f i e l d  c e l l s  
lvolume = O 
define i n i t i a i  Channel parameters 
I f  runflag = 2 Then 
e s t ab l i sh  al1 parameters under i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  mode 
rain = O 
petsec  = O 
petday = O 
cans to ru t i l  = O 
evap = O 
End If 
determine rime parameters 
d t  = 3600 / nsteps 
If runflag = 1 O r  tunflag = 3 Then 
open a l 1  required data f i l e s  i f  required f o r  simulation 
Open d i r e c t s  + minf i l e$  For Input A s  #80 
End 
read over cornent l ines  i n  precip f i l e  
For i = 1 To 6 
Line Input #8O, dummy7$ 
Next 
input  %80, numrain 
numrain is equivalent to  the number of hours i n  month 
numhoursmonth = numrain 
I f  tstophours > numrain Then 
tstophours = numrain 
End I f  
read a i l  precipi ta t ion for  month 
For i = 1-To tkophours 
Input f80.  yhouriil ,  zhourl i l ,  p rec ip( i1 ,  zs t r ingb( i l  
apply thresholding if required 
1 f s rec iu  (i 1 > thresh Then 
- precip ( i l  = precip ( i l  - thresh 
Else 
precip ( i l  = O 
End I f  
N e x t  i 
Close #80 
open MET f i l e  
Open di rec t$  + metfiles f o r  Input A s  180 
Input #8O, numrain 
numrain is equivalent t o  the number of hours i n  month 
numhoursmonth = numrain 
If tstophours > numtain Then 
tstophours = numrarn 
End I f  
read ail evap data for  month 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
Input f80, yhour ( i l  , zhour l i  l , pethourly ( i l  . ts t r ingS ( i l  
Next i 
Close #80 
compute appropriate canopy intercept ion (mm) 
canstor  = -2 * lai 
If outopt(1)  = 
Pr in t  #81, 
Pr in t  #al, 
Pr in t  1181, 
Pr in t  %8l, 
End I f  
If outopt(2l = 
P r i n t  t l 8 ,  
P r i n t  t l 8 ,  
P r i n t  418, 
1 Then 
'Generated hydrograph f i l e '  
ts tar thours  
tstophours 
d t  / 3600 
1 Then 
'Generated lateral discharge hyàrograph f i l e '  
ts tar thours  
tstophours 
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Print 818, dt / 3600 
End If 
If runflag = 1 Or runflag = 3 Then 
read in default settings 
Caïl readbeg 
End If 
specify vertical fluxes 
fluxtotal = O 
fluxstor = O 





define approximate midpoint in wetland 
manid = rntmc / 21 
field 
define boundary block properties at margin 
begin computational loop ........................................................................... 
If runflag = 2 Or runflag = 3 Then 
runmess . Show 
runmess .MousePointer = 11 
End SE 
n = O  
hourcounter = O 
estimate initial storage for entire wetland 
initvol = O 
initvoltot = O 
For rn = 1 To nrchmain 
For ob = 1 To 2 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
Call unpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2 (begstor, ob) 
Cal1 anpstor (begstortot, ob) 
initvol = initvol + begstor 
initvoltot = initvoltot + begstortot 
mi rf 
Next ob 
N a t  rn 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For rn = termreach(ii) To confreach(ii1 
For ob = 1 TO 2 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
Call anpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2 [begstor, ob) 
Call cmpstor (begstortot, ab) 
initvol = initvol + begstor 






disphead.Labell4.Caption = FormatS(initvo1, '##.###,###') 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
+ stact main computational loop + 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
begin at first hour 
ttime = O 
htime = ttime 1 3600 
Do While htimelnl < tstophours 
If runf lag = 2 Then 
test for convergence (to witàin 1%) during initialization 
If initflag = 1 And oreach(nrchmain) > qtarget Then GoTo finishup: 
If initflag = -1 And oreach(nrchmain) < qtarget Then GoTo iinishup: 
End 1 f 
increment the hourly counter 
n = n + l  
hourcounter = hourcounter + 1 
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If hourcounter = 25 Then hourcounter = 1 
For iii = 1 To nsteps 
incrememt t h e  counter 
ttime = ttime + dt 
htime ln! 7 tcime / 3600 
If Val(irr) = 1 Then 
begianing of a new hourly t h e  intervsl 
If runflag o 2 Then 
apply precipitation to historieal simulation 
C d 1  applyprecip 
Eïse 
initialkation mode (no meteorologic inputs) 
rain = O 
tpthrough = O 
End If 
display appropriate message to user 
C d 1  display 
If rwrflag o 2 Then 
distribute evapotranspiration losses based on hour 
Cal1 distevap 




Begin computational loop - starting w i t h  al1 lateral tributaries and then 
computing streamflow d o n g  main dianne1 




For ii = 1 To numïat 
For rn = temzeach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
store current parameter values for reach 
ireachlprev = ireach(rn1 
oreachlprev = oreach(rn1 
sreachlprev = sreachtrnl 
hreachlprev = hreach ( rnl 
identify current Stream flows in reach 
ireacfil = ireach(rn1 
oreacu = oreach(rn1 
update reach inflow based on upstream outflow 
If Val(rn) = Val(tezmreach(iil1 Then 
headwater reach 
ireach2 = ireachï 
Else 
ireach2 = oreachtrn - 1) 
End If 
apply field hydrology mode1 and solve for 
reach storage and outflow 
Cal1 reach 
solution is complete for the reach 
establish reach inflow for next time step 




repeat routing procedure for main cfiannel 
rn = 1 To nrchmain 
store current parameter values for reach 
ireachlprev = ireach(rn1 
oreachlprev = oreach(rn1 
sreachlprev = sreach(ni) 
hreachlprev = hreach(rn1 
identify Stream flows in reach at start of time step 
ireachl = ireach(rn1 
oreachl = oreach (rnl 
update reach inflow based on upstream outflow 
If Val (ni1 = I Then 
headwater reach 
ireach2 = ireachl 
Else 
End 
for interior reach, assign outflow at end of t h e  
step from upstream mach as the inflow 
ireach2 = oreach(rn - 1 1  
include any lateral inflow if appropriate 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To n d a t  
1 f Val (ml = Val (combreach (ii) 1 Then 
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apply field hydrology mode1 and solve for 
reach storage and outflow 
Cal1 reach 
solution is complete for the reach 
establish teach inflow for next time step 
ireach(rn) = ireach2 
Next rn 
solution is complete for the time increment and we can 
proceed with mass balance caldations associated 
with the end of the time step 
compute volume of lateral flow over time step 
lvolume = lvolume + (qlatîreach + qlat2reachl / 2 * dt 
qlatlreach = qlat2reach 
update maximum channel peak 
If oreach(nrchmain) > qpchan Then 
qpchan = oreach(nrchmainl 
tp&an = htime (n) 
End If 
update maximum lateral outflow from cbannel 
If qlat2reach qplat Then 
qplat = qlat2reach 
tplat = htime (n) 
End If 
update maximum lateral inflow to channel 
If qlat2reach < qmlat Then 
qrnlat = qlat2reach 
m a t  = htimetn) 
End If 
s u  the total outflow volume from the wetland 
ovolume = ovolume + (oreachprev + oreach(rn1) / 2 * dt 
oreachprev = oreach(rn1 
ireachtotal = ireachtotal + ireach(rn1 ' dt 
If runflag = 3 Then 
mite to mass balance grid 
Rrow = Rrow + 1 
timeh = ttime / 3600 
massbal.Grid.Co1 = O 
massbal-Grid-Row = Rsow 
massbal,Grid.Text = FormatS(timeh, '####,0000') 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
massbal . Grid- Col = Val ( i ) 
massbal.Grid+Text = FormatS(massbalerr(i) * 100, '##.000O9) 
1 f Abs (massbalerr ( i 1 1 > Abs [ m a x m b e r r )  Then 
d e r r  = Abs (massbalerr (il ) 
timemberr = timeh 
rnmberr = Valli) 
verror = discreptstep (il 
End If 
Next i 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For iiii = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
massbal.Grid.Co1 = Val(iiii1 
massbal-Grid-Text = PormatS(massbalerr(iiii) * 100. '##.0000') 
If Abs (massbalerr (iiii) 1 > Abs (maxmberr) Then 
maxnberr = Abs (massbalerr (iiii 1 1 
timemberr = timeh 
rnmberr = Val(iiii1 







record wetland outflows for each reach at end of hourly time increment 
For rn = 1 To nrchmain 
qwet(rn, n) = oreach(rn1 
Next rn 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numtat 
For rn = termreach(ii) To confreach(ii1 
qwetlrn, n) = oreach(rn1 
N e x t  rn 
Next ii 
End If 
bstor(n1 = begstor 
estor(n1 = endsror 
gwstor(n1 = flwctotal dt 
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nlstor(n) = latstor 
nlfrate(n1 = latflwc 
nlflux(n1 = subflux 
store wetland heads for plotting tracked field ce11 
Call storeheads 
1 f runflag o 1 Then 
write to disphead-gzid except under optixnization mode 
Row = Row + 1 
timeh = ttime / 3600 
iter.Grid-Col = O 
iter-Grid-Row = Row 
iter.Grid,Text = FormatS(timeh. ' ###-###")  
iter.Grid,Col = 1 
iter.Grid-Text = FormatS(numiter, ' # # # ' J  
iter.Grid-Col = 2 
iter.Grid.Text = FormatS(numstoriter, 'Il#') 
iter-Grid-Col = 3 
iter-Grid-Text = FonaatS(routeiter. *###-1 
flows.Grid.Co1 = O 
flows,Grid.Row = Row 
flows.Grid.Text = formatS(tuneh. '###.000') 
flows-Grid-Col = 1 
flows -Grid-Text = Format$ (yreach(nrchmain) . ' # # #  ,000") 
flcws-Grid-Col = 2 
flows-Grid-Text = Formats (oreach(nrchm;lin), ' # # #  -000") 
plocstor = O 
For rn = 1 To nrchmain 
For ob = 1 To 2 
1 f wetlen(rn. ob) w O Then 
Call cmpsatdep(ob1 
Call cmpstor(begstor, obl 




If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To nudat 
For rn = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
For ob = 1 To 2 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
Call cmpsatdep(ob1 
Call cmpstor(begstor, obl 








' end of primary computational loop 
f inishup : 
nend = n 
If outopt(1) = 1 Then 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
Print t81, Formats (yhouz(i1, "0000') ; Spc(5) ; Format$ (zhour(i1, "0000') ; 
spc(5) ; Formats (htime(i) , '0000') ; Spc(5) ; FormatS(qwet(nrchmain, i) , '000 -000') ; Çpc (5 )  ; 
~ormat$(raingross(i), '00.00'); Spc(5) ; FormatS(raininter(i1, 'OO,OOm) ; Spc(5) ; 
~ormat$(rainrran(i), '00.00'); Spc(5); zstringS(i1 
Next 
End If 
compute final storage in wetland ce11 
finalvol = O 
For rn = i To nrchmain 
For ob = 1 TO 2 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
Call cmpsatdep(ob1 
Call cmpstor2(begstor, obi 




If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For rn = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
For ob = 1 To 2 
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If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
Cal1 cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call anpstor2 (begstor, ob) 
finalvol = finalvol + begstor 
End If 
Next ob 
N e x t  rn 
Next ii 
End 1 f 
disphead.Labell6,Caption = Pormat$(finalvol. '##.###,###') 
@ write data to defauit file 
If runflag = 2 Then 
a initialization run 
write to beg file 
cal1 writebeg 
write optimized parameters to file 
Open direct$ + event$ + ',prm' For Output As 188 
wetïand parameters 
organic layer 
 rin nt t88 ,-Tab(S) ; Formats (orgcontop, '0~00000'~; Tab(40) ; ' Upper 
Conductivity of Organic Layer' 
Print #88, Tab(5) ; Formats (orgconbot, '0.00000*) ; Tab(4Ol; ' Lower 
Conductivity of Orgaaic Layer' 
Print #88, Tab(5); FormatS(orgstofc, '0,000'); Tab(40); 'Storage Coefficient - 
organic layer at field capacity' 
hunnnock layer 
Print 888, Tab(S1; FomatS(humdep, '0-000'); Tab(40); "~epth of Hurmnock Layer' 
Print f88, Tab(S1; Formats (humçto, '0,000') ; Tab(4O) ; 'Storage Coefficient - 
hummock layer' 
Print #88, Tab(S1; FormatS(swfcoeff. '000000.0'); Tab(40); 'Surface friction 
law coefficient' 
Print (88, Tab(5); PormatS(beta, '0-00'); Tab(40); 'surface friction law 
exponen t ' 
Close #88 












FormatS(lai, '00.00"); Tab(4O); "Leaf Area Index" 
FormatS(cancover. '00.00'); Tab(4O); 'Canopy coverage' 
FormatS(eqcoeff, '0.00'); Tab(4O); 'Equilibrium 
PormatS(ptcoeff, '0-00'); Tab(40); 'Priestley-Taylor 
Formats (baseflow, '0,000') ; Tab(40) ; 'Baseflow ' 
FormatS(raincalib, '0.00'); Tab(40); 'RFA coefficient' 
* Generate a month-end default file if appropriate 
If tstophours = numhoursxnonth Then 
If runflag = 3 Then 
eventval = V a l  ( event S ) 
neweventval = eventval + 100 
newevents = LTrimS(StrS(neweventM1)) 
initialization run . 
I write to structural default file 
Call writenextbeg 
Open directs + newevents + -.defm For Output As #88 
wetland parameters 
Close 88 
write optimized parameters to file 
Open direct$ 4 neweventS + '.prm' Far Output As #88 
wetland parameters 
organic layer 
Print #88, Tab(S1; PormatS(orgcontop, '0.00000'); Tab(40); ' llpper 
Conductivity of Organic Layer' 
Print #88, Tab(5); Format$(orgconbot, "0,00000~1; Tab(401; Lower 
Conductivity of Organic Layera 
Print 888. Tab(5); Format$(orgstofc, '0.000'); Tab(40); 'Storage Coefficient - 
organic layer at field capacity* 
Print 188, Tab(5) ; Formats (orgstowp, '0,000') ; Tab(4Ol; 'Storage Coefficient - 
organic layer at lower limita 
huannock layec 
Print 888, Tab(S1; Format$ (humdep, '0 -000") ; Tab (40) ; 'Depth of Hunimock Layer' 
Print #88, Tab(5) ; Format$ (humsto, '0.000') ; Tab(40); 'Storage Coefficient - 
hwrmiock layer' 
Print # B e ,  Tab(5); Format$(surfcoeff, '000000.0~); Tab(40); 'surface friction 
law coefficient' 
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Print #88, Tab(S1; FormatS(beta, '0-00'); Tab(40); 'Surface friction law 
exponent ' 
Stream 
Print #88, Tab(S); FormatS(bedslp(rn1, '0 .OOOOOm) ; Tab(40); "Channel Bed 
Slopem 
Print #88, Tab(5); FormatS(cwid(rn), mOO.O'); ~ab(40) ; 'Channel Width' 
Print #88. Tab(S1; FormatS (cdep(rn1. '0,000') ; Tab(4O) ; 'Chmel depth' 
Print #88, Tab (SI ; PormatS (crough(rn), '0-0000') ; Tab(4Ol; 'chnnnel Roughness' 
Close #88 
End If 
~ n d  rf 
L 
*-------------------- Close output file and termùiate program 
assign appropriate values to nmimpage-frm 
dthours = 1 / nsteps 
surrmrpage-Label37.Caption = Formats (dthours, '0 .OOOm) 
sunmipage.Label38.Caption = FonnatS(nx, "#### ' )  
suamipage.Label39-Caption = blockS 
tdur = tstophours - tscarthours + 1 
s~age.Label40.Caption = PorrnacS(tdur, '#P##.OO') 
sunnnpage.Label41,Caption = FormatS(petday, '##.Om) 
sunmipage. Label42 ,Caption = Format$ (baseflow, O # # .  000') 
suamipage,Label43,Caption = FormarS(rainca1ib. '#.O') 
sunmipage.Label81,Caption = Format$(hwet(rn, 1, naanid), '###-000') 
sumxnpage.Label82.Caption = Forma~S(hwet(rn, 1, nx - 11, '###.000') 
sunmipage.Label79.Caption = FormatS(oreach(nrctimain), '###.000') 
summpage.Label80.Caption = Format$(hreach(nrchmain), '###.00O9) 
sunmrpage.label86-Caption = Format$(sreachfinal. '###.000') 
sunmipage.Label84.Caption = FormatS(2 * initstor, '####Pt###-0') 
suaranpage.Label83 .Caption = Format$ ( 2  finalstor, ' ######### -0' 1 
surmnpage-Label71-Caption = Format$ (qpchaa, '### -000' 1 
summpage~Label72-Caption = Format$ (tpchan, '###-000') 
ninmipage.Label91,Caption = Format$(precchan / 1000, '#####-Oœ) 
sunimpage.La.bel90.Caption = FormatS(2 precusz / 1000, '######t#.O') 
surrmipage.Label89.Caption = FonnatS(2 * etusz / 1000, ' # # # # # # # # , O ' )  
suaanpage.label96,Caption = PormatS(intertotaï * stufarea / 1000, '######t###.Og) 
surmnpage.Label97-Caption = FormatS(tpgross / 1000, '##########.O'l 
surmnpage.Label75-Caption = PormatS(tpthrough * surfarea / 1000, "########.O') 
sunmipage.Label77-Caption = FormatS(2 * etsz / 1000, '########.O") 
sunmigage.Label69-Caption = FormatS(2 * precsz 1 1000, '########.Om) 
compute net change in Channel storage 
deltachanstor = sreachfinal - sreachinit 
sunmipage.label73-Caption = FormatS(deltachanstor, "te#-00Om1 
compute lateral outflow volume (m3 1 
sumnpage.Label76-Caption = F o ~ t $ ( - 2  gwtotal, '######.O") 
dstor = 2 * (finalstor - initstor) 
summpage.Label78.Caption = Fo~tS(dstor. '######.On) 
surmnpage.Label94.Caption = FormatS(ovo1ume - ireachtotd, *######.Og) 
compute net mass balance 
1-O=delta S 
tinf = (-2 * gwtotal + tpgross / 1000 + precchan / 1000) + ireachtotal 
tout = ovolume + intertotal surfarea / 1000 + 2 * etsz / 1000 + 2 * etusx / 1000 
tdeltastor = deltachanstor + dstor 
massball = (tinf - tout) - tdeltastor 
sunimpage.Label74.Caption = FonnatS(massbal1, ' # # # # # # # # . O ' )  
return mouse pointer to default 
main.MousePointer = O 
If outopt (1) = 1 Then 
Close #81 
End If 
If outopt ( 2 )  = 1 .Then 
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Close t18 
EW rf 
1 f outopt(3) = 1 Then 
Close 815 
End If 
If outopt(4) = 1 Then 
Close 116 
End If 
If outopt(S1 = 1 Then 
Close 017 
End If 
If outopt(6) = 1 Then 
Close #SS 
End If 
If outopt (71 = 1 Then  
Close 156 
nid If 
If outopt(8) = 1 Then 
Close 157 
End If 
If runflag o 1 Then 
Open 'simpstor-def' For Output AS #82 
Print #82, direct$ 
Print #82, eventb 
Close 82 
End If 
display program output 
If runflag = 2 Or runflag = 3 Then 
Unload runmess 
End If 
If runflag = 2 Then 
If n o tstophours Then 
aal = Msg~ox('Wet1and levels initialized to equilibrium conditions', 64, 
'Multi'l 
Else 




1 f runflag = 3 Then 




If runflag = 2 Then 
display main output form under initialization run 
disphead-Show 
End If 
If runflag = 3 The. 
display mass balance sumaries 
massbal,Label4,Caption = Format$(derr * 100, '####.OOOm) 
massbal,Label6.Caption = FormatS(timemberr, "####-0000'1 
massbal, Label5 .Caption = Format$ (rnmberr, '###tg 1 
massbal,tabel7.Caption = Format$(discreptotal, ' # # # # # # # # # # # # # . O O ' )  
massbal-Label8.Caption = Format$(inflowtotal, *#############-00') 
massbal,label9.Caption = Format$(outflowtotal. '#######.0') 
totmberr = discreptotal / inflowtotal 
massbal,labellO.Caption = Format$(totmberr 100. 9####.000m) 
massbal,label30,Caption = FormatS(verror, '#############,00') 
End If 
End Sub 
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Sub init2 O --____--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I Subxoutine: init2 . ~urpose: to initialize w e t l a n d  heads 
-------C------------------------------------------------------------------- 
nxml=IIX-1 
d = I I X - 2  
N c m 3 = n x - 3  
For i = 1 To nrchmaia 
For j = 1 To 2 
hwetti. j. Il = hreachlii 
holdli, j, 1) = hreach(i1 
hprevli, j. 1) = hreach(i) 
Next j 
Next i 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
For j = 1 To 2 
F o r  k = 2 To nx 
holdti, j. k) = hwetli, j, k) 




If numlat > O Then 
For  ii = 1 To nuaiLat 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreachliii 
For j = 1 To 2 
hwet(i. j. 11 = hreach(i1 
hold(i! j: 1) = hreach(i1 
hprev(1, 3 ,  1) = hreach(i1 
N e x t  j 
N e x t  
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreachtii) 
For j = 1 To 2 
For k = 2 To nx 
holdti, j, k) = hwet(i, j, k) 
hprev(i, j, k) = hold(i. j, k) 
Next k 
Next j 
N e x t  
Next 
End If 
compute cfiannel surface area 
chansurfarea = O 
For i = I To nrchmain 
chansurfarea = chansurfarea + cwid(i1 * wetwidli) 
Next i 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = I To numlat 
F o r  i = cermrea&(ii) To confreach(ii1 
chansurfarea = chansurfarea + cwid(i) * wetwid(i1 
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Subroutine: interp 
Purpose: ta perform linear interpolacion 
1 ........................................................................... 
schor = aa2 - aal 
scver = 222 - zz1 
dver = 223 - z z l  
dhor = dver * (schor / scverl 
aa3 = aaï + dhor 
End Sub 
APPErnIX F 
Sub nash ( )  
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Subroutine: nash 
Purpose: to evaluate goodness of fit criteria 
1) Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient 
2 1 S-Cri terion 
31 RMÇ 
4) error in peak flow rate 
read in lakewood data 
plotlakefileS = eventS + '.lakœ 
Open directs + plotlakefileS For Input As 17 
For i = 1 To 11 
Line Input #7 ,  du- 
Next 
for i = 1 To tstophours 
Input #7,  yhaur(i1, stage. qlake(i1, zhour(i), zstring$[i) 
Next 
Close #7 
compute average obsenred hourly flow over the observation period 
qtotal = O 
ncount = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
ncount = ncount + 1 
qtotal = qtotal + qlake(i1 
xex t 
qbar = qtotal / ncount 
compute nash-sutcliffe coeff- 
numer = O 
denom = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
numer = numer + (qwet(nrcbmain, i) - qlake(i1) " 2 
denom = denom + (qwet (nrchmain. il - qbar) 2 
Nex t 
nashcoeff = 1 - (numer / denom) 
compute S criterion (WMO) 
scriter = (Sqr(numer / ncountl) / qbar 
compute root mean square value 
numer = O 
denom = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
numer = numer + ( (met (nrchmain, i) - qlake (il 1 A 21 / ncount 
Kext 
nnscoeff = numer " -5 
compute 
compute 
error in peak discharge 
peaklake = O 
peakwet = O 
For i = 1 To tstophours 
If qwet(nrcbmain, i) > peakwet Then peakwet = qwet(nrchmain, i) 
If qlake(i) > peakïake Then peaklake = qlake(i1 
Next 
eecoef f = (peaklake - peakwet) / peaklake * 100 
total runoff volume from hourly flows 
m o l  = O 
lvol = O 
For i = 1 TO (tstophours - 1) 
qaver = (qwet(nrchmain, i) + qwettnrchmain, (i + 1) 1 )  / 2 
no1 = m o l  + qaver * 3600 
qaver = (qlake(i) + qlake(i + 1)) / 2 
lvol = lvol + qaver * 3600 
Next 
End Sub 
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Sub normal (nn, qq. sO. yy) 
. Subroutine : normal 
, Purpose: to compute normal depth for rectangular 
, channe1 using Newton-Raphson routine 
* ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,--------------------------------------------------------- 
cc1  = crough(nn1 ' qq / Sqr(sO1 
cc2 = 2 
errval = LOOOOOOt 
yest  = - 4  
t o l  = ,001 
Do While errval > t o l  
chanarea = cwid(nn1 ' yes t  
chantopw = cwidbn) 
ctianperim = cwid(nn1 + 2 + yest  
&a& = chanarea / chanperim 
fy = chanarea ' chanhr A -6667 - cc1 
dfdy = 1,6667 chantopw * cbanhr . 
yrev = yes t  - fy / dfdy 
errval = Abs( (yrev - yestl / yrev1 
yest  = yrev 
Loop 
yy = yest 
End Sub 
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subroutine: nraphson 
Purpose: to root solve using Newton Raphson routine --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
errval = 100000 
yest = yguess 
Do While errvkt > -001 
arevised = cwid(rn1 * yest 
prevised = cwid(rn) + 2 * yest 
hrevised = arevised / prevised 
fy = cc2 - cc3 * yest - cc1 * arevised ' hrevised (2  / 3 )  
dfdy = -cc3 - cc1 * ( 5  / 3 )  * cwid(ra1 ' hrevised * (2  / 3 )  + ccl * (2 / 3 )  * 
2 * hrevised ^ ( 5  / 31 
yrev = yest - fy  / dfdy 
If yrev O Then yrev = ,001 
errval = Abs (yrev - yesc) 
yest = yrev 
Loop 
End Sub 
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Sub optimiz ( 1  
Subroutine: opthaiz 
Purpose: to perform a complete optimization of the mode1 parameters 
using Hooke and Jeeves (19711 routine as modified by Nick Kouwen 
of the University of Waterloo 
L 
' optimization subroutine 
2000 ' -.--. SUEROUTINE OPT 
2010 If nstart > O Then 2200 
2020 * ..-.. SNITIALIZATXON ROUTINE 
2030 For i = 1 To numa 
2040 les(i) = O 
2050 optba(i1 = opta(i1: optb(i1 = opta(i1 
2060 iclosl(i1 = O  
2070 iclosh(i1 = O 
2080 If opcnper > O Then 2110 
2090 delta(i1 = ddelta(i1 
2100 GoTa2120 
2110 delta(i1 =Abs(ddelta(il 'opta(i1) 
2120 optcc = optati) - 1-01 delta(i1 
2130 1 f optcc <= checkl(i1 Then 4000 
2140 opccc = opta(i) + 1-01 * delta(i1 
2150 If optcc w= checkh(i1 Then 4000 
2160 Next i 
2170 lc = O 
it = 1 
izy = O 
optnn = O 
NCOUN = 1 
ICOUN = O 
ifirs = O 
LDELT = O 
nstart = 1 
nsave = O 
2180 Print 840. 'ZNITIAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS:' 
2190 Prinr #40, 'TRIAL RüN CRITERIA" 
2200 optys = optim 
2210 optnn = optnn + 1 
2220 If op- w maxn Then 
Print 'AUOWABLE # ITERATIONS EXCEEDED' 
flag$ = 'Tg 
GoTo 4000 
End If 
2230 If ifirs = 1 Then 2250 
2240 optyx = optim 
optyy = optyx 
ifirs = 1 
2250 Print t40, NCOCiN; optnn; optys; 
For i = 1 To numa 
Print #4O, ForntatS(opta(i1, '####.####'); 
Next i 
Print 1140. 
If les(it1 = 1 Then 2590 
If izy > O Then 2420 
If optys > optyy Then 2300 
nsave = 1 
optyx = optys 
OPFW = OPty 
Prmt #4O, TRIAL RON CRZTERIA' 
+y = izy + 1 
at = izy 
If les(azy1 = 1 Then 2640 
11 = O 
I 
' . . . - . LOCAL EXI~L~RSION ROIPTINE 
.* --.-. LOCAL EXCURSION WITH +VE DELTA(I1 FIRST 
opta(iy1 = opta(izy) + delta[izy) 
nsign (izy1 = O 
If iclosh(izy1 = O Then 2410 
11 = 11 + I r  GoTo 2430 
11 = 11 + 1: GoTo 4000 
If optyx > optys Then 2510 
On 11 GoTo 2440, 2480, 2520 
opta(izy1 = opta(izy1 - 2 * delta(izy1 
nsign(izy1 = 1 
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2460 If iclosh(izy1 = 1 Then 2480 
2470 GoTo 2410 
2480 opta(izy1 = opta(izy1 + deltatizy) 
2490 nsign(izy1 = O 
2500 GoTo 2520 
2510 optyx = optys 
2520 If izy c numa Then 2310 
2530 ic = 1 
izy = O 
2540 If optyy = op- Then 3060 
2550 optyy = op-: GoTo 2830 
2560 ' 
2570 @ ..-.. LOCAL EXCURSION WfTH -VE DESrTA(I1 FIRST 
2580 
2590 If izy > O Then 2700 
2600 If optys > optyy T h e n  2620 
2610 nsave = 1 
OP- = OPtyS 
optyy = optys 
2620 izy = izy + 1 
it = izy 
2630 If les (LW) = O Then 2330 
2640 11 = O 
2650 opta(izy1 = opta(iy1 - delta(izy1 
2660 nsign(izy1 = 1 
2670 If iclosl(izy1 = O Then 2690 
2680 11 = 11 + 1: GoTo 2710 
2690 11 = 11 + 1: GoTo 4000 
2700 If op- > optys Then  2780 
2710 On 11 GoTo 2720, 2760, 2790 
2720 opta(izy1 = apta(izy1 + 2 * deltaiizyl 
2730 nsign ( izyi  = O 
2740 If iclosh(izy1 = 1 Then 2760 
2750 GoTo 2690 
2760 opta(izy1 = opta(izy1 - delta(izy1 
2770 nsign(izy1 = Ir GoTo 2790 
2780 optyx = optys 
2790 If izy < numa Then 2620 
2800 it = 1 
izy = O 
2810 If optyy = op- Then 3060 
2820 optyy = 
2830 If o p t n p ~ ~ ~ 0  Then 2870 
2840 For i = 1 To numa 
2850 delta(i1 = Abs(ddelta(i1 * opta(il1 
2860 Next i 
2870 Ic = O 
nsave = O 
2880 Print 140. NCOüN; op-; optyy; 
For i = I To numa 
Print #4O, FormatS(opta(i1, "####.####'); 
Next i 
Print t40, 
2890 Print f40, PATTERN MOVE' 
2900 NCOUN = NCOUN + 1 
2910 ' ....- PATTERN KOVE ROüTïNE 
2920 For i = 1 To numa 
2930 les(i1 = nsignli) 
optba(i1 = opta(i1 
opta(i1 = 2 opta(i1 - optb(i1 
2940 * .... MECH UPPER AND LOWER CONSTRAINTS 
2950 optcc=opta(i) -1,Ol*de1ta(i) 
2960 optcd = opta(i1 + 1-01 delta(i1 
2970 If optcc > checkl(i1 Then 2990 
2980 iclosl(i1 = l  
opta(i1 = optba(i1 
GoTo 3000 
2990 iclosl (il = O 
3000 Ifoptcdc checkh(i1 Then 3020 
3010 icloshIi1 = 1 
opta(i1 = optba(i1 
GoTo 3030 
3020 iclosh(i1 = O 
3030 op+(i1 = optba(i1 
3040 Next 1 
3050 GoTo 4000 
3060 lc = lc + 1 
3070 ' 
3080 ' ...., DESTHOY PRESENT PATTERN 
3090 If fc <= O Then 
Print "STOPPED LINE 3010' 
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End 
m d  rf 
3100 If  lc = 1 Then 3120 
3110 I f  lc >= 2 Then 3170 
3120 I f  nsave = 1 Then 3200 
3130 For  i = 1 To numa 
3240 opta(i1 = optba(i1 
3150 Next i 
3 160 XCOüN = ICOCM + 1 
m'Po 3260 
3170 Xf LDELT >= kc Then . P r d t  '!XULE3T RESOLUTION REACHE0 ' 




3190 ' .-..- WALVE DELTA(1) (REÇOLTJTION) 
3200 nsave = O 
3210 For i = 1 To numa 
3220 ddeltaci) = d d e l t a ( i )  / 2 
3230 d e l t a ( i 1  = delta(i1 / 2 
3240 Next i 
3250 LDELT = LDELT + 1 
3260 Print #4O, 'PATTEElN= '; ICOUN; RESOLüTION= *; LDELT 
3270 Print # 4 O ,  NCOüN; o p m ;  optyy; 
For i = 1 To numa 
Print #40, Formats (op ta ( i1 ,  ' f  # # # - # # # # ' )  ; 
Next i 
P r i n t  140, 
3280 GoTo 2260 
4000 ' e x i t s u b r o u t i n e  
End Sub 
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Sub reach ( 1  
Stxbroutine: reach 
Purpose: to solve the wetland amdel for a given reach 
weight = - 9 5  
qlatlreach = qlat (ni) 
ob = 1 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
reach has wetland interface 
assign prescribed head boundazy to wetland flow mode1 
hwettrn, ob. 1) = hreachlprev 
hold(rn. ob, 1) = hwettrn, ob. 1) 
cal1 applflwc(ob) 
compute mass balance ( d l  
gwtstep = O 
tptstep = O 
evtstep = O 
For i = 2 Ta Naal 
gwtstep = gwtstep + qs(i) * dt 
tptstep = tptstep + qrtil * dt 
evtstep = evtstep + qe (il * dt 
Next 
gwtotaltstep = gwtotaltstep + gwtstep 
tptotaltstep = tptotaltstep + tptstep 
evtotaltstep = evtotaltstep + evtstep 
comgute cumulative inflow (di) 
fluxstor = fluxstor + Elwtotaï * dt 
Call cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2 (begstor, ob) 
begstortstep = begstor 
cal1 satstatus (ob) 
Call wetmodel ( rn, ob 1 
compute lateral flux rate based on revised hwet values 
Call cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2(endstortrial, ob) 
endstortrialtstep = endstortrial 
Call anpilux (endstortrial . begstor. latf lux) 
qlat2reach = latf lux 
Else 
qlat2reach = O 
End If 
ob = 2 
If wetlentrn, ob) > O Then 
If wetlen(rn, ob) = wetlen(rn, Il Then 
wetland is çymmetrical about Stream 
qlat2reach = qfattreach 2 
gwtotaltstep = gwtotaltstep + gwtstep 
tptotaltstep = tptotaltstep + tptstep 
evtotaltstep = evtotaltstep + evtstep 
begstortstep = begstortstep + begstor 
endstortrialtstep = endstortrialtstep + endstortrial 
flwcstor = flwstor 2 
Else 
right overbank is a different size 
reach has wetland interface 
assign prescribed head boundary to wetland flow mode1 
hwet(rn, ob, 1) = hreachlprev 
hold(rn, ob, 1) = hwettrn, ob, 1) 
Call applflw(ob) 
compute mass balance ( d l  
gwtstep = O 
tptstep = O 
evtstep = O 
For i = 2 To manl - 
gwtstep = gwtstep + qs(i) * dt 
tptstep = tptstep + qr(i) dt 
evtstep = evtstep + qe(i) * dt 
Next 
gwtotaltstep = gwtotaltstep + gwtstep 
tptotaltstep = tptotaltstep + tptstep 
evtotaltstep = evtotaltstep + evtstep 
compute cumulative inflow (m3) 
flwcstor = fluxstor + fluxtotal * dt 
Call cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2 (begstor, ob) 
begstortstep = begstortstep + begstor 
Call sacstatus(ob) 
Call weunodel(rn, ob) 
compute lateral flux rate based on revised hwet values 
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rer . 
Cal1 cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2(endstortrial, ob) 
endstortrialtstep = endstortrialtstep + endstortrial 
cal1 cmpfLwc (endstortrial. begstor, latf lux) 
qlat2reach = qlatlreach + latflux 
End If 
E l s e  
qlattreach = qlat2reach + O 
End If 
solve storage routing procedure 
routeiter = O 
Call route (ytrial, ocrial. stria11 
update Channel flow parameters 
htrial = ytrial + bedinv(rn1 
hcomp = hreachlprev 
hrevised = htrial 
htrial = hrevised ' (1 - weightl + (hcomp * (weightl ) 
:outel : 
re-salve the wetland flow model 
solve left bank first (ob=ll 
ob = 1 
If wetlen(rn, ob) > O Then 
reach has wetland interface 
assign prescribed head boundary to wetland flow mode1 
hwet(rn, ob, 1) = htrial 
hold(rn, ob. 1) = hwetlrn, ob. 11 
For i = 2 To nx 
hwet(rn. ob, i l  = hold(rn, ob. i) 
hprev(rn, ob. i) = hwettrn. ob. il 
Nex t 
Call applflux(ob1 
Cal1 cmpsatdep (ob) 
Call satstatus(ob) 
Call wetmodel(rn, obl 
compute lateral flux rate based on revised hwet values 
Call unpsatdep (ob) 
Call cmpstor2(endstortria18 obi 
endstortrialtstep = endstortrial 
Cal1 cmpf lux (endstortrial, begstor, latf lux) 
qlat2reach = latflux 
Else 
qlat2reach = O 
End If 
ob = 2 
If wetlen(rn. ob) > O Then 
IE wetlen(rn, ob) = wetlen(rn. 1) Then 
wetland is synmietrical about stream 
qlat2reach = qlat2reach * 2 
en&tortrialtstep = endstortrialtstep + endstortrial 
Else 
right overbank is a àifferent size 
reach has wetland interface 
assign prescribed head bounàary to wetland flow model 
hwet(rn, ob, 1) = htrial 
holdtrn, ob, 11 = hwet(rn, ob, 1) 
For i = 2 To nx 
hwet(rn, ob, il = hold(rn, ob, i! 
hprev(rn, ob, il = hwettrn. ob, 11 
Next 
Call applflwc(ob1 
cal1 cmpsatdep (ob) 
Cal1 satstatus (ob) 
Call wetmodel ( rn, ob) 
compute lateral flux rate based on revised hwet values 
Call cmpsatdep (obl 
Call anpstor2(exldstortrial, obl 
endstortrialtstep = endstortrialtstep + endstortrial 
cal1 cmpf lux (endstortrial. begstor, latf lux) 
qlat2reach = qlat2reach + latflux 
End 1 f 
Else 
qlat2reach = qlat2reach + O 
End If 
solve routing model CO establish a new stream level 
Cal1 routelytrial, otrial. stria11 
update channel flow parameters 
hrevised = ytrial + bedinv(rn1 
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If (Abs(hrevised - htrial) ) > -001 Then 
routeiter = routeiter + 1 
hcomp = btrial 
new trial value for the Stream head 
htrial = hrevised (1 - weightl + hcamp * (weight) 
If routeiter <= 100 Then 
weight = -95 
End If 
if iteration count exceeds 100 then apply relaxation 
If routeiter > 100 Then 
weight = weight - -01 
htrial = hrevised * (1 - weight) + hcomp * (weighe) 
End If 





after completion of the solution: 
establish parameters for n e x t  rime step 
ob = 1 
For i = 2 To NC 
hold(rn, ob, i) = hwet(rn, ob, il 
hprev(rn, ob, i) = hwettrn, ob. i) 
Next 
ob = 2 
If wetlen(rn, obl = wetlen(rn. 11 Then 
' synmietrical overbanks 
For i = 2 To zuc 
hwetlrn, ob, i l  = hwet(rn, 1. i l  
hold(rn. ob, i) = hwet(rn, 1, i! 
hprevcrn. ab, i) = hwet(rn, 1. r) 
N e x t  
Else 
For i = 2 To zuc 
holdirn, ob, i) = hwet(rn, ob, il 
hprev(rn, ob, il = hwet(rn. ob, i) 
N e x  t 
End If 
yreach(rn1 = ytrial 
hreach(rn1 = yreacb(rn1 + bedinv(sn1 
areach(rn) = cwid(rn1 * yreach(rn1 
preach = cwid(rn) + 2 yreach(rn1 
rreach = areach(rn) / preach 
oreach (rn) = L / crough(rn1 areach (rn) * rreach A (2 / 3 l * bedslp (rn) 
sreach(rn1 = wetwid(rn1 * areachtrn) 
qlattrnl = qlat2reach 
deltastortstep(rn1 = enàstortrialtstep - begstortstep 
oaverage = (-(qlatlreach + qlat2reachi / 21 * dt + evtotaltstep 
iaverage = -(gwtotaltstep + tptotaltstep) 
' compute error in volume for time step (m3) 
discrep = ( (iaverage - oaverage) - deltastortstep (ml ) 
discreptotal = discreptotal + Abs(discrep1 
inflowtotal = inflowtotal + iaverage 
outflowtotal = outflowtotal + oaverage 
massbalerr(rn) = ((iaverage - oaverage) - deltastortstep(ra) 1 / iaverage 
discreptstep (rn) = ( (iaverage - oaverage) - deltastortstep (rn) 1 
End Sub 
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Sub readbeg 0 . ........................................................................... 
Subroutine: teadbeg 
Purpose: to read in primazy input data [filerrame.begl 
I --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Open direct$ + begfileS For Input As #22 
Input 122. uchnÿiin 
Input f22, nx 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
Input t22, ireach(i). oreach(i1. yreachli) 
Next 
For i = 1 To nrcbmain 
input 122, i, wetwid(i1, hreach(i) . bedinv(i1, tbelev(i1 
For k = 1 To nx 
For j = 1 To 2 
Input t22, hwetti, j. k). dx(i. j. k), toporgelev(i, j, k), 
topsedelev(i. j, k) , topbumelev(i, j, k) 
Next j 
N a t  k 
Next i 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
Input X22, i, qlat(i1 
Next i 
Input #22, numlat 
read data for laterals 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To numlat 
For i = termreach(ii) To confreach(ii1 
Input P22, ireach(i1, oreach(i1, yreach(il 
Next 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
Input $22, i, wetwid(i) , hreach (il , bedinv (il , tbelev (i) 
For k = 1 To IUt 
For j = 1 To 2 
input #22.  hwet (i, j, k) . dx(i, j, kl , toporgelev(i, j , k) , 
topsedelev(i, j , k) , tophumelev(i. j, k) 
N a t  j 
N a t  k 
Next 
For i = tenareach(ii) To confreach(ii1 
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Sub readparam (1  ........................................................................... 
, Subroutine : teadparam . Purpose: to read in wetland modelling garameters 
0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Open direct$ + 'suurside.prmm For Input As 188 
, wetland parameters 
, organic layer 
Line Input 188. dummS 
orgcontop = Val(RTrimS(LTrimS(LeftS(dummS. 201))) 
Line Input t88, dunmiS 
orgconbot = Val(RTrimS(LTrimS(LeftS(duamiS. 20) 1 1 1  
Line Input 188, duwaS 
orgstofc = Val (RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dumutSe 20 1 1 1 1 
hurrmrock layer 
Line Input 188, duxun~$ 
humdep = Vatl (RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dummS, 20 1 1 1 1 
Line fnput #88, d m $  
humsto = Val(RTrimS [LTrimS(LeftS(dummS, 201 1 )  1 
Line Input 188, dummS 
surfcoeff = Val(RhrimS(LTrimS(LeftStdummS. 2 0 )  1) 1 
Line Input #88, durranS 
beta = Val (RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dumm$ . 20 1 1 1 1 
Close 88 
Open direct$ + eventS + m.clma For Input As #88 
read in monthly climate/abstraction data 
abstractions 
Line input t88, dwumS 
lai = Val (RTrimS (LTrimS (Leftç (dummS, 20 1 1 1 
Line Input 188, dummS 
cancover = Val (RTrimS (LTrimS (LeftS (dum!n$ . 20 1 1 1 ) 
Line Input 188. d m $  
eqcoeff = VkZ(RTrimS(L~rhS(~eftS(dUnllliS, 201111 
Line Input #88, duwaS 
ptcoeff = Val(RTrimS(LTrhS(LeftS(dummS, 20)))) 
Line Input 688, dummS 
baseflow = Val(RTrimS(LTrimS(LeftS(dumm$, 20) 1)) 
Line Input %88, dummS 
raincalib = Val(RTrimStLTrimS(LeftS(dummS, 20111 1 
Close 88 
' read in reach parameters 
Open directs + 'muLti.wfcm For fnput As #88 
Line Input #88, commentlS 
Line Input #88, coment2$ 
Line fnput 188, coment3S 
Line fnput 188. comment4S 
Line Input #88, comment5S 
Line Input #88, dunmiyS 
Input 588, nrchmain 
rchcounter = nrchmain 
Line Input t88, dunimyS 
Line Input 188, dummyS 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
fnput #88, reachno(i1. wetwid(i1, wetlen(i, 1), wetlen(i, 2 ) ,  cwid(i1. 
cdep(i1, orgdep(i1, croughti) , bedslp(i1, wetslp(i1 
bedinv(i1 = 99 
tbelev(i) = bedinv(i1 + cdep(i1 
baseelev(i1 = tbeIev(i1 - orgdep(i1 
Next i 
read in laterals 
Line Input f88, dummy$ 
Line Input 188, duamiy$ 
numlat = RTrimS (LTrimS (Lef tS (dunimys . 20 ) ) ) 
If numiat w O Then 
For i = 1 To numlat 
read in lateral id number 
Line Input 188, dummyS 
latid(i1 = RTrim$(LTrim$(LeftS(dummy$, 20))) 
read in number of reaches defining the lateral 
Line Input 188. dunmiys 
nrchlat ( i l  = RTrunS (LTrimS (Lef tS (duzrrmy$, 20)  1 1 
read in most upstream reach number 
Line Input #88, dwmyg 
termreach (il = RTrimS (LTrimS (Lef tS (dummys, 20 ) ) ) 
read in most downstream reach number 
Line Input #ES, dunmiys 
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confreach(i1 = RTrimS (LTrimS ( L e f  tS (dmmy$. 20 ) ) 1 
read in main cbanael reach to be combined with lateral 
Line Input #88, dummyS 
combreach(i) = R T r i m S ( L T r i m S ( L e f t S ( d ~ S .  2 0 ) ) )  
For ii = termreach(5) To confreach(i) 
input t88.  reachno(ii1, wetwid(ii1, wetlencii, 1). wetlen(ii, 21, 
cwid(ii1. cdep (ii) . orgdep (iil , crough(ii1. bedslp [ii) , wetslp (iil 
bedinv(ii1 = 99 
tbelevcii! . = bedinv(ii1 + cdep (iii 
baseelev (1x1 = tbelev (ii) - orgdep (ii) 
Next ii 
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Sub route (yrevised. orevised, srevised) ........................................................................... 
Subroutine: route 
Purpose: to perform chaanel routing of wetland stormflows 
using a storage routing approach 
8 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I 
ytol = -001 
ynrtol = ,001 
yiter = O 
ilat = -1 * (qlatlreach + qlat2reach) 
irch = ireachl + ireachî 
orch = oreachl 
include precipitation falling directly on charnel (m3/s) 
iprecip = wetwid(rn1 * cwid(rn1 * rabchan / 3600000 
sreach(rn1 = wetwid(rn1 yreach(rn1 cwidtrnl 
yguess = yreachtrn) 
compute normal depth using Newton-Raphson Solver 
cc1 = S q r  (bedslp (rn) 1 / crough (rn1 
cc2 = (2 * iprecip) + irch + ilat - orch + (2 / dt sreach(rn)) 
cc3 = 2 * cwid(rn1 wetwid(rn1 / dt 
Cal1 nraphson(cc1, cc2, cc3, yguess, ynrtol, yest) 
yrevised = yest 
hrevised = yrevised + bedinv(rn) 
arevised = cwid(rn1 ' yrevised 
prevised = cwid(rn1 + 2 ' yrevised 
rrevised = arevised / prevised 
orevised = 1 / crough(rn) * arevised * rrevised " (2 / 3 )  ' bedslp(rn1 A ( - 5 )  
srevised = wetwid(rn1 arevised 
End Sub 
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Subroutiner satstatus 
Purpose: to assigu saturation status flag to each grid block 
' ........................................................................... 
For i = 1 Ta mc 
identify saturation state of each grid block 
If hwet(rn, ob, i l  w toporgelev(fn, ob, il Then 
block is saturated at beginnxng of time step 
statusflag(i1 = 2 
E l s e  
I block is unsaturated at beginning of cime step 
statusflag(i1 = L 
End If 
N e x t  i 
End Sub 
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Sub storeheads 0 
. Subroutine: storeheads 
Purpose: to store wetland heads Eor plotting 
End Sub 
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Subroutine: thomas 
Purpose: to solve tri-diagonal matrix u s i n g  Thomas soiver 
0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For i = 2 To man2 
dd = aa(i1 / a b ( i  - 1) 
ab(i) = ab(i) - ac(i - 1) * dd 
b b ( i )  = bb(i) - bb(i - Il * dd 
N e x t  
* back substitution 
xx(xwn2) = bb(ruan21 / ab(nxm2) 
For i = 1 To man3 
j = & - i  
= ( j )  = (bblj)  - ac(j) x x ( j  + 11) / abtj)  
N e x t  
* corrected heads 
For i = 1 To N(m2 
hwet(rn, ob. i + 11 = xx(i1 
N e x t  
hwet(rn. ob, NC) = hwet(rn, ob. mani) 
End Sub 
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Sub updateprogress (pb As Control. ByVal percent. progstringS) 
Subroutine: upQteprogress 
Purpose: to udate the screen progress bar 
Dim nuirmrS 
If Not pb-AutoRedraw Then 
pb-AutoRedtau = -1 
End If 
pb . Cls 
pb-ScaleWidth = 100 
pb.DrawMode = 10 
nummS = Fonnat$(percent. ' M O n  1 + *$" 
pb-curratX = 50 - pb-TextWidth(progstrùigS1 / 2 
pb.CurzentY = (pb.ScaleHeight - pb.TextHeight(progstring$)i / 2 
pb , P r i n t  progstrings 
pb.Line (0,  01-(percent, pb.ScaleHeighr1, . BF 
' pb-Refresh 
End Sub 
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Subroutine: wetmodel 
hirpose: primary subroutine to solve wetland field hydrology 
model 
Procedure: this module performs the. following: 
11 establishes currsatflag in each grid block 
21 establishes satflag in each grid block 
31 computes saturated depths in each grid block 
41 computes depth average hyd- cond, 
51 computes appropriate storativity 
61 generates coefficient matrix and solves groundwater 
flow model to obtain new wetland heads 
' ........................................................................... 
blocksatflag = 1 
numiter = O 
numstoriter = O 
For i = 1 To nx 
If holdcrn, ob, i) > toporgefev(rn, ob, il Then 
block is saturated at beginning of next time steg 
currsatflag(i1 = -1 
Else 
block is unsaturated at begirining of next t h e  step 




' set saturation flag for curzent time step 
For i = I To nx 
If hold(m. ob, il > toporgelev(rn, ob, il Then 
block is saturated at beginning of next t h e  step 
satflag(i1 = -1 
If massbalflag = 1 Then 
Print #1S, 'satflagœ. i. sarflagti) 
End If 
Else 
block is unsaturated at beginning of next time step 
satflag(i1 = 1 
End If 
N e x  t 
' establish saturation depths at start of iteration 
Call cmpsatdep (ob) 
compute equivalent hydraulic conductivity as a weighted arithmetic mean 
Call cmphydcon(ob1 
' compute approgriate storativity value 
Call cmpstorcoeff(ob1 
onemoretime: 
' generate coefficients 
* 
For i = 2 To mani 
uses harmonic mean of transmissivities 
compute C coefficient 
terml = dx(rn, ob, i) / (2 wetwid(rn1 * bsat(i1 * kequivti) 1 
te- = &(m. ob, i - 11 / (2 * wetwid(rn1 * bsat(i - 1) ' kequivti - 111 
c(i1 = 1 / (termi + t e d l  
compute g coefficient 
terml = dx(rn, ob, i) / (2 * wetwid(rn1 bsat(i) * kequiv(i)I 
term2 = dx(rn. ob, i + 1) / (2 * wetwid(rn1 bsat(i + 11 ' kequivti + 11 1 
compute E coefficient 
based on current rayer 
If statusflag(i1 = I Then 
e(i) = sorg(i1 * dx(rn,  ob, il * wetwid(rn1 
End If 
If statusflag(i1 = 2 Then 
e(i) = shum(i1 * dx(rn, ob, il * wetwid(rn1 
End Sf 
If statusflag(i1 = 3 Then 
saturation has occurred in grid block 
e(i) = sorq(i) * &(rn, ob, il wetwid(rn1 
f(i) = shwÜ(i1 ' dx(rn, ob, il * wetwid(rn1 
End If 
If statusflag(i1 = 4 Then 
desaturation has occurred in grid block 
e(i) = shum(i1 * dx(rn, ob, il wetwid(rn1 
f(i) = sorg(i1 * &(m. ob, i) wetwid(rn1 
End If 
Next i 
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block adjacent to Stream ce11 
If statusflag(2) = 1 Or statusflag(2) = 2 Then 
ab(1) = -(c(2) + g(21 + et21 1 
ac(l1 = g(21 
bb(1) = qnet(2) + qinf(2) - et21 * hold(rn, ob. 2) - c(2) * hold(rn, ob, 1) 
End If 
If statusflag(2) = 3 Then 
ab(1) = -(c(2) + g(2) + f(2)) 
ac(1) = g(2) 
bb(1) = qnet(2) + qinf (2) - e(2) * hold(rn, ob, 21 - c(21 ' hold(rn, ob. 1) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, 2) ' (et21 - f ( 2 )  1 
End If 
1f statusflag(21 = 4 Then 
ab(l1 = -(c(2) + g(2) + f(2)) 
ac(l1 = g(2) 
bb(1) = qnet(21 + qinf(2) - e(2) hold(rn. ob. 2) - c(2) * hold(rn. ob, 1) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, 2) * (el21 - f(2)) 
End rf 
block adjacent to wetland -gin (considered impermeable) 
If statusflag(manl) = 1 Or statusflag(manl) = 2 Then 
ab(mm2) = -(c(Naal) + g(nxml1 + e(nwrli1 
aa(man21 = c(nxntlI 
bb(mm2) = qnet(nxmï1 + qinf(maaï1 - e(nwil) * hold(rn, ob, W I  
End If 
1f statusflag(nicml) = 3 Then 
ab(nwi2) = -(c(Ncùir) + g(nxmI1 + f(nxml1) 
aa(rwn2) = c(nxml) 
bb(nxm2) = qnettnxml) + qinf(maaï) - e(nxml) * hold(rn, ob, nxml) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, mani) ' (e(mmïl - f(d) 1 
End If 
If statusflag(Nanl) = 4 Then 
ab(nxm2I = -(c(nmnï) + g(nxml1 + f(Ncml)l 
aa(rwn2) = c(ruanl1 
bb (nwn2) = qnet(nxml1 + qinf (nxml) - e(&) * hold(rn. ob. mani) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, ' (e(nxml) - f (nmnl) 1 
End f f 
' interior blocks 
For n r  = 2 To man3 
If statusflag(nr + 1) = 1 Or statusflagbr + 1) = 2 Then 
aa(nr) = c(nr + 1) 
ab(nr) = -(c(nr + 1) + g(nr + 1) + e(nr + 1) 1 
ac(nr) = g(nr + 1) 
bb(nr) = qnet(nr + 1) + qinf(nr + 1) - e(nr + 1) holdcrn, ob. nr + LI 
End If 
If statusflag (nr + 1) = 3 Then 
aa(nr1 = c(nr + 1) 
ab(nr) = -(c(nr + 1) + g(nr + 1) + E(nr + 1)) 
ac(nr1 = g(nr + 1) 
bb(nr) = qnet(nr + 1) + qinf(nr + 1) - e(nr c 1) * hold(rn, ob, nr + 1) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, nr + 1) * (e(nr + II - f(nr + 1) 1 
End If 
If statusflag(nr + 1) = 4 Then 
aa(nr1 = c (nr + 1) 
ab(nr1 = -(c(nr + 1) + g(nr + 1) + f(nr + 1)) 
ac(nr) = g(nr + 1) 
bb(nr) = qnet(nr + 1) + qinf(nr + 1) - e(nr + 11 hold(rn. ob, nr + 1) + 
toporgelev(rn, ob, nr + 1) (e(nr + 1) - f(nr + 111 - 
End 1 f 
N a t  
Thomas subroutine for tri-diagonal matrices 
For i = 2 To nxm2 
dd = aa(i) / ab(i - 11 
ab(i) = &(il - ac(i - 1) dd 
bb(i) = bb(i) - bb(i - 1) dd 
Next 
back substitution 
x x ( r d )  = bb(man2) / ab(man21 
For i = 1 To nxm3 
j = e - i  
m(j) = (bb(j) - ac( j )  ' xx( j  + 1)) ab(j) 
Next 
corrected heads 
For i = I To nxm2 
hwet(rn, ob, i + 1) = xx(i) 
Nex  t 
hwec(rn, ob, nx) = hwet(rn, ob, mani) 
check to see if saturation state of grid blocks has changed 
Visual Basic Source Code 
For i = 2 To mani 
If hwet(rn, ob, il > toporgelev(rn, ob. il Then 
block is curzently saturated 
revsatflag[i) = -1 
Eïse 
block is currently unsaturated 
revsatflag(i1 = 1 
End If 
Next 
determine aay changes in the saturation of grid blocks 
For i = 2 To nxml 
If revsatflag(i1 = 1 And satflag(i1 = 1 Then 
saturation Stace remains unsaturated 
statusflag(i) = 1 
End If 
If revsatflag(i1 = -1 And satflag(i) = -1 Then 
saturation state remains saturated 
statusflag(i) = 2 
End If 
If revsatflag(i1 = -1 And satflag(i1 = 1 Then 
saturation has occurred in grid block 
statusflag(i) = 3 
End If 
If revsatflag(i1 = 1 And satflag(i) = -1 Then 
de-saturation has occurred in grid block 
statusflag(i) = 4 
End If 
Next 
rerun = O 
For i = 2 To Nanf 
if saturation state has changed in any grid block 
rerun variable is set at -1 
If Val(revsatflag(i) * currsatflag(i)) = -1 Then r e m  = -1 
N e x  t 
If rerun = -1 Then 
saturation state has changed in at least one grid block. As 
such : 
1) assign head values back to those at beginning of tirne step 
2 )  solve again using appropriate statusflag 
numstoriter = numçtoriter + 1 
if solution does not converge, terminate the program 
If numstoriter = 100 Then Stop 
For i = 1 To IIX 
hwet(rn, ob, i) = hold(rn, ob, i l  
Nex t 
For i = 2 To Nanl 
currsatflag(i) = revsatflag(i1 
N a t  
GoTo onemoretime: 
End If 
establish maximum difference in change of head 
maxdiffhead = O 
For i = 2 To Ncml 
headdiff = Abs(hwet(rn. ob. il - hprev(rn, ob. i) 1 
If headdiff > maxàiffhead Then maxdiffhead = headdiff 
N e x t  
if maximum head difference is greater than 0-5 mm, then repeat iteration 
If maxdiffhead > .O005 Then 
numiter = numiter + 1 
if solution cannot converge, terminate program 
If numiter > 50 Then Stop 
For i = 2 To ruani 
hprev(rn, ob, il = hwet(rn, ob, il 
Next 
GoTo iternewsolutiondahc: 
End 1 f 
compute revised saturation depths and thicknesses 
For i = 2 To NC 
identify saturation state of each grid block 
If hwet(rn, ob, i) > toporgelev[rn. ob, il Then 
block is saturated at beginning of tirne step 
satflag(i1 = -1 
Else 
APPENDTX F Visual Basic Source Code 
block is unsaturated at beginning of time step 




Visual Basic Source Code 
Sub writebeg ( ) 
* --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Subroutine: writebeg 
Purposet to write primary input data to file [filename-begl --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Open directs + begfileS For Output As 122 
Print #22. nrcbmain 
Print #22, nx 
For i = 1 To nrchrnaui 
Print 122, Formats (ireach(i1 , '000,000') , FormatS(oreach(il, '000 .000'), 
Formats (yreach(i1. '0 -000' 1 
Next 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
Print 122, Formats (i. '000') , Formats (wetwid(i1. '0000,O'l , Formats threach(i1, 
'000,000'), FormatS(bedinv(i), '000-000'). FormatS(tbelev(i). '000,000') 
For k = 1 To nx 
For j = 1 To 2 
Print 122. FormatS(hwet(i, j, k) . '000.000'), Format$ (dx(i. j, k) , 
~OOO.OOOm}, Formats (toporgelev(i, j, k) , '000-000'1, Format$(topsedelev(i. j, kl . 




For i = 1 To nrchmain 
Print #22, Fonaat$(i, '000'). FormatS(qlat(i), '0000,000000000') 
Next i 
Print #22, numlat 
write data for laterals 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = I To numlat 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
Print 122, Formats (ireach[i) , '000 -000'1 , Formats (oreach (il , 
'000 .OOOm), FormatS(yreach(i), '000-000") 
Next 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach (ii) 
Print %22, Format$(i, 'OOO'), FormatS(wetwid(i), '0000'). 
FormatS(hreach(i), *OOO,OOOOm), FormatS(bedinv(i1, '000,0000'), FormatS(tbelev(ii, 
'000.000') 
For k = 1 To nx 
For j = 1 To 2 
Print I22, Format$(hwet(i, j, k) , '000.000'). Formats (dxli, j, 
k), *OOO.OOOa), FormatS(toporgelev(i, j, kl, '000,000'), ~orniat~(topsedelev(i, j, k), 




For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
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Sub writenextbeg ( 
Subroutine: writenextbeg . Purpose: to mite wetland data to file for use 
with modelling next simulation period [filename-finl 
Open directs + event$ + ' .fin' For Output As $22 
Print 122, nrchmain 
Print #22, nx 
For i = 1 To nrchmain 
Print #22, Format$(ireach(i), '000,000'). Format$[oreach(i), '000.000'), 
Formats (yreach(i1, " 0  .OOOml 
Next 
For i = I To nrcbain 
Print 122, Format$(i, "000'). Pormat$(wetwid(i), '0000.0'1, PormatS(hreach(i), 
'OOO.OOOœ), Formats (bedinv(i) , '000.000'). Format$ [tbelev(iI, '000.000') 
For k = L To nx 
For j = 1 To 2 
Print #22, FormatS(hwet(i, j, k), *000.000'), Format$(dx(i, j, kl, 
'000 -000'). Formats (toporgelev(i. j, k) , '000.000'1, FormatS(topsedelev(i, j ,  k) , 




For i = 1 To nrcbmain 
Print #22, Formats ( 5 ,  '000') , Formats (qlat (i) , '0000 -000000000') 
Next i 
Print #22, numLat 
If numlat > O Then 
For ii = 1 To n d a t  
For i = termreach (ii) To confrea&(ii) 
Print t22, FormatS[ireach(i), '000,000"), FormatS(oreach(i1, 
~OOO.OOOœ). FormatS(yreach(i1. '000-000") 
Next 
For i = termreach(ii) To confreach(ii1 
Print #22, ForznatS(i, "000'1, Format$ (wetwid(i1, '0000"). 
Formats (hreachli) , '000,0000'), FormatS(bedinv(i), '000~0000"1 ,   or mat^ (tbelev(i1. 
-000 .OOO" 1 
For k = 1 To ~e 
For j = 1 To 2 
Print #22, Formats (hwet (i, j, k) , '000 .OOOn 1 ,   orm mat^ (d%(i, j, 
k), '000.00OW), Format$(toporgelev(i, j, k). '000.000'), FormatS(topsedelev(i, j, k), 
'000 -000') . FonaatS (tophumelev(i, j, k) , '000~000'~ 
Next j 
End 
N e x t  k 
Nex t 
For i = termreach(ii1 To confreach(ii1 
Print i22, Formars (i, '00On), FormatS(qiat (i) , '0000.000000000') 
Next i 
Next 
End If 
Close 122 
sub 
